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A World at War!
A World at Peace!
IN BOTH CASES IT NEEDS FOREIGN MISSIONS
No other agency so greatly fosters International Good-will and Fellowship

The Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions is calling for 200 well qualified missionaries this year

FIRST. ORDAINED MEN. The War lessened the number of
theological students in the United States. We are ready to send every
sllitable man. They are the great evangelizers.
SECOND. EDUCATORS. Men and Women. For Grammar
School. High School and College. We need thoroughly prepared and
experienced teachers.
THIRD. DOCTORS (both men and women) and Nurses. Our
hospitals all over the world are crowded with patients. but inadequately
supplied with doctors and nurses.
FOURTH. INDUSTRIAL AND AGRICULTURAL WORKIndia. South America. China and other lands are calling for themmen to underbuild a Christian civilization.

ERS.

ALL OF THESE RECRUITS must be MissioTlllrJi first and above all.
Thoroughly equipped. Of sound physical health. Able to work well
with other people. Approll:imately between 25 and 35 years of age.

Write to the Candidate Department
Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions
156 Fifth Avenue, New York
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Christmas Handkerchiefs

FOR

:::

years MCCUTCHEON'S has been famous for its excellent assortment of Men's
and Women's Linen Handkerchiefs----hand worked, initialed, smart Siports models,
and fine sheer lace-trimmed and embroidered styles.

:=

For tlie Christmas Gift there is nothing which is quite so distinctive, yet so ideally practical as a box of dainty Handkerchiefs.

:§

Or if you are merely shopping to replenish your own supply, there is no time to shop
quite like the present-while the assortments are still complete.
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RQg, TradQ Mark

Orders by mail receive our
prompt and careful attention.
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James McCutcheon & Co.
Fifth Avenue, 34th & 33d StS., N. Y.
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Write for
this
Booklet

"Bibles and Bonds",:tells the interestin'g
story of a world-wide work, and a safe
investment yielding as high as 8%, depending on the age of the investor.
THE AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY
"ANNUITY BONDS" has advantages of
safety, convenience and permanence that
appeal most strongly to those seeking a
conservative investment.
Women especially will find in this form of
investment an ideal way of accomplishing
a Christian charity and at the same time
retaining a life time income.
Write t"day for
"Bibles and Bonds" Booklet N

AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY
Bible House

Asto Place

Please mention. TID: MISSIONARY REVIEW or THE WORLl> in writing

New Y oll'k
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Reminiscences of Dan'iel Bliss
First President of the Syrian Protestant College, Syria

Two Gift Books
Unusually Good!

Missionary and Educator

Edited and Supplemented by His Eldest Son
The story of his early days; his term of service, as missionary
of the American Board, in the Lebanon; his more than sixty
years of association with the famous Beirut institution, etc.

Illustrated, net $2.25.

The Dawn of a New Era in Syria
By Margaret McGilvary
A deeply interesting account of what happened in Syria during the past five years. Not a mass of hearsay evidence, but
authentic data vouched for by reliable and credible witnesses. This book possesses historical, missionary and political significance of more than ordinary value.

Illustrated, net $2.50.

A Moslem Seeker After God

Chinese Heart
Throbs
With Introduction by Mary
Stone, (Shih Mei Yu), M. D.

By Jennie V. Hughes
Miss Hughes displays a rare insight into and sympathy with the
people of the Land of Sinim. Her
work is instinct with the true
missionary spirit rendered eminently readable by many touches
of literary grace.

Illustrated, net $1.50.

By Samuel M. Zwemer, F. R. G. S.
A volume of intensely interesting data concerning the life,
influence and teaching of the great Persian mystic AIGhazali, one of the very greatest figures in the Mohammedan
world. A notable addition to literature on this subject.

CHINA, the
Mysterious and
Illustrated, net $2.25.
The Three-Hour Sermon-on God, Marvelous
By Victor Murdock
Sin and Salvation
Editor, Journalist, CongressIntroduction by Robert E. Speer

By Rev. Paul Kanamori
Here is a sermon which has been preached over eight hun- .
dred times in Japan, and secured nearly 50,000 conversions.
Robert E. Speer says: "Many have wished to know how an
able Japanese, with such an experience as Mr. Kanamori,
could put the Christian Message. I trust it may have a wide
circulation." Net $1.25.
.

Sadhu Sundar Singh
By Mrs. Arthur Parker

(Called of. God)

London Missionary Society, Trivandram, India
"His story, ably told by Mrs. Arthur Parker, reads like a
book of Apostolic adventure. Paul's perils of waters and of
robbers were Sundar Singh's also. Rejected by his family
he has become India's foremost evangelist."-S. S. Times.

man, Chairman Federal
Trade Commission
Dr. A. W. Halsey, Secretary
Presbyterian Board of Foreign
Missions, says:
"Filled with factful suggestions regarding China. The
author has little use for one VI< ho
fails to see good in the missionary. He has an eye always
open for the graphic and pictorial. Present dry conditionseconomic, social, political-are
presented as though from an
intellectual kodak. A book for
Americsns to read."

Illustrated, net $2.50

Illustrated, net $1.25.

FOR SALE BY ALL BOOKSELLERS, OR

Please mention THE MISSIONARY REVIEW OF
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in wrttlng to advertisers
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Editorial and Business-Chat

Home Religion
Books (New)

CASH FOR PICTURES AND
NEWS
We offer cash for pictures; charts,
tested methods and news items that
are of valt1e for use in the REVIEW
Send such items and pictures addressed to "The New:, Ed;tnr." For
each picture, chart c! tlt'\\·, jtl·~
accepted we will pay one dollal
Pictures not accepted will be returned, if so requested. Credit will
be given where desired.

PURPOSE

VI

EVERY

MORNING
by Robert Cluett
A prayer a day for· three
months, a prayer in harmony
with the Bible reading for thnt
day. Not more than Ii Ie
minutes is needed. The choice
of topics is a happy one and
the prayers are of a high
order. Each page of EVERY
MORNIN G is printed in large
size, easily read type. Cloth,
$l.50.

Day by Day With
the Master
by Robert Cluett
In this new book Mr. Cluett
has in mind the many earnest
boys and girls eager to form
helpful habits of daily Bible
reading and prayer. Readings and prayers for three
months-a topic for each day,
relating to important incidents in the life of Christ: a
few words of comment: a brief
Bible passage: a prayer in
simple language. Cloth, $1.50.
At Your Bookseller's
ASSOCIATION PRESS
, 347 Madison Ave., New

Yo~k

Fleu. II'entioll Taa MISSIONARY

REVIEW OJ'

WHAT WILL IT MEAN!
January first will no doubt usher
in thousamis-millions-of new resolutions. Resolutions aimed at lmsiness prosperity, better health, public
service,
self-improvement,
higher
ideals-a thousand and one things.
How many of those new resolutions
will mean a determination to really
help forward the Kingdom of God
to do something definite of service
to our fellow men.
It is indeed a commendable thing
to approve of missions; it is a
Christian thing to believe in missions;
it is a Christian duty to give to mis- .
sions. But it is nobler still to work
for the promotion of the missionary
cause-to be a. real factor in the
program of the Kingdom. Will your
New Year's resolution this year include the purpose to take a real part
in the campaign of God for the salvation of mankind?
All can not take up missionary
work in the foreign field, but each
one can be a vital force at home--:t
vital force to promote missionary
interest among friends and acquaintances. One practical and simple way
in which you can do this is to sect:re
one or more additional SUbscriptions
for the REVIEW.
May the Circulation Manag
count on your help during 1921, /
Will you represent the REVIEW in
your church and community? 'Nill
you boost for it whenever you can
find or make the opportunity? Will
you line up your friends as regular
readers of the REVJEw? In this way
you will bring them into more vital
touch with Christian world progn'5s
and ideals.
Send us word today that you will
help iT\crease the REVIEW circulat,ion.
THB WOHLD in wrlt1nc to advertisers
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Moses Spent Much of His Time
training the children of Israel in the rules of health.
Witness the l~mgevity of the H~brew race in spite of
untoward circumstances.
The duty of the church in
adopting Sanitary Communion
Cups is imperative. In this forward step will the church be
mindful of its own.

An Inexpensive Service
The Sanitary Communion Outfit
Company provides a tasteful and
inexpensive service; the noiseless,
highly polished wooden trays for
the cups being in keeping with
church furniture. The Outfit adds
to the beauty, solemnity and
repose of the Communion Service.

A Conservator of Health
Make your commtmion service
not alone an uplifting of the spirit
of your community but a real
conservator of the health of your
people.
Send for free descriptive booklet
with catalogue and prices.

~oTE-ln many States tne Jaw now forblds
the .use of the sinele cup at the communion

~i~li~· y~~/~?~d 1~~:Ii~. neThs:a~Id ~t;~~!
~~~~e~:hr'li"~'l~n~nh~~!t~r;ain~ah~mt~~r=

of communion for this very reason.

Sanitary Communion Outfit Co.

If you

have not yet adopted the modern eanitary

communion cup, let this be one of 'your first
forward steps in 1920.

Pl.... m.ntlon TUII 11111110"'''''' ~VIlI" 0"1 "UII

600 57th Street

Rochester, N. Y.
WOJn.D in wrilinlr: to

.d.....tla.n
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PALESTINE AND THE JEWS
VEN with a British mandate over Palestine and a Jewish
Governor, the Hebrews are not finding their lot an easy OIl(l in
their ancestral land. A new· era has undoubtedly been inaugurated, and thousands of Jews are returning to Palestine, butthey
are not welcomed by their Moslem and Christi.an neighbors.· .
Last July, Sir Herbert Samuel, the British High Commissioner,
called a large assembly of the people on the Mount of Olives to hear
the King's message outlining the policy for the government of Palestine. It was a gala assembly. The hall was crowded with an impressive display provided by the picturesque costumes of the Allied
Consuls, military officers, ecclesiastical dignitaries, Grand Rabbis
(including the Grand Rabbi ·of Egypt, clothed in scarlet, purple and
blue), Patriarchs, the Grand Mufti, white-turbaned Mullahs, the directors and representatives of the Jewish colonies and Jerusalem
society, turbaned village peasants and sheikhs, effendis and members
of the native aristocracy, Bedouin sheikhs, in flowing robes of purple with silver headgear, from the Arab camps at Beersheba, where
Abraham pitched his tent; with a sprinkling of khaki and red tabs,
and finally a few ladies belonging to Jerusalem's influential circles.
The High Commissioner, in a white diplomatic uniform with purple
sash, read the King's Message to the people of Palestine, assuring
them of the "absolute impartiality with which the duties of the
Mandatory Power will be carried out, and of the determination of
the Government to respect the rights of every race and every creed.
"The Message assured the people that the Allied Powers "have
decided that :measures shall be adopted to secure the gradual establishment in Palestine of a National Home for the Jewish people."
Sir Herbert Samuel delivered an address in English, which was
translated into Arabic and Hebrew. In this address, which was delivered both in Jerusalem and at Haifa, he said:

E
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.. Ln whatever part of the world British
rule prevails there is complete freedom
and eljuality for all religions; there is
equal Justice for every person in the land.
regardless of his station, race and creed;
order is maintained with a firm hanel,
corruption is suppressed, taxation is
made equitable for the people, the economic development of the country is promoted and the prosperity of the inhabitants increased. Great Britain asks for
no pri,ileges for herself-no tribute is
drawn to swell her own revenues, and
the taxes paid by the people are spent
for the benefit of the people. These are
sound principles of government; these
are the foundations of the greatness of
the British Empire.
Palestine will constitute a separate administration in direct communication
with His Majesty's Ministers in London.
\lI!hen the Mandate has passed through
its final stages the Civil Service of the
country will be established on a permanent footing, with security of employSIR HERBERT SAMUEL
ment, subject to efficiency and good beThe Hebrew High Commissioner of Palestine
haviour, and pension rights for certain
classes of its officers. I am about to
nominate an Advisory Council, small in number, consisting mainly of officials
of the Government, but containing also ten unofficial members, chosen from
various sections of the people. The Council will meet at frequent intervals ,
and drafts of ordinances dealing with matters of importance, and the annual
financial Ludget, will be submitted to the Council for advice.
"In the draft of the Turkish Peace Treaty an article has been inserted
providing for the appointment of a Special Commission by the British Government to study and regulate all questions and claims relating to the different religious communities in Palestine. In the composition of this Commission the religious interests concerned will be taken into account. * * * Meanwhile all the questions with which the Commission will be called on to deal.
including any relating to the Holy Places, will be held in suspense.
"I propose to appoint a Land Commission, consisting of a British official
and two other members, in which Jews, Mohammedans and Christians may
have full confidence, and whose function will be to ascertain what lands are
available for closer settlement, to promote the development of the conntry, and
insure that no injustice is suffered by existing cultivators, graziers, Or owners.
The early establishment of banks to grant long term credits to agriculturists
and urban businesses will be promoted. The railways will be taken over very
shortly by the civil administration. There is under consideration a large programme of public works, including the construction and improvement of
roads, the development of telegraphic and telephonic communication, the pro. vision of electric power throughout the country, the construction of a harbor
at Haifa, the drainage of swamps, and afforestation on suitable lands. The
Department of Public Health will labor for the improvement of the health
of the population, and particularly for the extirpation of malaria. As the
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revenues of the country expand with increasing prosperity the Department
of Education will be able to accomplish more and more for the education of
the people-the first condition in every country of a high standard of civilization. Historic buildings, which help to render Jerusalem an object of profound interest to visitors from all over the world, will be reverently preserved,
and measures will be taken to improve the aspect of the ancient city. Archaeological research will be promoted, and steps will be taken to secure the
proper planning of the new quarters, which may be expected to arise in many
towns in Palestine, and every effort will be made to encourage pilgrims and
travelers to the Holy Land. The ports and frontiers will be opened to limited immigration, and its numbers will be proportioned to the employment
and housing accommodation available in the country.
"I pray that the blessing of Almighty God, before whom Mohammedan,
Christian, and Jew bow with equal reverence, may rest upon this .assembly
and upon all the people of this land."

At a Zionist Oonference in London, July 7th to 22nd, attended
by about three hundred delegates and presided over by Justice
Brandeis, a fund of £25,000,000 was agreed upon to forward colonization and education of Jews in Palestine. Steps were also taken to
convene a World Jewish Conference, which shall be the authoritar
tive body to speak and act on behalf of Jewish people in all national
affairs. Mr. Balfour, who spoke at a great Albert Hall demonstrar
tion, declared it to be the purpose of the British Government to cooperate with the Jews in a way that will make Palestine "in the
fullest measure and degree of success, a home for the Jewish people."
Here is another step in the fulfilment of Prophecy.
THE NEW OUTLOOK IN EGYPT
HE new Anglo-Egyptian Agreement means that tL unique
experiment is to be made in the Near East. Egypt is to be
the first of the Arabic-speaking Moslem countries touching
the Mediterranean to make the venture in self-government along
modern lines. What an opportunity and responsibility this givee
to the American and British missionaries to help in building up tL
strong well-governed nation which shall be an example to all the
other people of the Near East.
This Anglo-Egyptian Agreement has as yet appeared only in
draft form but it is an official announcement which embodiee two
proposals:
1. Great Britain will a.ssume responsibility for foreign relations
and for the maintenance of the" capitulation rights" of foreigners.
2. In home rule, Egypt will have an independent, monarchical,
constitutional government.
This is the first time that an Arabic-speaking Moslem country ha.s
set out upon the pathway of self~determination along the lines of
modern constitutional government. Turkey attempted something of
the sort under the young Turks and Persia established a constitu-

T
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tional ~overnment but these are not Arabic-speaking countries.
Syria is watching Egypt and wishing for a similar opportunity.
Ara.bia looks on with interest, but little approving these ideas of a
modern State. Palestine is sure to be deeply affected as are other
Mohammedan lands, such as Algeria and Tunisia, which for long
years have touched the life of Europe, but have never yet received
a chance for self-determination.
A number of steps still remain to be taken before the British
proposals become effective. Egypt must draft the Constitution
and laws which are to govern her new political life and Great
Britain must secure the assent of the Capitulatory Powers to the
proposed arrangements. But the future has been marked out and
the Egyptian nation may busy itself at once with the great issues
of the new political venture. Decades are required to test out the
practicability of the plan.
The Nationalistic Movement in Egypt is clearly described by
Sir Valentine Chiral in his recent book "The Egyptian Problem."
The modern Egyptian Nationalist traces his idealism back to the
first of the Khedives, Mohammed Ali; overlooking the fact that the
latter was not an Egyptian at all. The ordinary student of Egypt,
however, credits the great War with a general awakening of the
N ear East and with the impartation to Egypt of that national se1£consciousness which has raised the cry of independence. At any
rate, it was at the close of the war that thc cry became insistent and
November thirteen, 1918, (just two days after the Armistice) is
reckoned the formal birthday of Nationalism. On that day, Saad
Pasha Zaghlul and some of his friends called upon Sir Reginald
Wingate, the British High Commissioner and made a formal demand,
as in behalf of the Egyptian people, for the abolition of the Protectorate and the recognition of the complete independence of
Egypt. Then followed the ceaseless agitation on the subject of
independence, the Memorandum sent to all the Plenipotentiaries of
the Peace Conference, the effort to send a Commission to Paris,
the arrest and the exile to Malta of Zaghlul Pasha and his party,
the riots throughout Egypt, the suppression or the rebellion by
the military, the liberation of the prisoners, the long campaign by
means of strikes of Government officials, the appointment of the
Milner Commission, the long refusal of the Nationalists to countenance any negotiations and the final agrerments rea.ched by conferences between the Milner Commission and the Zaghlul Delegation at
London. Nationalism has won, but the victory has ushered in the more
difficult task .of establishing and conducting a stable, independent
government in a land that has hitherto had, little experience in selfgovernment ..
. The new political era upon which Egypt is entering will tax
to the utmost all the resources of the country which make for
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stability and morality. The Christian forces at work have an unusual and inspiring opportunity to help in this work of nation-building.
The whole administration and projection of education in the
Nile Valley now comes under Egyptian control. Are foolish schemes
to be launched perverting the intellectual life of Egypt with a
superficial vVestern education, or will Government education advance
along lines that impart genuinely useful knowledge, sound mental
discipline and high moral ideals 1 This is a time of times when
wise, sympathetic, tactful, self-effacing counselors are needed. Such
are the American alid British educational leaders, whose ideals are
universally recognized. This is a unique opportunity for the School
of Education of the American University at Cairo, if only it can
be strengthened at once· by substantial reinforcements so that it
may give direction in these plastic days to the constitutional formulas which Egypt will adopt. In the early days of Japanese N ationalism, God had placed in the ranks of the Christian missionary body
in Japan Professor Verbeck whose contributions to Japanese political self-determination are recognized today. American missionary educators may do a similar work for the young Egyptian nation.
There is a great opportunity for building up, in Egypt, high ideals
of citizenship, of public morality and of disinterested public service. These ideals must be practical and above all they must be
Christian.
Compare Egypt today with Egypt as it was when the British
Occupation began, and we find that Lord Gromer's administration
yields wonderful results in financial rehabilitation. But the more
startling figures are those that compare Egypt before and after the
war. During the war, Egypt's great asset of wealth, her agricultural productivity, was never reduced but the national was greatly
increased.
"One of the most noticeable facts," says Dr. Charles R. Watson
in reporting on his recent visit to Egypt, "is the increasing emancipation of women in Egypt from the laws of seclusion and self-effacement which have governed them in Arab and Moslem society in
the past. Formerly, to be unveiled was a sign of immorality as well
as of immodesty. Only by adopting Western dress could the implications of an unveiled face be avoided. But now, the streets of Cairo
are dotted with figures that have cast away the veil or reduced it
to the barest formality. Egyptian women can now be seen walking
alongside of their husbands instead of following ten paces behind
them. The recent Nationalistic demonstrations helped to bring into
sharp relief the increased liberty which Egyptian society is ready to
allow to women, for at that time they marched in public processions,
some on foot and some in carriages. They carried flags and national
banners and even addressed public audiences. They served as
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pickets in the days when Government officials were striking." This
is one ·of the signs of the emergence of a new Egypt. The great
question is-shall it be a nation dominated by rationalism and materialism or by Christian truth and ideals ~
RELIGIOUS RECONSTRUCTION IN EUROPE
R. JOHN R. Mott, who has been making almost annual visits
to Europe in the past twenty-five years, has recently returned
from a four months' tour spent in Conferences and investigation. At the Missionary Conference in Switzerland last August a
new International Missionary Committee was created to suggest
policies for the work of the various Boards in the mission fields.
The first meeting of this Committee will be in America next year.
Dr. Mott reports that the rehabilitation .of the nations is gradually being brought about. Next to Great Britain, Belgium is recovering most rapidly; then come Czecho-Slovakia, France, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, Poland, Austria and finally Russia. The last two
countries are in an almost hopeless condition. Irritation, suspicion
and lack of harmony is still evident between the European governments and among the peoples as well. There is also a spirit of suspicion toward the United States because of the unwillingness of the
government to sign the peace treaty, to join the League of Nations
or to accept any mandate. There is dissatisfaction and misunderstanding, combined with impatience and caustic criticism. There
is, however, great appreciation for the wonderful ministry of healing and unselfish philanthropy carried on by the American Red
CrDss and .other agencies. It is the Christian wDrkers from America that must help tD heal the .open SDre .of EurDpe. The Y. M. C. A.
and Y. W. O. A. are dDing a great work in the Polish Army, and
in .other lands. New DPPDrtunities are .opening in the Balkan States
and RDbert P. Wilder has been asked tD gD .over there early next year
tD CDnduct cDnferences and evangelistic meetings aInDng the students
in thDse cDuntries.
Spiritual and sDcial reconstructive work is also being carried
.on effectively in EurDpe by variDus American denDminatiDnal
agencies, including the United Lutherans, the NDrthern and SDuthern
Methodists, the Presbyterians, Baptists, EpiscDpalians and Friends.
Orphanages have been established and churches are strengthened.
The American kindergartners are dDing a remarkable wDrk fDr the
children of Europe under the leadership of Miss Fanniebelle Ourtis,
fDrmerly superintendent .of kindergartens in Greater New YDrk. The
McAll MissiDn in France is a pDwerful agency, the funds for which
CD me largely from America; and the Gospel Mission in Belgium,
under Mr. and Mrs. Ralph NortDn, is cDnducting a work that ShDWS
spiritual power and practical results.
There is still great suffering in Europe, but it is a suffering the

D
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underlying cause of which is spiritual famine. If Russia, Germany,
Austria, the Balkan States, Italy, France and the other countries
l;ould experience a real spiritual revival it would mean a new
morale, a restoration of confidence and harmony, stimulation of
honest industry, an awakening of the public conscience and a new
relationship toward God that would make Europe a new continent.
But, as has often been said and needs to be said again, this can only
come through a right relation of the people of Europe to Jesus
Christ, the Son of God. American Christians have a heavy responsibility and a rich privilege in interpreting Christianity to the suffering multitudes of Europe.
THE TOKYO CONVENTION
HE Eighth World Sunday School Convention, which opened on
October 5 and closed October 14, was not seriously handicapped by the fire that destroyed the $90,000 Convention Hall.
Although 500 people were rehearsing in the chorus, preliminary
to the opening of the Convention, no one was seriously injured. A
great cause for thanksgiving is that if the fire had occurred four
hours later, when the building was crowded with 3000 or more visitors,
a great loss of life would have been unavoidable. The opening of
the Imperial Theater for the meetings, with its seating capacity of
2300 people, made a marked impression o;n the Japanese. The bad
ventilation was, however, a serious handicap.
Over eighteen hundred delegates attended the Tokyo convention, coming from seventeen countries in five continents.
Many prominent Japanese showed interest in this large
Christian gathering. Premier Hara offered the Imperial Diet Halls
for the use of the Convention. The Emperor of Japan, Viscount
Shibusawa, Baron Sakatani, Baron Okura and others showed the
delegates many courtesies, and a member of parliament, Hon. S.
Ebara, was chairman of the National Sunday School Association of
Japan.
The Convention delegates included many distinguished missionaries, ministers, educators,' business men and leaderf! in the field
of religious education from all parts of the world. The presiding
officer was Justice J . •T. Maclaren of Canada, who was presented by
Prince Tokugawa with a gavel made of oak.
The program was built around the general theme-" The Sunday School and World Progress" and a daily theme expressed the
special emphasis of each day. Under the direction of Prof. and
Mrs. H. Augustine Smith, assisted by Japanese leaders, a program of
pageantry, music and art was provided which was closely related to
the theme. The program included four great pageants, stereopticon
lectures, instruction in Sunday-school music, as well as inspirational
song services. One of the most helpful features was the large exhibit.

T
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Two complimentary excursions with chartered trains were given
all delegates to Kamakura, the ancient capital of Japan, and to Yokohama, one of her great seaport cities, where the visitors were entertained by the Governors, Mayors and the leading citizens of these
great municipalities. On the last night the Emperor sent a message
by a personal representative expressing the interest of the Imperial
Household in the success of the Convention. This is without precedent in the history of Japan. At a reception given by the city of
Tokyo at Hibiya Park the Mayor of Tokyo, Viscount Tajiri, said:
lIWe appreciate your coming to Tokyo, for you come here for the
sake of Christianity and humanity. In the name of Christ and in
the spirit of Christianity we are brothers, we are sisters."
The resolutions adopted by the Convention spoke in behalf of
more than thirty million officers, teachers and scholars in thirty
countries of the world. These resolutions affirmed the principles of
world brotherhood, with special reference to, international relationships, and recorded the conviction that "brotherhood must be
vitalised so as to have a direct relation to the Kingdom of God. A
passion for righteousness is the moral minimum with which international relations can be safeguarded. W orId brotherhood requires
an international consciousness. This can only be acquired through
the unlimited expansion of our own personality. The spacious
world mind can come only through fellowship with Him who is at
once Son of God and Son of Man."
On Sunday afternoon the delegates and Sunday-schools of Tokyo held a rally at Hibiya Park when 20,000 people assembled to
hear the Sunday-school addresses. It was an inspiring sight to
witness a sea of pennants,· carried by all waving in the air and to
hear the great multitude of Sunday-school children sing the songs
of the Kingdom that gave evidence that the childhood of Japan was
fast catching the Sunday-school spirit. The Exhibit attracted 40,000
people, and the 51 extension meetings throughout Tokyo were attended by 33,000. After the convention fifty cities over Japan were
visited, and meetings were addressed by delegates from abroad.
One of the great climaxes of the gathering was the Investment
Service when $40,000 per year for four years was contributed by the
delegates to world work. The officers elected for the next quadrenium are as follows: President-Hon. John Wanamaker, Philadelphia; Treasurer-Mr. Paul Sturdevant, New York. The Executive was organized by the election of James W. Kinnear, Pittsburgh,
Chairman and Mr. Arthur M. Harris, New York, Vice Chairman.
Frank L. Brown, LL. D., was reelected General Secretary. The next
World Sunday-school convention will meet in Buenos Aires, Argentine, in 1924.
While there were many helpful features of the convention and
some inspiring addresses, the effort to show appreciation of Japanese
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hospitality and to win the cooperation of pr,ominent non-Christian
Japanese; tended to weaken the Christian testimony of the convention.
A correspondent who attended the meetings, and was able to note the
effect on missionaries, foreign delegates, speakers and Japanese
Christians writes that the delegates were neady feted to death by the
government officials. There was unfortunately too much compromise
with "heathenism" in the desire to be friendly with Japan. One of
the Japanese who helped to finance the Convention, when invited to
address the delegates, made it clear that he was not a Christian, and
that his interest in the occasion must not be interpreted as loyalty to
Christ. At a luncheon, given by a friendly Buddhist to about one hundred foreign delegates, a Buddhist speaker referred to the" Resolutions on International Relati<.Jns" passed by the Convention as reading "like a new Bible." In response one of the officers of the Convention expressed the belief that the day is fast approaching when Christial1s will clasp hands with Buddhists in a united effort to uplift mankind. He then moved that BaronS-(an unconverted Buddhist) be
elected an honorary member of the World's Sunday-school Association. Such an attitude may help to break down barriers between
Christians and non-Christians, but compromise and a lowering of
standards can never help 'forward the Cause of Christ in the world,
and are unworthy of His loyal followers.
The World's Sunday-school Association is doing a great work in
non-Christian lands through its efforts to train children in the Bible
as the Word of God, to lead them to Christ as their Saviour and Lord
and to enlist them in Christian service. It is of utmost importance
that no~hing be allowed to obscure their Christian testimony to the
absolute necessity of loyal obedience to Jesus, the Son of God and
Saviour of man.
'
THE JAPANESE IN CALIFORNIA
HE passage ,of the Alien Land Law by a referendum vote in
California has naturally caused offense to the Japanese, and
has awakened concern in missionary circles. The law forbids
the ownership of land in California by aliens who cannot be assimilatedby becoming citizens. The Japanese resent this as discriminating against them, and the feeling aroused in Japan is making missionary work more difficult. The Federal Council of Churches,
through their Commi~sion on Relations with the Orient, urges that
this problem should be solved through close cooperation with ,the
Department of State at Washington in accordance with the principles of honor and justice.
The total population of California has, in the last ten years, increased by 1,048,987, while the Japanese population has only; increased 3.6 per cent of the whole, or 38,500, (chiefly by births). The
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entire Japanese population of California is about 2.3 per cent of
the whole, or 80,000 Japanese in contrast with 3,420,000 Americans.
The Japanese births numbered, in 1917, 4,108, as against 47,313
white births. The land situation is not as serious as represented,
since the Japanese own less than 75,000 acres out of 11,400,000 acres
under cultivation.
The growing liberal movement in Japan, which is battling against
military autocracy, is hamperEd and threatened by anti-Japanese
legislation in America. Debates have been held by students in Japan
to discuss whether or not their government is justified in breaking off
friendly relations with America. A declaration of war was not considered expedient but considerable resentment was expressed because
of California's anti-Japanese legislation.
In the interest of humanity, world friendship and Christian
principles this problem should be studied dispassionately, and settled on a basis that is fair to all and without discrimination against
one race. Laws may be established guarding the rights of citizenship, of immigration, of suffrage and of land ownership, without unjust discrimination against anyone class on the ground of race,
birth or previous condition or nationality. The Christian people of
America wish to have national and inter-national problems settled
on this basis. There are real difficulties in the problem, and it may
be necessary to place restrictions that will guard American rights
and institutions; but such restrictions must be impartial, and in
accord with national honor and welfare.
CHURCH AND STATE IN PERU
ECENT political events in Peru have been most interesting
from a missionary view point. In September a Divorce Law
was passed by the national Congress. Two years ago a Bill
was introduced in the Senate in favor of civil marriage and
absolute divorce. The Senate approved the measure, but the document passed into the power of the Roman Catholic Archbishop of
Lima, who refused to hand it back. However, His Excellency was at last obliged to let the measure follow its parliamentary course,
with the result that it passed through the Lower House with an
overwhelming majority-only five deputies voting against it. The
extraordinary thing is that this result was achieved in spite of the
threats of the Archbishop, the anathemas of friars, the protests of
priest-duped women, and the endeavors of the President of the
RepUblic, a strong conservative. Even should the President veto
the measure, his veto can only delay its promulgation; for the next
Congress is empowered by the Constitution to put it into force.
Dr. John A. McKay of Lima, writes: "The new law consists
of two main parts. The first makes civil marriage obligatory for
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Catholics as well as Protestants. The second establishes the right
of divorce. The new law does not deny the religious significance
of marriage but i~ makes Catholics and Protestants, who wish to
contract matrimony, equal before the law, so that both can have
recourse to their respective ministers for the solemnization of the
rite, and multitudes of poor people who have hitherto been compelled to live in concubinage, because their resources were not equal
to the exorbitant fees charged by priests for the celebration of
marriage, will now be able to enter into honorable marriage. Beneficent results may therefore be expected from the <new law in the
social life of Peru. The second part of the measure, which permits
of divorce on other grounds than that of adultery, and sanctions the
remarrying of the guilty as well as of the innocent party is objectionable from a Christian view point, and is an evidence of tlw tide
of radicalism and anti-Christian sentiment that i!l beginning to
surge in these old centers of Romish domination. An evidence of
this is provided by the words of the chief promoter of the Bill in
the Chamber of Deputies. Combating the ideal of the religiou!!
significance of marriage he exclaimed: 'What can religion do against
the human pa'Ssions ~' "
At no previous time in the history of Peru has there been such
a challenge to the Protestant Church, not only to evangelize the
masses, but also to enlighten the minds of the classes, on the sublime principles of the true Christian faith, which are the fountainhead of all that is worth while in modern civilization.
THE INTERCHURCH AND THE FUTURE
HREE things seem to be clear about the Interchurch World'
Movement. First, the organization is practically dead and
will not be resurrected; second, no new organization should be
attempted to take its place; and third, certain ideals should be conserved and carried out by existing organizations.
It seems to be beyond question that there is little left of the
Interchurch except a sad memory, some valuable lessons and a debt.
The memory will linger, it is hoped that the lessons will be profitable
and that the debt will be paid. The Movement was founded on ideals,
some of which were impractical and others were obscured and made
inoperative by wrong methods. There are, however, facts gathered
by the surveys, besides numerous maps, charts and photographs that
should be used before they are out of date. There was also interest
aroused and information scattered that may still bring in a harvest
of missionary effort.
The Reorganization Committee of the Movement, after three
days spent in conference with representatives of other religious
organizations, in New York City in November, adopted a resolution which may result in the Federal Council of Churches of Christ
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in America taking over much of the Interchurch activities.
resolution was as follows:

The

In bringing about the further conservation of the values of the Interchurch
World Movement we request the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in
America to call a thoroughly representative council of the following agencies
in the month of December, if possible, or early January, to work out the
best plan to bring about the most helpful work and relationships and arrangements on their part.

The organizations referred to are the Federal Council, the Reorganization Committee of the Interchurch, the Home Missions
Council of the United States and Canada, the Foreign Missions Conference of North America, the Federation of Women's Foreign
Mission Boards, the Council of Women for Home Missions, the International Sunday School Association and the Council of Church
Boards of Education. The personnel of the conference is to be determined by the Chairman and General Secretary or other two officials of each of the foregoing agencies in consultation.
Just what will be the outcome of this plan it is too early to
state, but there is hope for some feasible method of co-operation
among evangelical Christian agencies to carry out the Great Commission of Christ.
A BIBLE UNION IN CHINA

s ONE result of the addresses on the Bible delivered last summer in China at Kuling Conference by Dr. W. H. Griffith
Thomas and Mr. Charles G. Trumbull, two hundred missionaries joined together to form a !' Bible Union of China," and since
that time many others have been added from various mission stations
and conferences. The purpose of the Union is to promote faith in the
Bible as the Word of God, the study of the Bihle for personal and
social progress, to prepare apologetic and other Biblical literature
for China and to bring evangelical teachers to the mission field, especially teachers for Christian educational institutions. They also
plan to establish conferences and lectureships for Bible study, and to
promote prayer and evangelism.
Some missionaries write deploring the increasing number of
Christians in the mission fields who have lost their faith in the Bible
as the Word of God and are consequently inculcating doubt and unbelief among the Chinese. While these Chri-stians themselves have
had their Christian character and faith founded on the Bible, they
take away the foundation stones on which they built, and leave only
quicksand instead. Many Christians whose character anq spirit of
service are beyond criticism also advocate the union with other denominations and the employment of teachers, irrespective of their
faith in the deity of Christ and the inspiration of the Bible. The
loyalty of the missionaries generally is unquestioned.

A
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A Large Factor In Success
BY PAUL HARRISON, M. D., BAHREIN, ARABIA

E, as missionaries, need to have behind us a constitu. ency who will support us abroad. I do not mean
friends who will support us financially, though that is
useful enough, no doubt. But there is something much more
important. I thank God that without realizing the full importance of it, I was led to do something in this way before
I went out to Arabia. We are prone to look on ourselves as
doing the work of the Church in the foreign field but that is
not the way that God looks at it. If we stand alone out there,
we will accomplish little, but if we are one of twenty, one out
there, and the other nineteen working with us, at home, God
will accomplish a great deal through us .
. In Arabia, after a long effort we succeeded in getting
permission to begin work in Kateef, a town ~n the mainland.
This was an advance step of great importance. I took my instruments and medicines and assistants, expecting to be able
to do anything I could do anywhere. We were received enthusiastically and the first day we had over two hundred patients.
We tended all of them we could, and the others came back the
next day, with two hundred new ()nes. Things went on in
this way for four or five days. We were so popular that it
was uncomfortable. We had visions of a permanent establishment in Kateef, and in two of the neighboring towns as well,
thus making a circuit covering the whole district.
Then a change carne. I was invited to come and interview
the chief.
•, What is this that I understand you do in the mornings
before you treat the sick people 1"
"Before we treat the sick people," I replied, "why, before we treat the sick people, we have prayers."
"Do you have them in Arabic1"
"Yes."
"Y ou can't do that in this town," replied the chief.
"Well," I said, "we always have prayers before we begin
work. We consider that we heal no one. It is God who
heals, and we always have prayer before the work begins.
No one is compelled to come. The doctor does not know or
want to know who comes. Those that come and those that
stay away are treated alike. But we could not begin the work
without prayer."
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"No," said the chief, with ,a snap in his voice, "You can't
have them in this town. "
"in that case," 1 said, "we will have to give the worK
up, for we do not desire to carry it on without prayer. "
" Very well," was the reply, "give it up then. You can
leave here to morrow."
The situation looked hopeless. Kateef was apparently
slipping out of our hands, and there was not a thing we could
do to hold it. I thought of Luther's prayer. "Lord, Thou
art Imperiled with us." 'l'hat afternoon, a little after 1 returned from the reception room of the chief, a man came for
treatment. I told him that I was unable to do anything for
him because the work ,had been officially closed down, but if
he would get the chief's permission, I would be glad to do
what was necessary for him. He left to. seek the chief and
was followed by another, and he by twenty or more who went
ott for special permission that afternoon. The boat was w
leave the next day, and we packed up to go in it. But in the
morning, Mahmoud, the Grand Vizier of the chief came to see
me.
"You did not understand" he began, "The chief wants
you to remain, but to work without the prayers. "
"Yes," I said, "we understood well enough, but we do
not feel that we can do that."
"Well," said Mahmoud, "don't you think you could pray
in your upstairs room and not come down till you were done T
Would not that do as wellT"
"No," I said, "I do not think it would be the same."
"Well, anyhow," said he, "surely God knows you want
to pray, and He will take into account the fact that the chief
has forbidden it, so it will be all right."
, , No," I said, "we do not feel that it would be the same."
"Oh, well," said Mahmoud, "don't you understand, go
ahead and have your prayers, and s,ay nothing more about it. "
So we stayed in Kateef, and had prayer before the
clinics, and! a day or two later, when Ii visited the chief, he
gave me five cups of coffee in succession, to show the great
esteem in which he held me, and everything went beautifully
from that time on. If we had been driven out of that town,
I suppose it would have been years .before we could have returned. That battle was not won by the missionary in Kateef.
I~ was the nineteen working at home that helped to change
defeat into victory. Other missionaries have experiences like
that, and often much more critical.
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The Growth of the Missionary Idea
BY REV. GEORGE F. HERRICK, D. D., NEW YORK
Formerly a Missionary of the American Board in Constantinople

T

HE great missionary problem is clearly stated in the last three
verses of the Gospel by Matthew. Christians of the early centuries accepted those words as their Master's command and
promise, and worked, zealously and efficiently to accomplish the task
laid upon them. Many centuries passed before the churches of
Christ began slowly and separately to undertake the duty laid upon
them.
Examine the changes that have taken place in the world field
and in Christendom's conception of the duty imposed by our Lord's
last command during my own missionary life, 1860 to 1920.
Sixty years ago when my missionary life began at Constantinople
the great Protestant Foreign Missionary Societies of America and
Great Britain had already a history of about half a century. At
that time important work had been begun and results achieved in
the Near East, in India, in China, in the islands of the Pacific, and
in South and West Africa. Missionary effort in China was then
confined to certain quarters of half a dozen seaport towns. Today
the whole of that land which contains one-fourth of the human race
is wide open to missionaries, and a very large part of that population has heard God's message of salvation through the living m.essenger or the printed page. Sixty years ago Japan had not yet
been entered by missionaries. Korea was wholly unknown to people of the West. Central Africa was as concealed from our view as
is the reverse hemisphere of the moon. Look at Japan, at Korea and
at Uganda today.
Even as late as sixty years ago only a small fraction of the
membership of the evangelical churches of Christendom took an intelligent interest in the work of foreign missions. The hope and
aim of even the missionaries themselves were far from rising to
the level of the command of Christ to "teach all nations." Their
chief hope was to save some souls out of the city of destruction before the final catastrophe.
The change which has taken place in the Christian conception of
missions is well nigh revolutionary. The aim accepted now almost
universally is to disciple all men. By Christian education, by industrial and social reform, by the appeal of the life and teaching
of Christ, missionaries endeavor to lift men to the plane of true disciples of Christ, to bring into individual and national life everywhere the regenerating power of the Spirit and so to cooperate in
God's plan to save the world.
1061
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Sixty years ago missionaries were regarded by the governments, and by the great mass of peoples of eastern lands, as unwelcome intruders, or at the best as well-meaning persons with plans
altogether impracticable and futile. Merchants and travelers from
the West generally regarded them with contempt, if not with hatred.
Today the work of the missionaries is everywhere regarded as of
great beneficent value to the peoples among whom they live. Their
influence on the side of justice in governmental administration and
public wellare is profound and far reaching. In the Near East, for
example, during the last thirty years, the work of missionaries in
education, in scientific healing, in systematic relief of suffering in
times of famine, pestilence and war has won the confidence and love
of men of all races. There are now at work on the solution of these
problems of the Near East a thousand men and women of ability and
experience. The leadership is confessedly in their hands.
When foreign missionary work was systematically undertaken
by evangelical Christendom more than a century ago, each branch
of the Church worked independently of every other. Each carried
to the foreign field its own denominational policy, creed and forms
of worship, and established churches near one another which were
often rivals if not antagonists.
About sixty years ago evangelical missionary societies adopted
what was called "comity" in their relations one to another in their
work abroad. This meant the elimination of unfriendly rivalry and
the cultivation of friendly relations between missionaries of different societies and the members of different native churches. But
"comity" was far from the unifly of our Lord's great intercessory
prayer. (.Tohn 17). Nor did comity eliminate the carrying of
Western denominational divisions into Eastern lands.
Within the last twenty years there has come into challenging
prominence, first on mission ground and then among the home
chllrches under the leadership of the officers of the great missionary
societies, the idea of Christian unity of service clearly announced by
our Lord Himself. This has resulted in concerted action by the
missionary societies of North America, and by the American and
British workers on mission fields. Better than that, the evangelical
churches of China, India and ofher lands, are consolidating into national churches on a basis suited to their own conditions and needs,
freed altogether from Western limitations.
What now does all this signify for the future of Christianityf
(1) It gives vital significance to the name Christian. To be a
Christian is to have a character and do a work similar to the character and the work of Christ. Read what the four Gospels tell us
of the life and teachings of .Tesus Christ often enough and deeply
enough to imbibe their spirit as St. Paul had done when he wrote the
13th chapter of First Corinthians. The name Methodist, or Epis-
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copalian, or Baptist, or Presbyterian, or Oongregationalist will still
be convenient, even necessary perhaps, just as it is necessary to
locate a citizen of New York Oity by his street and number; or to
designate men as doctors, lawyers, oculists, opticians, electricians,
grocers, plumbers, etc. The main thing is that each one is a man,
my brother man.
(2) The results of the new missionary idea and spirit are
already in evidence. The expenditures of the great missionary societies is nearly double that of ten years ago. The great events of the
present day are not new Edison inventions or political campaigns, or
the unstable settlement of national boundaries. The great events are
the less noisily proclaimed triumphs of Ohristianity in Asia and
Africa, the enrolment there by thousands and tens of thousands
every year of new recruits under the banner of Him who has on His
vesture a name written, King of kings, Lord of lords.
(3) Ohristianity is, and will yet be acknowledged to be, the universal religion. Not the Ohristianity the world has hitherto known,
but that of Ohrist, and of those who, in simplicity, sincerity and
humility follow in Ohrist's footsteps and make it their one aim to do
His work. Thank God their numbers are increasing.
The reason for any doubt of Ohristianity being accepted as the
universal religion lies in the travesty of Ohristianity :which the
doubters have had before their eyes. Oompare the Ohristianity of
Ohrist with Mohammedanism or with any form of Pantheism.
Ohrist's mission was to all men. Therefore the mission of His
disciples is to men of every land, every race, every tongue. The rate
of progress in missionary work in the mission lands during the last
decade has been rapid. The influence of Ohristians in Ohina and
Japan is far greater than would be expected from the proportion of
their numbers to .the whole population. Their rate of increase in the
coming years will be many fold that of the twenty years of this century already past. The Ohristian forces are mobilized. The pace is
set. We have entered a new era of this world's history. Ohrist is
with us as our Oaptain on the world field. Victory is assured.
Blessed are they who are privileged to serve and win under His
banner!
If Christian faith does not culminate in the effort to make Christ known
to all the world, that faith appears to me to be a thoroughly unreal and insignificant thing, destitute of power, and incapable of being convincingly
proved to be true. . . .
It is a constant effort to see that a church is kept apostolic, knowing that
it exists not for its pewholders, but for as many of the human race as it can
possibly reach; knowing that its members will get the best good out of it the
more they can feel and show that it is in no real sense their church. It is first
God's church, and then the church of all or any of God's children.
PHII"I"IPS BROOKS.
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Lowland Indians of South America
BY GEO. M. McBRIDE, NEW YORK

HE INDIANS of the lowlands, in contrast with the highland
peoples, are largely uncivilized. Due in great part to their
unfavorable geographical environment, they have never developed in the social scale but remain, as they have been for ages
past, in a state of greater or less savagery. They are divided into
many small tribes, sometimes loosely federated, but each speaking a
distinct language or dialect, and generally engaged in more or less
open warfare with each other.
The Araucanian Indians of South Central Chile are far above
other lowland tribes, and possess a fairly high degree of civilization.
Their agriculture and stock-raising are well advanced, and they have
an organized patriarchal government.
The lowland Indians inhabit the great forests and grass lands
of the central plains a.oout the head waters of the Orinoco, the
Amazon and the La Plata rivers, the coastal regions of the Caribbean, the extreme southern end of the continent, and the humid regions along the Pacific in Ecuador and Colombia.
Any calculation of the number of lowland Indians in South
America can be only rough estimates. No census attempts to state
the Indian population of the forests in more than general terms. The
following estimate is based upon the most correct data available:

T

Brazil .................................................... . 1,300,000
Peru .................................................... . 1,000,000
Ecuador .................................................. . 700,000
Bolivia ................................................... . 400,000
Venezuela ................................................ . 300,000
Chile ..................................................... . 102,000
Colombia ................................................. . 100,000
50,000
Paraguay ................................................. .
30,000
Argentina ................................................ .
40,000
The Guianas .............................................. .

Total .................... '.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,022,000
(In Uruguay alone of the South American countries, has the pure-blooded Indian population entirely disappeared.)

Very little has been done for these Indians, either by missionary
agencies or by the governments in whose jurisdiction they live. In
general they have been entirely neglected and left in their primitive
state, to become the prey of a slowly advancing wave of civilization,
in which Christianity has played no part. They have thus been
entirely at the mercy of traders, industrialists and slave raiders.
1064
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BORa INDIANS OF BRAZIL IN FULL DRESS

Brazil, in her early history, depended largely upon the raids
made by the Paulistas, or slave hunters from Sao Paulo, for her
supply of labor. Though slavery is forbidden by all the nations of
America, the application of this protection is often not extended to
the savage Indians who live far removed from the shelter of the
law. Their condition in many places has been aggravated by the
overlapping of territorial claims, and the consequent impossibility
of policing such disputed areas.·
• The situation revealed in Hardenb1.lrg's HThe Putumayo, the: Devil's Paradise," (London 1912),
the "Red Book of the Putumayo," and Sir Roger Casement's official report, (Foreign Office Reports,

Misc. No.8, 1912), i. probably paralleled in most of the rubber districts of interior South Amenea.
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In Chile the valiant Araucanians that could never be conquered
by Inca or Spanish arms, have finally yielded to the gradual influence of the white man's firewater and his persistent "peaceful penetration" of their territory.
The Argentine Indians very largely ceased to be a factor in the
national development after General Roca's ruthless campaign of
1879 on the southern pampas.
Most attempts to Christianize these savage Indians have met
with failure. Though the Roman Catholic priests penetrated many
of the remote regions during colonial times their work has not survived. The great mission organizations built up in Paraguay by the
Jesuits fell into ruins when these padres were expelled from Spanish
possessions in 1767. In eastern Peru, about all that is left of the extensive work carried on in the vast interior bishopric of Maynas is
the history of the attempt. In southern Venezuela and eastern Colombia ruins alone remain to mark the efforts directed toward the
Christianization of the aborigines by Catholic missionaries. Protestant efforts have been even less successful. Allen Gardiner's
devoted attempt to reach the Fuegians is typical of other such undertakings. The scattered settlements in vast, sparsely populated forests, an inhospitable climate, the difficulties presented by a tropical
jungle, and the hostility of the natives themselves toward all whites,
have combined to destroy work attempted, and to deter even the
most daring from undertaking a task which seemed both hazardous
and futile. Consequently the uncivilized Indians of the lowlands
have been almost entirely neglected as yet by evangelical missionary
agencies. Though most of the cities of Latin America contain. Protestant schools and churches, the vast interior areas, with their many
tribes of savage or semi-savage aborigines, still are almost untouched. Prof. Faraba~, anthropologist and explorer, is quoted as
saying that OVer an area equal to two-thirds of the United States, the
Indians live in almost complete paganism.
Outstanding exceptions to this neglect are the missions maintained by the South American Missionary Society (British) among
the Araucanians of south-central Chile, the Fuegians, and the Indians of the Gran Chaco, between Paraguay and Bolivia. To these
may be added the work done by Anglican agencies in British Guiana.
In these centers progress is being made, but what can a few such sections do for the millions of Indians scattered over so vast a territoryT As far as the Indian is concerned, South America remains
what it has always been, from a missionary viewpoint, the Neglected
Continent. The gradual approach of the two Americas has produced
little change there. It has but brought the problem nearer to our
door.
These repeated failures give conclusive evidence of the difficulty
of undertaking the evangelization of the lowland Indians. They pre-
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sent one of the most difficult missionary problems existing. Only
a well organized, presistently maintained effort can accomplish the
task. It will require the power and the permanence which only the
strongly established missionary boards can employ. Sporadic, independent, or poorly equipped and feebly maintained efforts will
but fail as have failed many other attempts in the last four centuries.
The work must be maintained, though workers fall. Strong men,
backed by strong, permanent organization, will , be required to
triumph. Unless such can be provided the field must be left to its
fate at the hands of industrial and 'commercial interests, who usually
exploit or exterminate but do not uplift.

AN I N DIAN W AI-WAI DANCE IN BRAZIL

Any practical attempt to civilize the Indians may be expected
to receive the cordial support of the governments concerned. They
are already interested, far more than the Protestant Church, if the
truth be said, in the uplift of the aboriginal element in their population. In Brazil wonderful work has been accomplished by Colonel
Rondon with whom Roosevelt traveled in the unknown interior. This
officer is a true friend of the wild Indians and has become a great
apostle of civilization among them. But the Gospel'does not form a
part of his message. His cooperation, however, and that of his government may be depended upon in any effort to bring the Indian into
the pale of civilization. In Chile, Bolivia and Peru there exist
societies or groups who are interested in all that will tend to uplift
the aborigines and their support will be extended, generally in a cordial way. They are already gwping toward a solution of this great
problem.
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1. Upper Orinoco, probably at

San Fernando de Atabapo;
2. Upper Amazon, probably at
Iquitos;
3. Lowel' Amazon, probably at
Manaos;
4. Tierra del Fuego, probably
Wulaia (or Punta Arenas);
S. Araucania, probably on the
Argentine side of the Andes,
or at Villarica, near the
border.
(This last mission would be a land
station, equipped with church, hospital, industrial school and farm,
similar to the existing institution at
Temuco of the South American Missionary Society.) .

As there is a considerable white
population in most of the centers
suggested, it would be well to
provide hospital, medical, evangelistic and probably educational
equipment, on a small scale at
least, for these white people.
A SOUTH AMERICAN WOMAN AND BABY

SUGGESTED PROGRAM

The most that can be accomplished toward the evangelization
of these Indians within the next
five years will be the occupation
of strategic points, within reach
of the greatest numbers of Indian
settlements. This can best be
done by following the methods
employed hy traders and rubber
men in using the only means of
transportation, the river routes.
Mission centers should be established at the following points,
equipped with hospital, medical
supplies, motor boats, interpreters, etc.
rrhe suggested centers are:

THE APPEAL OF THE SOUTH AMERICAN
INDIAN
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Prohi bition Progress In Latin
America
BY DR. JUAN O. GONZALEZ

HEN the United States legally :Killed and buried King Alcohol in the tomb of ignominy, the whole world was petrified
with astonishment before so bold and radical a move. After
the first shock had passed, many publicists smiled skeptically with
regard to the efficacy of such a step. Many periodicals of large circulation attacked such legislation as tyrranous, impractical, revolutionary, and liable to cause trouble. Naturally foreigners judge the
States principally by the papers published in its larger cities, so that
such propaganda could not but sow distrust as to the benefits that
national prohibition would bring.
But truth, in the long run, opens its way through calumny and
falsehood. Friends and enemies have been obliged to confess that
crime, disease and misery have diminished, while civic honesty, economic prosperity, and domestic happiness have increased, in proportion to the enforcement of prohibition. These are facts. Corroboration can be obtained from judges, prison and hospital statistics, bankers, and altruistic societies working for the welfare of
the people. As these sources of information have testified in favor
of prohibition, admiration for the United States begins to take the
place of the world's mockery and doubt.
In the last International Congress against Alcoholism held on
September 16th in Washington, many foreign representatives spokein praise of the United States, and all were optimistic regarding the
triumph of prohibition in the world. Dr. Robert Rercod of Switzerland declared that an army of 5,000,000 is working for the suppression of alcoholism in the world. "In fifteen years," prophesies Dr.
Rercod, "the use of alcohol as a drink will have been abolished in
all countries." A similar declaration was made by the British scientist, Dr. C. S. Saleeby who said: "England will be prohibitionist
within ten years. This will be hrought about by a change in economic conditions."
Lord Leverhulm, a business man, came to
America as a "wet" and returned a "dry." At first the news that
prohibition had been decreed surprised Europe. Then she ridiculed
the United States. Now she begins to see things in their true economic aspect, and the liquor interests begin to fight.
But where the fight against alcoholism acquires a victorious attitude is in Latin America. If, ten years ag-o, somebody had predicted
that Latin America would seriously consider prohibition, and that in
time she would begin an active temperance campaign for restl'iction
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of the free sale of alcohol, such a person would have been termed an
idealistic, visionary. And yet the campaign is on from Patagonia to
Rio Bravo, from Valparaiso to Rio de Janeiro. The masses and
governing classes are participators, and the subject is discussed by
papers and magazines. Legislators propose and approve laws in this
direction. There are few tJroblems today that are more universally
discussed by the Latin republics than the restriction or prohibition
of alcohol.
The President of Mexico, senor de la Huerta, has announced
that he would cooperate with the Government of the United States
by declaring a "dry zone" of 100 miles along the boundary of the
two countries. Senor Lugo has declared that the tendency of the
Government under ,senor de la Huerta is to implant the "dry state"
in all the Republic. The press has also announced that the PresidentElect of Guatemala, sefior Carlos Herrera, proclaimed provisionally
prohibition for all the country, and it is hoped that Congress will
sanction this edict.
The newspaper with the largest circulation in Mexico, "EI
Universal" says:
"In the bulletin recently delivered to newspaper men by the District
Government, it is announced that senor Gasca has the project in view
(which he will 'put into practice by degrees) of restricting the sale of
alcohol and intoxicating liquors in order to combat inebriety as far as he
is able. ,The bulletin also states that Governor Gasca proposes, at no distant date, to make "dry" all of the Federal District, towards which object
he will work as long as he remains in the Government."

The article adds that there are several states where the "dry"
law has gone into effect.
Of Bogota, Colombia, it is said that senator don Felix Salazar
presented to Congress a project of law on alcoholic prohibitions
which was much debated. With regard to this project the Minister
of Agriculture and Commerce declared:
"The anti-alcoholic problem must be met squarely, and advance must
be made despite the obstacles. In the United States, when the fight began,
the trial of alcohol produced a book with statistical data that are appalling.
Crime finds in alcohol its feeder, and statistics prove this. Fifty per cent
of the murders have alcohol as their cause; likewise sixty per cent of
the divorces; the days in which most crimes occur are precisely Saturdays
and Sundays when the working classes dedicate themselves in their idle
hours to alcoho1."

The Government of Costa Rica combats alcoholism. The President, senor Julio Acosta, in his inaugural message said: "We must
combat alcoholism by all means possible, as it opposes every ideal of
greatness and culture. " From a circular that the Executive Cabinet
sent to the heads of public offices, we take the following paragraph:
"On the ,special recommendation of the President of the Republic, we
urge you to observe a strict vigilance over the office personnel with regard
to inebriety, abiding immediately by the following inflexible rules: -First, in
the future no person subject to the alcoholic vice must be proposed for an
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appointment as a civil or military employee. Second, the present personnel dependent on the Executive Power is notified that intoxication even
in occasional form cannot be tolerated. Third, in consequence, an employee
of this dependence who publicly incurs this grave fault will be deprived of
his office regardless of his personal antecedents, family circumstances, or
skill and ability in the performance of his duties."

In Brazil a law has been proposed prohibiting the sale of alcoholic liquors on holidays, and restricting the sale during the rest of
the week; also prohibiting bars near schools and colleges.
Energetic measures have been adopted in Uruguay against the
public sale of liquor, and an active campaign started for the declaration of a "dry" nation.
In the Argentine, Dr. Estanislao S. Zeballo, eminent jurisconsult, prepared a proposed law which was· presented to Congress by
the deputy senor Julio S. Rafo de la Beta, in order to adopt the
"dry" law in Argentina. 'rhe senior of the Argentine press, "La
Capital," favors such a project, as may be seen by the following
excerpts:
"The project of deputy don Julio S. de la Reta comes at an opportune
moment, and we hope that it will be appreciated in its full value by legislatorsdesirous of combating the social plagues conspiring against life, the
agents of physical and moral degradation. The regulation of the manufacture and sale of alcoholic drinks should be the object of a careful study
on the part of the National Congress; the initiatives tending to eliminate
slowly the consumption of drinks of this nature must be complemented by
the total suppression of the sale of liquors particularly harmful to the consumer."

In Chile, where there are many restrictions in force, and some
regions under prohibition, new projects tending towards absolute
prohibition have recently been presented to Congress. The stevedores in Punta Arenas recently refused to unload from vessels any
case containing alcoholic liquors. The following press despatch
from Santiago, Chile, will be of interest:
"A campaign has been started to make the Araucanian Indian Reserve
of Cholchol "dry," following a petition to the Government from residents
in the district alleging violations of the existing laws which prohibit the
sale of alcoholic drinks on Sundays and feast days, and by persons without
license. . . . Movements also have been started by workers in the
nitrate and coal fields in favor of prohibiting the sale of liquor on pay days."

The National Anti-Alcoholic League met recently in Valparaiso
and adopted several practical measures; among them, the introduction in primary and higher school text books of lessons designed to
awaken in the pupil a horror for alcohol.
So intense and general is the campaign that "La Prensa" of
New York, the Spanish newspaper of greatest circulation in the
United States, has said:
"Inspired without a doubt by the example of the United States and
animated by the praiseworthy desire of preserving the health of the people,
several Hispanic-American statisticians have delivered themselves with
ardor and earnestness to the task of obtaining from their respective coun-
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tries laws conducive to the restriction, if not suppression, of the consumption of alcohol as a drink. In the parliaments of Argentine, Chile, Uruguay,
Paraguay, Bolivia, Guatemala, Costa Rica, and other countries, projects of
this nature have been presented, and discussed with the interest that so
grave a problem demands. Public opinion in all these countries has been
in accord in appreciating the necessity that energetic measures be adopted
as soon as possible, establishing prudent laws that will protect the people
from the danger of alcoholism."
THE HOPEFUL OUTLOOK

We predict that the anti-alcoholic campaign in Latin America
will be a more rapid and victorious campaign than it was in North
America. Whoever studies the advances and retrogressions of the
prohibition campaign in the United States during the last one hundred years, or the last fifty, cannot but feel very optimistic on examining the present activities in Latin America. The prohibition
campaign in the United States was, in the early days, ridiculed by the
press, politicians, statisticians and ministers of different denomina~
tions. On the other hand, the anti-alcoholic campaign in Latin
America is in universal favor, patronized by the masses and a large
part of the ruling classes, defended by the press, and seriously discussed in scientific societies and co-legislative bodies. This, however, does not mean that the defenders of prohibition and temperance
are not going to meet with obstacles. King Alcohol cannot be dethroned without a fierce battle. He will invoke the aid of degenerate
politicians, of demoralizing vices, of degrading industries.
But there is no doubt that the fight against alcohol in Latin
America presents itself with more probabilities of victory than it did
at the beginning of the campaign in the United States, particularly
so if the beneficial results obtained by prohibition are made known.
A campaign bearing in mind the errors and successes of the North
American campaign, and presenting the 'actual results in a manner
appropriate to Latin America, will ha.ve a certain and ra.pid victory
over alcoholism.
Anything that directly or indirectly appears to indicate an aspect of imposition, of tutelage, or even of guidance, must be avoided.
Latin America is proud of her civilization, her liberty, her sovereignty, and the methods she employs in the unraveling of her
problems. If the enemies of alcoholism adopt any imposing or
dominating attitude, they will fail. The love of individual liberty is
more intense in Latin America than it is in North America. Again,
if friends of prohibition present themselves as representatives of a
superior civilization, and, for this reason, adopt the attitude of 'Protector or tutor of other people of an inferior or deficient civilization,
they will fail. Latin America prefers to develop her own civilization, and without the help or cooperation of other nations, if they
take the attitude of tutors.
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The best methods for North America are not always the best for
Latin America, buf, even if they are, the mere fact that they have
been initiated in the United States might provoke a feeling of suspicion and prejudice rather than a desire to imitate. The propaganda must be based on the presentation of facts and results, without commentaries or recommendations. This propaganda must enter by the eye and ear to reach the intelligence and the heart.
The first step should be to impress the sight. The people of
Latin America are lovers of art and possess a lively imagination.
Advertisements, posters, pictures that soberly yet forcibly and
truthfully give an idea of the ravages caused by the deadly and deleterious poison, should be exhibited in the trains, trams, streets,
walks, roads, schools, colleges, etc. Above all, motion pictures appropriate to Latin Americans and that reflect with exactitude the disastrous results of alcohol should be shown, not only in theaters, but
also in public gardens and plazas, in schools and colleges. This last
meth0d would soon produce excellent and permanent results. Brief
popular talks, bulletins, articles, and principally the 'introduction of
these methods into the text books of primary schools, would rapidly
create an opinion against alcoholism.
But most important is to give to the ruling classes, to the better
magazines, and to the newspapers of greatest prestige and circulation, the conclusions and results which science has arrived at with
regard to alcohol in all its aspects and applications. Bulletins giving the verdict of great chemists, of famous institutions, of celebrated medical men, of great statisticians, would be well received by the
cultured class. Newspapers and magazines would publish them.. with
comments, with the effect of producing powerful motives to move
the masses towards the definite victory. For the complete success
of prohibition in North America it is necessary that the neighboring
countries be under a prohibition regime. As the friends of prohibition said that it could never be an accomplished fact in North America as long as one state of the Union remained "wet," so we can now
say: prohibition will never be perfect and complete until the "dry"
Bag floats from Alaska to Tierra del Fuego. Further, if in all
North and South America prohibition came .into effect, what other
continent would resist? America to greater or less extent will mold
and direct humanity in the coming generations.
"The Church has not yet discovered, still less begun to
realize, the limitless possibilities of intercession. .. .. .. The
evangelization of the world is not primarily a matter of numbers, wealth, knowledge and strategy, but of the unhindered
working of the Spirit of God. Such Divine manifestation has
been associated invariably with prayer."-JOHN . R. MOTT;
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Constantinople College for ",r omen
BY EVELINE A. THOMPSON, CONSTANTINOPLE

HIS College for women has been in existence for nearly fifty
£"ears. Since 1914 it has been situated in four new buildings at
Arnaoutkeuy on the European shore of the Bosphorus, about
six mile'S from the old city of Stamboul. From the time it
was founded as a school in 1871 until 1914 it occupied buildings
in Scutari on the Asiatic shore. In 1890, nineteen years after
its 'foundation, it became a college, obtaining a charter from the
state of Massachusetts. The present campus comprises about
fifty acres and is of great beauty.
The student body is composed of many nationalities. F{)ur
large groups are in about equal proportion, Armenian, Bulgarian,
Greek and Turkish. Beside these, there are ,Albanians, Spanish
Jews, French, English, Swiss American and occasionally Serbians,
Roumanians and Persians. These many varied elements are
bound together by" a common desire for knowledge. The student
body is democratic, including girls from the mountain districts
of Macedonia, as well as the daughters of the leading 'Statesmen .of Turkey and Bulgaria.
.
At present 500 students are .enrolled in the college; half,
in the flourishing preparatory school and half in the college
proper. About 400 graduates have gone out and have taken up
their various careers in towns and cities in Asia Minor and
the Balkan States. They testify by their lives and the respect
which they almost invariably command, to the in'Spiring ideals
of the College, which they have made their own.
The chief benefit which the students receive from the College
does not come from books. The religious life is of first importance. From talks by members of the faculty and more
vividly from their Ch;ristian lives, the students learn lessons
which books could never teach them. Ideals are held up to them
and they are taught the love of liberty and the right use of it,
the sacredness of truth, the power of unselfishness and the duty
of tolerance and mutual helpfulness.
The period of reconstruction has already begun. Of all
the countries which need rehabilitation and rebirth, the Near
East seems to stand among the first. Because this College ha:s
stood by its students during the darkest period of their history,
because it has. gained by its devotion and steadfastnes'S, their •
respect and admiration, without a single exception, of all the nations of the Near Elast, it can look with confidence towards
years of growth and usefulness.
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NEW MISSION HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN AT KUWEIT ON THE PERSIAN GULF

The First Baptism in Kuweit, Arabia
BY REV. EDWIN E. CALVERLY, KUWEIT, ARABIA
Missionary of the Reformed Church in America

HAT hinders me from being baptised'I" asked Fulan.
The lesson at our station prayers that Monday morning before Easter was the story of Philip and the Ethiopian treasurer. Fulan is a Persian sayyid, a descendant of the
Arabian Prophet Mohammed. Like the Ethiopian, he had left
his own country that he might worship God aright and in his
search for salvation he had come to Kuweit where he heard the
Gospel, and learned that Christ was his Saviour and his Lord.
He accepted Christ's claims, joined our little circle, and announced his change of faith to. his former friends. So Fulan
was baptized on Easter Sunday, becomi'ng the first to receive
this rite in our Mission at Kuweit. He also is the first Moslem
it has been my privilege to baptize in my ten years of missio.nary service.
Over two years ago, on Washington's Birthday, 1918, Fulan
first came to us and asked to be baptized. His earnestness was
evident. He told us his story:
"I left my home in Persia in a search for the truth. The
Shi'i beliefs of my people did not satisfy my need. I then jo.ined
the Babis, fo.r theirs is a broad and mo.dern brand of faith,
and it seemed good. But the teachers could not answer my
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questions. Then I started for
the Babi headquarters in Syria,
intending to visit Mecca and Medina on the way. When I reached
Busrah I heard that a Babi
teacher was then in Kuweit. So
here I came."
One day he met a man selling
religious books in (he bazaar,
books that were claimed to be the
very Word of God. He bought
a booklet that told of the prophets Abraham and Joseph, of
whom he already knew. He read
the booklet eagerly and asked
some Jews whether this were indeed the original Book of God
that descellded upon Moses who
conversed with God. He was assured that Genesis was really a
A MOSLEM OF CENTRAL ARABIA
part of the Taurat, or Books of
Moses. The clearness of what
he read impressed him and he determined to investigate the religion
of the Jews.
"A Jewish friend said he would take me to their Saturday
services," he recently told me. "But he failed to keep our appointment, and when I urged him again he said he would take
me the next week. I went to see him on Friday night to confirm
the appointment, and found him dnmk. I did not blame his
religion for that, and thought the priest would not be like him.
He took me to the synagogue next morning, but left me outside
while he went to tell the priest about me. I waited a long time
and finally a boy came out to tell me that a'S the, Jews were so
few in the town,they would be in danger, if it should become
known that a Persian was interested in their religion."
Soon after that Fulan' hought another booklet from our
colporteur. It was the Gospel of John, and cost him two co'p pers. It immediately satisfied him as to its truth for it was th0
message he wanted and he accepted it gladly and fully. At that
time Fulan knew only a litte Arabic, so we asked a Persian
convert of many years standing to give him further instruction, and also gave him some Christian literature in Persi311.
He had a position as night watchman in the bazaar, but he
lost' it, when the other watchmen complained because, as they
said, IiHe is a sm:yyid, 'So we cannot curse him or beat him if
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he does what is wrong, -and we do not want anyone to work
with us whom we are not allowed to curse." One of our Persian
school boys confirmed this, when I asked him about it. He
said:
"Men do not like to work with sayyids, simply because they
dare not strike them or swear at them."
"Then," said I, "instead of it being an honor for a man
to be a descendant of Mohammed, it is really a misfortune, because it makes a man lose his job."
"The people would rather give him something to live on,"
replied the boy, "than work with him. "
Fulan '8 difficulties in the bazaar brought about good both
for him and for us for he became a most valuable worker in
our hospital, and is learning to dispense medicines. He pleases
all by his willingness to be of any service at any time. His
growth in knowledge and grace has been remarkable, and his
testimony in the bazaar has been enthusiastic. He was recently
made the "Subject of a strong denunciation in the chief Persian
preaching place, when the leading Shi'i -mulla, or preacher, declared that no one ought to associaie with him in the coffeeshops, or eat with him, that no one should sell him food, and
that it was lawful to kill him. He is able to get along, as there
are Arab shops where he can buy what he needs. He felt that
baptism would not increase his danger and said that it would
be a great comf.ort to him as an acknowledgment on our part
that he was really one of us.
His period of probation had been long, and as he seemed
to be ready and the Lord's Supper was to be celebrated, none
of l1S felt we should deprive him of this means of grace. With
deep joy and gratitude the church in our house gathered around
the Lord's Table that Easter morning to welcome this new member into the body of believers in Christ and to celebrate the
resurrection power of our Lord.

SOME MISSIONARY QUOTATIONS
"The Church that forgets itself in its passion for others will in that forgetfulness find itself."
"We have no apology for being in earnest about foreign missions and
will make none until Jesus Christ tells us He made a mistake in coming to the
world as a missionary."
"We have given the -Orient warships and telephone, steam cars and sewing
machines and silk hats, but they are none the better for these; and except the
'old man' be changed within, all these trappings will make him a more potent
force for evi1."
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My Brother In Overalls
:l'he Story of Dan Schultz, the Labor Evangelist
[Continued from the November Rl\VIl\w.J

BY REV. COE HAYNE, NEW YORK

N Pittsburgh Daniel L. Schultz, the Labor Evangelist, undertook
.. a service that required, quali ties of Christian manhood similar to
those he had displayed on the western frontier. He was pastor of
the Lorenz Avenue Baptist Church, when the great Westmoreland
County Goal ~trike began. Reading of terrible conditions in the cOoal
regions he felt it his duty to go and see whether the newspaper
reports were true. He found men .and women living in tents pitched
along the rOoadsides in the bleak month of March, having been thrown
out of the coal company's houses. The rain often wet their household goods and their bedding, and the cold and dampness increased
the suffering brought by hunger. The United Mine Workers of
America were extending aid to the amount of about $2.50 per family,
per week, but most of the women and children were poorly clad,
some of them being without shoes or stockings.
After being in the field for one week, Mr. Schultz returned to his
church, told of the conditions he had found and made an appeal for
clothing and other things needful for the children and women. He
also went out to solicit clothing, shoes, food and money in different·
parts of the state. returning to the miners' camp at frequent intervals
to diDtributf' the goods.
The Ullited ~fine Workers of America made him chaplain of
their orgp.niziition ano the Statp Federation of Labor, at a special
cullvention held b discuss the strike, made him the chaplain of the
convention. Nearly every local union in Pennsylvania pledged itself
to assist him in >,upplying the needs of the strike sufferers. It was
Mr. Schultz' privilege to Dpeak to large congregations of men, women
and children of different nationalities, concerning the Church and its
attitude toward the man in overalls.
One Sunday aftf'rnoon he .addressed over nine thousand miners,
their wives and children, through interpreters. Among them were
Slavs, Russians, Italians, Croatians, Hungarians, Poles, Lithuanians,
Serbians, Scotch, Germans, Austrians, Bohemians and Roumanians.
He spoke on God's wonderful love to the children of men. It was
the first time that many of them had heard this story. A prominent
Roman Catholic labor leader, who had introduced him at the beginning of the service, said, "It is my privilege to introduce a brother
of J el'ius Christ, who has proved himself thus by his work and sacri-
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A NOON HOUR MEETING AT THE CAR SHOPS OF THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC R. R.
CALIFORNIA

fice for our folks. Whatever" Father" Schultz tells us, we believe,
for we have confidence in him and his message."
For fourteen months Mr. Schultz and his helpers collected and
distributed over ninety tons of clothing, thirty-eight thousand pairs
of new shoes, and over twenty-seven thousand dollars. Contributions
came from capitalists as well as from labor unions, socialist organizations and churches. Just before the strike ended, a number of leaders
of the American Federation of Labor met for a conference in Pittsburgh. After passing a number of resolutions, thankmg the church
of which Mr. Schultz was pastor, and also the denomination to which
he belonged, for supplying the needs of the strikers, they passed a
resolution requesting the denomination to call Mr. Schultz out of the
pastorate to devote his time entirely to the working classes of the
United States.
On January 1st, 1911, Mr. Schultz hegan his remarkahle ministry
among the laboring people at large, working in coai fields, shops,
factories of all kinds, preaching the gospel and trying to show the
working man that the Church is not his enemy but his friend. He
is now the Field Labor Rep~esentative of the American Baptist Home
Mission Society.
.
Sometime ago, Mr. Schultz received a letter from the secretary
of the Bartenders' Association of America, requesting him to speak
at their convention. In answer to the letter he wrote that he was a
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Ihinister of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, and that he could not endorse
the liquor business in any way or under any circumstances. To this
letter he received a reply by telegram, stating, "We have confidence
in you as a minister of the Gospel of Jesus Christ; we need just
what you have to give,-come at our expense." Mr. SchUltz accepted
the invitation.
On the Saturday evening of his arrival in the town where the
convention was -held, he visited a minister whom he had known in
former days. This man had read the announcement of his acceptance
of the invitation to speak to the liquor men, and denounced his consent as unchristian and unbecoming in a minister of the Gospel.
Another minister, an intimate friend, told him that he had disgraced
the Christian ministry, God and humanity for accepting an invitation
from such a gang.
_
When Mr. Schultz went to the Convention hall he found it packed
with people. He spoke from John 3:16-17 and at the close of the
sermon when the evangelist extended an invitation to any wishing
prayer to raise their hands, a large number responded. Nine men
and three saloon keepers' wives professed faith in Jesus Christ that
afternoon and gave up their liquor-selling business. At the end of
the week these nine men went back to their earlier trades. Later
others also left the saloon business because of the conviction that had
been awakened in them during this service.
At the next session of the convention the delegates officially
invited Mr. Schultz to become an honorary member of the organization, and when he explained his position and refused an honorary
card, they passed a resolution endorsing his work, and t.he Churchthat sent him out. This is the only union card Mr. Schultz has
refused. During the period of his labors eleven labor unions have
presented honorary cards to him, giving him access to thousands of
local unions in the United States.
At Denver, Colorado, after a number of noon hour meetings
in the Denver and Rio Grande shops, over one hundred and ten men
sent a letter to the American Baptist Home Mission Society concerning the work and thejr belief in the Gospel as preached by Mr.
Schultz. It has been his privilege to speak to a number of the
unions concerning the attitude of the Church towards labor, as well
as the Gospel of Christ.
One of the most dramatic events in the career of our labor
evangelist occurred during the intense labor troubles on the Pacific
Coast. In Seattle he was invited to speak before the open forum
which met every Sunday night in the Labor Temple. Crowds of all
classes of men and women congregated many of them real haters of
the Church and of religion. On arriving at the building, Mr. Schultz
had to press his way through the crowd up the steps into the great
hall As he entered the room he heard a man who was formerly a
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minister of the gospel denouncing "sky pilots," churches and the
Bible. The chairman of the meeting introduced Mr. Schultz to the
audience, and he was about to speak, when this ex-minister charged
him with having been paid by the capitalists to come and :vam down
the common peoples' throats a religion that made the working man
and woman industrial slaves. He challenged Mr. Schultz to debate
with him upon the subject of "God, the Church and so-called salvation. " In response to his challenge, the evangelist said, "After I
finish my speech, if I haven't answered this man, and this audience
decides that I have not, then I will be glad to stand here all night,
and endeavor to answer his questions. "
The moderator of the meeting requested the challenger to hold
his peace or leave the building. Mr. Schultz spoke for forty-five
minutes, and closed his address with his own Christian experience,
and his early trials as a child laborer in a glass factory) and declared
his allegiance to the Gospel of Christ and the Church which had done
so much for him.
"Friends,".said the speaker, "the Church stands for some vital
things for which organized labor has been fighting and pleading for.
many years. Among these things are complete justice for all men in
all stations of life, equal pay for equal service, one rest day per
week and that day Sunday, the wiping out of the sweat-shop system,
reasonable hours. for laborers, the right of the employee and the
employer to organize, a universal educational system and abatement
. of poverty "by a just distribution of the products of labor. "
"Tell us, if you please," requested a man in the center of the
hall, "how can a Christian employer compel his employees to work
seven days a week, twelve hours a day, on small pay, then expect
labor to have any sympathy with the Church to which he belongs!"
"Christianity is a personal matter," replied Mr. Schultz.
"Every man personally must decide for himself whether or not to
accept Christ's teachings and apply them to his own heart and life,
or whether or not to ally himself with any church that has had a
share in spreading the knowledge of the Saviour's lo:ve. One of the
fundamental principles for which Christian churches stand is individual responsibility. No man is a true representative of Jesus
Christ, or the Church to which he belongs, who will oppress his employees and compel them to break the Lord's day and work long
hours which unfits them for happiness and for life."
Mter the meeting, Mr. Schultz forced his way through the crowded aisles to the third floor. Here he faced a company of people who
did not try .to hide their radicalism. When he began to speak, a
woman rose and said in fine English, "Mr. Chairman, must we have
this God-stuff rammed down our throats again? Why do we have
to listen to sky-pilots whci are controlled ·by the capitalists of this
country?"
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The woman was applauded and the evangelist realized that he
was in for a severe grilling. He closed his eyes and prayed: "Father,
give me the sympathy which Jesus would have for these people."
Others rose and asked questions and denounced the churches, the
ministry and the Bible, and some even dared to denounce the Government of the United States because of the freedom allowed all
ohurches and religions by the Constitution. After listening to their
various indictments for about forty minutes Mr. Schultz finally was
permitted to begin his address.
.
"Now I presume you feel better, he said, "I can sympathize
with you. When I eat ,anything that does not agree with me, it
makes me sick, and I can never enjoy a talk or think properly so long
as that's in my stomach. You have emptied yourselves of many
thoughts that have disturbed you. N ow, you will be able to listen to
me, and you will find that I am not your enemy, nor the churches
that I represent, nor the Christ that saved me and sent me to you to
speak to you. You will find that we only misunderstand each other.
By and by we will be friends."
He endeavored to analyze a Christian church. What is a church'
Who is the Author of the church' Why are the churches in existence
today! What class of people compose the membership of the
churches 7 He told them why all churches feel a. sympathy for
every man that labors, whether with his hands or brain.
At Bremerton, where large ship yards are located, Mr. Schultz
was invited to speak to several labor unions. He was received
graciously and men listened to him intently. After the adjournment
of the meeting, three men who were radically opposed to the churches,
began to ask questions, some of which were very insulting, but the
evangelist received grace enough to smile and answer in a kind, considerate manner. While one the men was denouncing Christ, a
member of the Blacksmith's Union rushed up to him with his fists
doubled and tears running down his cheeks.
"I'Unot have any man insulting Jesus Christ or the Church/"
he shouted. "I have been doing this very' thing myself for thirtyfive years, but tonight, here in this hall while Mr. Schultz was speaking, I decided for Christ and I aim to stick up for Him from now
on.~'

The next evening this man was sitting with his wife and child
in the front part of the Baptist Church of Bremerton. When the
invitation was extended to those who wished to testify concerning
their Christian faith, he was the first on his feet.
After an address before another union, the president of the
organization requested Mr. Schultz to remain fora moment, as he
.
wanted to say something.
"I have not been inside of a church for many, many years,
except about nine years ago when I was at a funeral," he declared.
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"But tomorrow night you will find me and my family at church.
From this time on I am going to perform my Christian duty. A
church that supports a man who is working for the laboring man's
interests is the church for me. "
A Roman Catholic arose and said, "I am a member of the
Roman Catholic Church. I also will be found in the Baptist church
with our president." The man was the doorkeeper. Then he said,
"And I want to make a motion that every member of this union
go to church with us, and hear Rev. Schultz in his evangelistic address." The motion was carried. 'l'hl~y were found at the church
the next night and quite frequently thereafter.
During a few weeks stay in Portland, Mr. Schultz was invited to
visit forty-four labor unions, and managed to speak tci thirty-eight of
them. At one of these gatherings a man who had been a pastor in
an eastern city, but had become embittered against his church because of industrial conditions, listened to him with intense interest.
After the meeting, as the evangelist was leaving the building, this
ex-minister asked for the privilege of speaking to him. He told Mr.
Schultz who he was, of his early training and then offered his hand
and said, 'God helping me, I will renew my vows, return to my
church and be found working for Christ."
The laundry workers' strike in Portland gave Mr. Schultz an
opportunity. to influence many young men and women who were
~hurch members to remain true, and also to convince others of the
need of true Christianity. Many of these young people were members of the Roman Catholic Church, but they showed no disposition
to be hostile. One of the women of the Union who was a member
of the Catholic Church, said:
"Father Schultz, if you remain in our city and give us such
good advice ,as you have been giving, you will be more popular than
Father 0 'Hara, who is the greatest priest in the world.
At a noon day meeting in Pittsburg, a politician who had been
for many years a hard drinker, profane in his language and an ungodly father and husband stood at the edge of a park listening to the
gospel as preached by Mr. Schultz. For several days he had been
coming to the same spot to denounce the "fakir." But through
prayer and faithful dealings this man was converted and became
a very efficient worker for Christ, and today holds a license to preach
in one of our churches in a great city. He has become a street
preacher and a fine personal worker. After four years of testing.
his wife, who hardly believed in his profession, became convinced
that his conversion was real, and herself accepted Christ, at his own
invitation in the church service where he preached, and now happily
works with him in his efforts to win men to Christ. He has a position
that brings him in wages on an average of $100 a week, an item
mentioned just to show that he is a man of ability.
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A Converted Syrian Smuggler
BY REV. GEO. C. DOOLITTLE, Ph. D., SIDON, SYRIA

The year 1860 was a troublous time for the Province of Lebanon in Syria.
The war-like Druzes vented their long-time spite
upon the Christians of that fair province, with the aid of the Turkish
soldiers slaughtering thousands upon thousands of Maronites, Catholics and
other Christians. Amidst these scenes of carnage and terror two children
were born in a small village near Sidon, who were destined to exert a considerable influence in their village and neighborhood. Both of them were
Maronites. One learned to read and write and figure, and became the agent
of art influential family who owned lands and vineyards and houses. The
other cared nothing for learning and was satisfied to spend his young manhood in roisterous excitement in company with other such companions.
These two smoked and drank together and concocted many schemes of deviltry
and lawless procedure. They smuggled tobacco, and once nearly killed
a man in so doing. Thus they grew to man's estate.
T,hen the Maronite Bishop of the district for some reason angered Elijah, who thereupon turned to the' American missionaries in Sidon and to
the Protestant leaders, at first largely to spite his Bishop. The latter saw
that he had estranged a man of some power and sought to recall him to the
church, but it was too late. The evangelical teaching and life had made its
impress. Elijah Cook (for so is his Arabic name translated) at the age
of forty-two began to pick out in his copy of the Bible the letters and words
and sentences and verses, and he persevered until he could read well
enough to become an acceptable occasional helper in simple colportage and
Bible reading in the surrounding villages. His entire life-currents became
changed. Instead of telling and listening to idle tales and worse in the
village groups, he devoted his spare minutes to reading God's word.
His children were reared in true Christian nurture, and one after another united with the Protestant Church. They were all farmers and day
laborers and set a good example to those about them. Elijah was a pillar
in the Protestant Church.
At the age of nearly sixty this godly man died, surrounded by his children. In his last hour he spoke tenderly to them, saying, "MY'death is
near at hand and I desire to gain the mercy of God and beseech Him to
bless you." Then he bowed in prayer with his children, raised his eyes
toward heaven and said, "Oh my God-I beseech Thee to look upon me
in' mercy and forgive all my sins and shortcomings,-upon me, a sinner.
And stretch forth Thy merciful hand and bless this family old and young
and grant them to grow in grace and to live together in harmony and love
one for another, even as Thou hast loved us. Multiply them and enable
them to grow in every good word and work that brings honor to Thy holy
name, oh thou living God." He turned to his children, "Yes, my children,
it is your duty to love one another and to reveal your love. And I also
. beg of you to promise me in solemn covenant that you will always be on
God's side, and may He ever be near to you. Thus shall I be comforted
and my body will go down to the grave in peace and joy."
1084
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Labors of Welsh Baptist Missionaries
BY T. FURNISTON. LLANGEFNI. WALES

HE Welsh Nation has produced missionaries of the highest
rank, among whom the Welsh Baptists have been eminent in
the performing of missionary duties, whether in preaching,
scientific, philological, medical, or political departments. Welsh
Baptist ministers have gained the eulogy of Empires-India and
China.
Modern Welsh Baptist missionaries naturally divide themselves into three classes; namely, those who first entered the
field, those who followed, superintending the missions already
founded, and those who have lately gone out seeking fresh fields
of success.
The Great Baptist Community in America, whether it be viewed
as English, Welsh or German, was originated by Welsh Baptist
refugees. Those churches known as the New England group, the
Midland group, the Southern group and the Western group, all
originated in the sons of Cambria. Dr. John Mason Peek, editor
of the Western Pioneer, remarks, "The Welsh have been in every
age the unflinching advocates of religious liberty; all our ideas
and principles on this subject, deep seated as they are in the heart
of the American people, are of Welsh origin."
A great leader who appeared in those times was the intrepid
Roger Williams, a Welshman hailing from Carmarthenshire. According to Dr. Cathcart,. "he was the first man who founded a
state where conscience could be entirely free." He also compiled a
dictionary entitled The Key to the Indian Tongue, which to uSe his
words~-" I prepared to support my memory lest I should forget
what I have so dearly learnt in these last years. "
In another century appears Abel Morgan, a young man of
great aptitude, who was born at Allt Goch, Cardiganshire. He
settled in Philadelphia. It was he who founded the Baptist Home
Missionary Society, and was the author of the first Welsh Scripture Concordance, which appeared seven years before that of Cruden
in English.
About half a century after him appeared John Thomas, who
was the first Christian missionary that ever entered Bengal. In
November, 1800, he was requested to visit a man whose arm was
dislocated. Having straightened the man's arm, Thomas inquired
.of him as to his soul, and hopes for the future; whereupon the man
wept bitterly and sighed.' In two days he appeared, desirous of
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entering into the mission house. The following month he was baptized, thereby being the first man who avowed Ohristianity in that
pagan land.
About three years after his arrival, Thomas had translat~d
the· Gospels of Matthew and of Mark, the Epistle of James, portions of Genesis and the Prophets. The first Ohristian hymns were
translated by him, and it was he who together with Oarey and
Fountain taught the natives the science of music. The first hymn
introduced was a Welsh one translated by Thomas. He was the
first European to protest against the terrible custom of compelling
widows to ascend the funeral pill;', to be burn()d alive with the
remains of their husbands.
In 1813 John Rowe was the first European missionary in
Jamaica, where he found Moses Baker's Ohapel closed, and the
congregation dispersed. The slave masters succeeded in having
Rowe's license to preach withdrawn, whereupon he held a school
and preached in his own house, thus ultimately conquering his
opponents on the ground of public opinion. In 1814 Lewis Richaras, Horatio Jones, and other Welshmen founded the American
Baptist Missionary Society.
Noah Davise, born of W()lsh parents in Maryland, was the founder
of the mighty movement known as the American Baptist Publication
Society in 1823.
The great work of the second period was to strengthen advantages already obtained, and to extend operations. In the ever
memorable meeting at Spa Fields, London, in 1832, through the
eloquence of Dr. William Knibb of Burma, the great mass of
people was completely overcome; so thrilling were his arguments,
and so passionate were his appeals, that the vast concourse trembled, wept, and shouted alternately. Some timid Ohristian pulled
the tail of his coat, advising him to desist, lest he should incur the
frown of the authorities; and one Dr. Oampbellexclaimed: "This
is a new period in the world's history." John Taylor Jones in
1833 entered Siam; and at the end of ten years, had completed a
translation of the whole New Testament in the Siamese language.
John Jenkins was in Brittany in 1834, and by this year had completely translated the New Testament into Breton, the first translation understood by the people. It was he also who compiled the
first Breton Ohristian Hymn book. In 1851 an astounding incident
occurred. As a party of young men traveled in Syria, near Damascus, they were suddenly surrounded by a band of armed men, who
demanded that one named Randall should follow them, and that
the others should go on their way. The demands had to be complied with. Randall was quickly· taken to the Sheikh's tent, where
a wedding feast was provided. It turned. out that the S~eikh 's
daughter, on seeing the young man passing, had fallen in love with
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him. Hence the object of this strange movement. He was continually watched. Escape was impossible. The two were wedded
together after the Arabian style. Randall soon picked up the
Arabic, Arsalia his wife adopting the English, and their children
were taught both. To crown all, Christianity, the stranger's
religion, became the religion of the tribe, and spread and was welcomed by the surrounding tribes. Randall himself had a Christian
church of over there hundred members. In 1856 Thomas Evans,
of Pembrokeshire, went to India. He preached in the Bazaars
during the terrible year of 1857, when most Europeans feared to
cross the streets. He stood in front of an adversary with an unsheathed sword and smashed an idol in the presence of Brahmans.
He is known in India as the oldest temperance advocate living,
and succeeded in getting one thousand natives in the Punjab alone
to sign the pledge.
Missionaries of the third period are almost without exception
still living. The first in order of time was Timothy Richard, a
native of Carmarthenshire. It was he who first despatched a
cablegram to England telling of the great famine that had overtaken the land of China; and the first person who received contributions to alleviate the universal distress. Two-thirds of the
thousands of pounds that reached that suffering land were distributed through Richard's. own hands. He was also secretary of
that noble enterprise, the Society for Promoting Christian and
General Knowledge within the empire.
It seems presumptious to' offer a tribute of praise to men
whose literal interpretations of the calls of duty have placed them
almost beyond the reach of popular commendation; but anyone
who has seen the lives that these men have led cannot fail to feel
proud of being able to claim them as countrymen of his own.
A mighty host of missionaries have by God's blessing discharged the most important duties on the great mission field, and
have collectively proved themselves competent philologists, preachers, translators, tutors, philanthropists, statesmen and reformers.
Wherein lay the strength of this tribe of Benjamin? In its
number, or in its trust in the Lord 1 Shall the missionary flag be
recalled 1 Shall we at this time of the day, sound a retreat? God
forbid. Rather than recall our services we shall have the African
forests thrilled with our Lord's command, we shall convert the
desert of Sahara into a garden of the Lord, we shall have India a
vineyard for our God, China shall be a school of the prophets, and
we shall convert the Congo into a Jordan, and will proceed to
baptize the whole world in the Name, and in the Service of Him
whose it is. "And they that be wise shall shine as the brightness
of the firmament; and they that turn many to righteousness as
the stars forever and ever." Daniel xii: 3.
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Opposing Forces. In China
It would be strange if in a great country like China there were not
strong elements contending for the mastery. The forces for righteousness,
on the one hand, include the Christian leaders, native and foreign, and
cooperating with them are many who seek China's· physical and social welfare, but are not yet dominated by the spiritual forces of the Kingdom
of God. It is not always easy to distinguish the forces drawing the people
Godward from those that keep them from surrender to God. China's millions, in a recent number calls attention to some of the movements which
the writer believes to' be menacing the future welfare of China, and appropriately asks for prayers that these forces may be overruled. Among them
are the following:
The Military Peril.-Some who are in a position to judge say that
there are probably. one and a half million men at the present time under
arms in China, involving an expenditure of from two to three hundred million dollars per annum to the nation, an impoverishing burden to a comparatively poor country. Civil strife has actually developed into a lucrative industry with not a few of the military leaders, and there ooes not
appear, humanly speaking, much prospect of improvement.
The Student Movement, while not without its elements of promise, is
also attended by many dangers. To quote the words of a well-known
Chinese, "Their loose discipline at school, their disobedience of teachers'
instructions, their defiance of superiors, their inclination to run the school
themselves, and the attempt of some adventurers to take advantage of the
unusual situation and get a little selfish amusement for themselves, are
things which should be shunned. But who is going to tell them?"
The Menace of Bolshevism.-The Soviet Government of Moscow has.
according to the London Times, renounced all treaties with China made
by the late Tsar's Government. Extra-territoriality, the Russian tea factories at Hankow and all other concessions are by the Soviet renounced and
handed back to· China, while the services of the Russian Red Army are
offered to deliver China from all foreign oppression and ambition. Though
this whole subject belongs to that political domain about which we prefer
not to comment, it would be folly to neglect making such a subject a matter
of earnest prayer.
The Opium Peril.-A very serious recrudescence of opium cultivation
is taking place in China today. Further, large quantities of morphia still.
find their way into China from this country, via America and Japan, and
Indian opium also indirectly reaches China from India. Sir Francis Aglen,
Inspector-General of Chinese Maritime Customs, has recently stated that
during 1919 twenty-one tons of opium and four hundredweights of morphia
were seized by the Customs, and this only represents an infinitesimal fraction of what he states is smuggled through.
Surely it is an appropriate time to launch the movement known under
the name of "China for Christ," in which Chinese Christians have been
moved to attempt a great forward movement with a view to carrying the
Christian message to every village in China within the next five years.
Pray for the success of this movement.
1088
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God's Will for the Moslem World*
By REv.

SAMUEL

M.

ZWEMER,

"The Christian watchwords "Love.
Joy, Peace," are not those of the
Moslem world. Instead of joy, the
Moslem hearts today are filled with a
great sorrow, and instead of peace,
the newspapers tell of wars and
rumors of wars between Mohammedans and non-Mohammedans all
the way from MorocCO' to Judea. So
we need not deceive ourselves at the
outset by imagining that the Mohammedan problem after the war and
after the Pea<;e Treaty is any more
easy f.om the human standpoint than
it was before.
There is no part of the world which
has felt the effect of the war more
deeply upon its institutions, its governmental ideals, and its hopes than
the Moslem world. The earthquake
shock has been felt from the center
to the, very -circumference. The Mohammed'ans in China, as well as the
Mohammedans of Morocco, are talking about the result3 of this war on
Islam. It is a world which is disappointed, distracted, disillusioned, sorrowing, expectant, but also defiant.
It is a world that is disappointed and
distracted because of divided counsels
and unfulfilled hopes, centering on
the one hand in the Khalif, and centering on the other hand in the success of Germany or the Powers of
Central Europe, which proved a failure.
Hearts are disappointed, and public
opinion among Mohammedans is di,;tracted regarding the future. One
has only to read the Moslem Pressas far as we still have a Moslem Press
-to see what they are thinking, and
what they are saying. Things as
they ought to be are described in Mohammedan law books in the sections
that deal with the poll-tax to be required from non-Moslems. On page

D.D.,

CAIRO, EGYPT

469 in a celebrated treatise on Mohammedan law, written in the tenth
century, printed and translated in our
day, and published in London as a
text-book for law schools and colleges, we read:
"Infidels should be forbidden to have
houses higher than those of their Moslem
neighbors, or even to have them as higha rule, however, that does not apply to infidels who inhabit separate quarters. An
infidel subject of our Sovereign may not
ride a horse, but a donkey or a mule is
permitted him, whatever may be its value,
He must use an ikaf and wooden spurs,
those of iron being forbidden, as well as
a saddle. He must go to the side of the
road to let the Moslem past. He must not
be treated as a person of importance, nor
given the first place at a gathering. He
should be distinguished by a suit of colored
cloth and a girdle outside his clothes. If
he enters a bathing-house where there are
Moslems, or if he undresses anywhere else
in their presence, the infidel should wear
round his neck an iron or leaden necklace,
or some other mark of servitude. He is
forbidden to offend Moslems either by
making them hear his false doctrines or by
speaking aloud of Esdras or of the Messiah, or by ostentatiously drinking wine or
eating pork And infidels are forbidden to
sound the bells of their churches or of
their synagogues, or celebrating ostentatiously their sacrilegious rites."

T.hat is an ideal of Mohammedan
law; which has become absolutely
subverted by the course of centuries,
and especially by the effects of this
war.
The Calcutta Moslem, a leading
Mohammedan paper, dated January
9, 1920, says in an editorial:
"We have no hesitation in characterizing those who profess to be
Moslems who had the heart and the
audacity to join the Peace Celebrations, in spite of the fetive of the
Ulamas to the contrary, as no better
than traitors to Islam."
One need not go any further than

• A Missionary Address Delivered at Keswick, England, Wednesday, July 21, and printed in
UThe Life of Faith."
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those two extracts to make it clear to
any thinking man, that if we will do
the reasonable thing and the Christian
thing, and try to put ourselves in the
place of those people for a single moment, we will feel as we have never
felt before-that we stand before a
new Mohammedan world that is distracted and disillusioned and distressed as it never has been. The
leading Mohammedan paper published at Woking, near London, said
this was the blackest Lent month that
the Mohammedan world had ever experienced.
It is also a sorrowing world. Entirely apart from the fact of their religion, Moslem World stands for famine, and pestilence, and suffering, and
poverty, and orphans, and widows.
Back of those two hundred millions
are sorrows as deep as the sorrows of
Belgium or of Northern France, or
of the homes of England that still
are looking for comfort. This Mohammedan world is a world that was
never so responsive, never so expectant as it now is. From every spot
with which I have correspondence,
from Western China and Morocco,
and Algeria, from Egypt, and Mesopotamia, and even darkest Arabia,
there come accounts of hospitals overcrowded, of schools packed with Moslem children eager for books of culture, whose record sale is higher to
Mohammedans than ever before the
war. The Bible Society as a climax
tells us that the circulation of the
Word of God was never so abundant,
so free, so eager as it has been since
August, 1914.
This great Moslem world: with all
its needs, with all its disappointments,
and with the terrible neglect of thirteen centuries, stands before us, and
we may ask ourselves only one question, which is fundamental-What is
the will of God for the Moslem world
today? What is the will of God for
you and me, face to face with the unfinished task outlined before us in
these days? To a Christian man, to
a Christian woman, that is the only
thing that matters. The key to the
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Old Testament, to its heroism, to its
devotion, to its martyrdom, to its
hope deferred that made many hearts
sick, was simply this, the will of God.
It girded them for every battle, it
strengthened them in every trial, it
kept them with their faces set like a
flint instead of ever disappointing.
When we turn to the New Testament
it is the key to the life of Jesus Christ
our Lord. He says:
"I delight to do Thy will, 0 God.
My meat is to do the will of My
Father; he that doeth the will of My
Father is My brother and My sister
and My mother."
And when we pray say this, when
you pray for the Mohammedan world,
say this, "Our Father, Thy will be
done"-the good and acceptable and
perfect will of God. The will of God
is not something negative but something that is active and eager and aggressive. In the cemetery of St.
John's Church in Keswic.k there are a
number of graves bearing the beautiful inscription, "Thy will be done,"
and there is a place among the dead
and among those who mourn for that
petition, but Jesus Christ never gave
us that petition to pray in graveyards;
He gave us that petition to pray face
to face with the living world of men
and suffering humanity, and Madame
Guyon, with her beautiful, mystic conception of the Christian faith, has
given us a great hymn which all of us
love, but which is only half true.
Upon God's will I lay me down,
Like child upon its mother's breast.

It is a beautiful thought, to rest,
to sleep, to be absolutely quiescent,
and let God do His will with us, the
surgeon's knife to do as it pleases with
the patient. But that is not the whole
truth; that is not the way in which
He prayed that prayer in Gethsemane,
when He three times said, "Thy will,
not Mine, be done." It was not the
will of submission, but to arise and
face the band and Judas; and Caiaph as, and the High Priest and Pilate,
and He poured out His soul unto
death, to do the will of God.
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I like the interpretation of God's
will face to face with the Mohammedan world that one of our American
poets, John Hay, has given. He was
a statesman rather than a poet, but
he was also a poet, and when he was
in China unraveling that great tangle
of international relations and standing
for righteousness and handing back
the Boxer indemnity, and trying to
. straighten out the tangle of Mohammedanism and Paganism and Catholicism in the Philippine Islands, then
it was that John Hay, our statesman,
wrote a stray poem for the New York
Independent, entitled "Thy will be
done," and these were his words:
Not in dumb resignation we lift our hands
on high,
Not like the nerveless fatali~t content to
trust and die,
Our faith soars like an eagle and springs
to meet the sun,
And cries exulting· unto Thee, "Oh, God,
Thy will be done."
When tyrant feet are trampling upon the
common weal,
Thou dost not bid us cringe and writhe
beneath the iron heel.
In God's 'name we assert our rights,
By sword, by tongue, by pen;
And e'en the headsman's axe can flash
Gqd's message unto men.
"Thy will," it bids the weak be strong,
It bids the strong be just;
No hand to beg, no lip to fawn,
No brow to kiss the dust.
Wherever man oppresses man,
Beneath Thy liberal sun,
Oh God, be there, Thine arm make bare,
Thy righteous will be done.

If we pray the prayer in that fashion, we can understand the speaking
of God in history. We can understand the thunder of the artillery at
the Dardanelles. We can read the
daily paper, and with fear and trembling in the midst of war and rumors
of war, still say, "Oh God, God of
Vengeance, shine forth, Thy will be
done."
Considering those two hundred millions scattered over the great Eastern
world, what is the will of God for
the Mohammedans? It is not hard
to answer that question, if we take in
our hands the New Testament and the
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Old Testament, the covenants of
God's grace and love. We _ know
God's will for the Mohammedans.
First of all, there is the eternal purpose which He purposed in Christ
Jesus our Lord. Some years ago I
was sitting face to face with a Mohammedan, and being very keen to
find out what his idea was of the goal
of history and of the fulcrum and
pivot of its tangled and human conceptions, without showing him the
cover of the book, I opened my New
Testament in Arabic, and read a portion of the first chapter of the Epistle
to the Colossians, which has no proper
noun for our Lord, but only pronouns. "He is before all things, and
by Him all things consist. .It pleased
Gor! that in Him should all fulness
dwell. And having reconciled all
things unto Himself"-and so on.
Then I paused and said," Who is it?"
Just as naturally he said, "Mahomet,
the prophet of God." There is the
difference_ The eternal purpose
which God purposed in Christ Jesus
is God's plan for the universe; as Tennyson puts it:
The one far off Divine event
To which the whole creation moves.

Shall we sit still when all creation
moves to crown Him King· of kings
and Lord of lords?
We know God's will not only from
His eternal purpose of redemption,
but we know God's will very clearly
from His commands. You cannot
tear from the New Testament the
great commission four times repeated;
and whatever the g-reat commission
might mean for the South Sea Islands,
or for North and South America, or
undiscovered continents, the great
commission was given in sight of the
Near East. The great commission
rang out from Jerusalem to Judea,
and to Samaria, and to the uttermost
parts of the Roman Empire; and'
whatever Jesus Christ intended, He
never intended that the flag and the
kingdom of a usurper should be
supreme.
In the third place there is a gra-
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cious promise. I have often thought
that God's promises are like promissory notes given to us at the time of
our greatest need. We send our
notes and cheques to certain banks
to meet certain needs or obligations.
I thank God, the Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ, that He has kept back
in reserve as the greatest and most
definite and most glorious the promise for the Mohammedan world. In
the 72d Psalm, or the 60th of Isaiah,
we see the promises that have been
scattered in the Minor Prophets ami
the Major Prophets. And why? I
know not, except for this crisis, that
all these unfulfilled promises center
absolutely and definitely in the lands
where now there is crisis between
Christ and Mahomet. "All the flocks
of Kedar shall be gathered together
unto thee; the rams of N ebaoith shall
minister unto thee, they shall come up
with acceptance on Mine altar." . . .
"He--not Mahomet-He shall run
from sea to sea and from the Euphrates to the ends of the earth." What
will we do with the promises of God
-trample on them, or claim them face
to face with this baffling task?
Then we know the will of God for
the, Mohammedan world,. not only
from I:Iis command, and His purpose,
and His promise, but as Dr. Robert
Speer has shown us so conclusively,
from the very character of God. You
have said it all when you have said,
"Our Father," and may God forgive
us if we ever are guilty of the unpardonable sin of limiting the Fatherhood of God. The elder brother tried
that, and he wa~ not blessed; and if
any church or section of the church,
if my heart or portion of my heart,
shuts out anything that is human from
the love of God, I have no right to
call God "My Father." Like as a
father pitieth his children, so the Lord
pitieth these Mohammedans-though
they are yet a great way off, He sees
them; around Mecca with all the
blood of bulls and goats, and how He
wonders that no one goes there and
points out the Lamb of God that
taketh away the sin of the world.
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"Our Father," we call Him. His
character includes at least these threethings-a God of truth, and a God of
purity, and a God of absolute compassion. He is a God of truth-of
truth, I say, and every truth that you
believe and every truth for which you
are ready to die has been denied, has
been subverted, has been distorted for
1,300 years among these 200 million
people. The authority of God's Holy
Word, the Deity of God's only beloved
Son, the personality and the power of
the Holy Spirit, the cruciality of the
Cross, nay, the very fact that Christ
died for our sins, has been denied
in every mosque for thirteen centuries, from Teheran to Tangier, from
Zanzibar to Petrograd, where the
mosques of fifteen million Russians
are represented. All over that Mohammedan world they turn to the
chapter in the Koran where it says
they did not crucify Him, they did not
slay Him.
I f God is the God of truth and we
are disciples of truth, what eagerness
there ought to be in our hearts to
shrivel the falsehood from the souls
of men by the patient, by the tactful,
by the loving proclamation of God's
eternal truth. .Unless we are prepared to put footnotes in our hymnbook and crown Him Lord of all,
except in the Mohammedan world,
and put footnotes in our New Testament and say that Jesus Christ is
supreme above all except Mahomet,
we are in duty bound to proclaim the
truth of the everlasting Christ among
all nations, beginning in the Near
East. God is the God of purity; and
if He sent a physician to Cuba, or
some Eastern city cursed by bad
sanitation, by evil c,ustoms, by a great
cloud of sickness and miasma and
death that hovers over the population,
that physician needs no special instruction; he simply follows the bent
of his mind-his keenness to clean
things up, to purify, to produce cleanness where there is uncleanness. And
God is the God of purer eyes than to
look down upon the homes of the
Near East .and the hearts of Moham-
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medans and the awful abyss of horror from His messengers. It is not posand sensuality in their everyday liter- sible to mistake God's program toature, without His heart being moved day. After the Boxer uprising in
with passion for purity and for holi- China a newspaper as reliable and as
ness. There is no section of the non· sober and as dignified as the London
Christian world where the horrors of Times made this statement, that the
Islam are not found where you have time had now come to withdraw the
rnissionarie3 from China, because it
Mohammedans.
Missionaries have been guilty of a had proved evidently unsafe to send
conspiracy of silence. We cannot out, at least, unmarried or women
speak; we would not tell of what our missionaries to that great empire. Ineyes have seen, and our e;lrs have stead of being the time for withheard, of that which is impure and drawal, it was God's hour to burst
unholy. The first chapter of Romans out a revival in the Fuhkien province,
is a faithful description of every Mo- where the number of the martyrs had
hammedan city in the Near East, as I been the greatest. Does God cut His
have seen them. God is the God of ploughshare into human hearts and
compassion. The same Jesus who not send the sower? Did you ever
gathered the children in His arms is receive from God's hand chastisement
looking out in compassion, over without God following that by the
the world. Eighty million Moham- seed of His word and the seed of
medan children under fourteen years His truth? Mohammedans have
of age; forty million little girls just been heart-broken, they are heartas beautiful and attractive and lov- 'broken today, they do not need conable as your own children and mine; troversy but charity, they do not
and He said it were better that a mill- need condemnation but compassion;
stone were hung around our necks they are waiting for God's truth, and
than be guilty of shutting out these the doors everywhere are off their
millions from the love of God.
hinges.
Not a 3ingle woman missionary, or
Every Mohammedan land, and
man, has gone to any village in the every section of the Moslem worldNear East among those Mohamme- China, India, Malaysia-is caIling for
dans, and opened the arms of love in workers and for an advanced proa little day-school, without these chil- gram as never before. God is
dren flocking there, day after day, for leading us into a great evangelistic
picture and story, and for the trans- campaign for the conquest of the
formation of character and the re- Moslem world in our day, and we
generation of life by the power of know it from God's message.
God's Spirit. You cannot keep the
There is not a cemetery in Paleschildren away from the missionaries. tine or Syria or Persia or Egypt or
They flock around them. One cannot Morocco or Algeria, and scarcely a
take a photograph of one of the mis- cemetery outside the walls of any city
sionaries in Arabia or Algeria or or village where you cannot see monuMorocco without chasing away the ment3 of the pioneers, of the men who
children if he wants a picture of the years ago poured out their souls unto
missionary alone. And, God forgive death and made intercession for the
us, when He has opened the door of transgressors and bore the sins of
access to Mohammedan 'childhood, those people on their hearts, and cried
that schools are still waiting for teach- unto God and laid down their lives
ers and entire districts are waiting for -pioneers in medicine, pioneers in
the pioneers who will first gather the education and in every branch of
little children into the arms of JeSU3 Christian effort. I f we do not complete their task, if we are silent, the
Christ.
But we know God's will far more stones will cry out, "The evangelizafrom His program in history and tion of the Moslem world in your
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generation! Take up the task that
we laid down!"
Then I think of workers on the
borders of the Moslem world, on the
far stretches of the great spiritual
battlefields. Women are holding entire sections of the line; men unsupported are carrying on hospitals and
churches; men and women are traveling vast distances, and opening out
new areas, and planning new conquests for Jesus Christ our Lord.
The Armenian Church and the
Churches of the Near East are gazing
for the rising dawn, and hoping
against hope, and at last the hour has
struck for the triumph of the Kingdom of our Lord. The Christians of
Damascus, after AlIenby's army
entered, pointed to the old inscription engraven in the rock there: "Thy
kingdom, 0 Christ, is an everlasting
kingdom, and Thy dominion from
generation to generation." Armenian nurses, nursing Turkish soldiers,
wiped away their tears, saying, "How
long, 0 God, how long? Thy kingdom come and Thy will be done in
Armenia, as it is in heaven."
Men and women are standing with
a "stub of a sword," overworked and
underpaid, but faithful unto death
until Jesus Christ, and not the Board,
shall give them the Crown of Life;
and you and I know God's will for
ourselves today. face to face with
that Moslem world. "What is your
responsibility when you pray "Thy
kingdom come, Thy will be done on
earth," in the Mohammedan world?
What have you done to execute the
will of God as lightning does, and accomplish His purpose for these Mohammedan hearts? God is leading us
into a great crusade of compassion for
our Mohammedan brothers and our
Mohammedan sisters, and anyone of
us today who will gird himself or herself into this great crusade of compassion will find, as Paul did when he
said, "I beseech you that ye present
your bodies a living sacrifice," will
find, as Paul did, that once we put
ourselves on the altar of service for
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this great, baffling task we .will find
that God's will for us is good and
acceptable and perfect.
The Mohammedan world is waiting
not for big finance, but for big faith;
the Mohammedan world is waiting today not for spectacular ;reports of
things that may be or might be, but
for great sacrificial obedience. The
Mohammedan world challenges us
with God's mandatory, and instead of
discussing the mandatory of our country, America's for Armenia, or Britain's for Mesopotamia, or France's for
Palestine and Syria, let us turn the
pages of God's Book and look at that
great mandatory sealed with His
blood, spoken by His loving voice, incarnated by His own passion, to
watch the Near East, and, following
that mandatory of God, let us ask
God what is His will for us now for
the Mohammedan world.
We can do three things for that
world-we can carry it in the arms
of prayer, and if we will study its
needs, we can enter that world by
means of self-sacrifice in giving and
consecration in supporting workers,
and in thrusting out laborers, and we
ourselves can say, "Lord, what
wouldst Thou have me to do?" Then,
if we are quiet long enough, we will
hear the still small voice. That 'was
the mistake into which Elijah nearly
fell, for a great and mighty wind rent
the mountain, and then an earthquake
shook it, and fire burnt the rocks.
Elijah siknced them all, and heard
the still, small voice saying to him,
"Elijah, what doest thou here?"
What are you doing here? Finish
the work of those Elijahs and Elishas
who are toiling or have toiled in the
Near East. I beseech you, on behalf
of this great Mohammedan world, to
utter only one prayer-that God will
use all your strength and all your
time and all your talents to help solve
the problems of the Near East, until
the kingdoms of Mahomet shall become. not politically, but spiritually,
the Kingdom of our Lord and of His
Christ.
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THE ABBREVIATED ANGELIC ANTHEM
Two thousand years ago an angel of the Lord came to shepherds
on Judean hills with a message for which the world throughout the
ag-es had waited. The glory of the Lord shone round about them as
the angel said:
"Fear not; for behold I bring you good tidings of great joy, which
shall be to all people."

In our Christmas thinking and planning and training we have
put a period instead of a comma after "joy." We have dwelt on the
"good tidings of great joy" and have lost sight of the commission in
"which shall be to all people."
N at with booming of cannon and glare of fireworks; not with
feasting and frolic; not with a mere exchange of gifts among friends;
not even with the repetition of the Christmas story and the singing of
the Christmas carols in our own homes and in our own churches, can
we celebrate aright the birthday of aur Lord. If we would truly
understand His coming to earth we must lift our eyes also to those
millions of the "all people" of the angels' message who have never
yet heard of His coming. We must remember those "other sheep"
which were always in the heart of the Good Shepherd.
In the Christmas celebrations in our homes and' in our churches
let us take out the period we have placed in the angels' message. I.,et
us not have a full stop of our Christmas spirit and our Christmas
celebrations after the joy of the good tidings that have been brought
to us, but in our homes, in our church services, and in our'Christmas
giving, have before us an unabbreviated angelic anthem which reaches
to the ends of the earth and to "all people."

THE ENTHRONEMENT OF THE
RIGHTFUL KING

"Who was born on Christmas?"
questioned a Sunday-school teacher
in a primary department. There was
no difference of opinion. The eager,
little faces were all upturned to ·her.
"Santa Claus" led one voice
above the rest and unanimously they
chimed.
"Santa Claus."
That Sunday in her room the
teacher read bver again the Christmas story.
"Our Christmas celebrations have
come to be as was that over-crowded
inn," she said to herself. "There is

no room for our King in them. It
is not the name of the Lord Jesus
which our children lisp. When we
say "Christmas" they respond "Santa
Claus."
Being a person whose convictions
are active rather than passive she
talked with the Sunday-school Superintendent and the pastor. They were
in full agreement with her. At the
meeting of the officers and teachers
she proposed that they depose the
usurper to the Christmas throne,
Santa Claus, and enthrone the Lord
Christ: that they practice the text
they had preached, "It is more blessed to give than to receive," by train-
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ing their Sunday-school to give instead of to receive at Christmas
time. There were objections and objectors but her plan finally carried.
On Christmas evening the largest
number of scholars that had ever
attended a service was present. The
church was decorated in white and
·green. Two slender graceful trees
stood in front. They were trimmed
only with little tufts of white cotton
and with sheen of glistening silver
sprinkled over them. Between them
hung a large silver star outlined with
white electric lights. The regular
lights were turned on as the congregation assembled and during the first
part of the service. As the Christmas story was told they were turned
off and the lights outlining the star
were turned on. The pulpit and altar
furniture had white hangings.
The meaning of the "White Christmas" was explained by a girl dressed
in white who recited the story of
"White Gifts for the King."
The story of Christmas was told
by Scripture passages recited from
memory by different classes and departments as assigned. There was
the singing of the Christmas hymns
by the school from the little beginners on up to the Bible classes. For
weeks before they had been memorizing Scripture and hymns.
Then there was a ten minute
mis!1ionary talk on Christmas for the
whole wide world by a woman who
knew how to give a Christmas missionary message.
The interest centered as before
around the Christmas gifts. But this
time the children were not waiting
. expectantly to see a Santa Claus
come out to make funny remarks and
distribute his favors. Each little
heart was full of the true joy of giving. For many days before, the
teachers had carefully planned with
their classes the white gifts they
would bring. Some brought medical
supplies for Mission Hospitals; some
came with provisions for the needy
in their own city; various needs at
home and abroad had been studied
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by the officers and teachers and the
giving was carefully directed. With
every pupil the gift of self and of
service was emphasized. One class
promised many hours a week to be
used as the teacher should direct.
Two young men at that Christmas
time made the decision to give themselves for missionary service.
These gifts were not announced,
but were recorded on slips of paper
placed in envelopes. At the close of
the service the whole congregation
sang "All hail the power of Jesus'
name."
The next Sunday a primary
teacher questioned her class.
""Vho was born on Christmas ?"
There was no difference of opinion.
The eager little faces were all upturned to her. Unanimously they
answered, "The little Lord Jesus!"
and she was content.
TWO LITTLE STORIES OF
CIIRISTMAS
The Marbles in the Pockets

The Committee was packing a box
to go to war refugees. At Christmas
the children had brought garments as
their gifts. Some brought clothes
they had outgrown. Others who had
two coats had decided they would
give one to some boy or girl who
had none.
As a member of the' Committee
folded a boy's coat she felt something hard in the pocket.
"Better tum these pockets inside
out, I suppose,'" she said. "They
may be full of chewing gum or even
bread and j;lm."
She thrust her hand in the pocket
and brought out a torn handkerchief in which were wrapped five
marbles. A note scrawled in a boy's
hand was in the pocket. She read:
Jrw_"-,'->,,,q:

T,,'

~'.

: '

II

j

"Dear boy who gets this coat,
I have eight marbles. First I put in
four for you. Then I put in another one.
I hope you wi\! like the coat-and the
marbles.
From your little friend,
JOHN."
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I looked at those four marbles and . could go around with our old crowd
at the fifth one that had been added and hear them sing Christmas carols
after a struggle to be generous and through the village just for today,
I thought of the marble-less pockets I'd be ready for anything by tomorrow morning."
in the presents that we give.
They seemed very much alone,
Anyone can give away an outgrown coat. It's the marbles in the these two young students who two
pockets, the personal thought, the years before had swept the honors
sharing of our treasures, the addi- of their college and then "buried
tion .of something that isn't really themselves in Africa," a~ some of
necessary that makes the coat most the neighbors said.
"Close your eyes and make beprecious. I fancied I saw some dear
little chap who was hungry and cold lieve everything you want to be," said
getting that coat. He had suffered Ted. It was one of their favorite
.
much and his eyes were tired and -recreations.
So it was that they did not see the
listless. I saw hirn put on the coat
and suddenly as his hand went into approach of the missionary from a
the pocket I saw his eyes brighten. near-by station until he shouted,
If you have a coat to give put "Wake up, you dreamers; it's Christmas morning."
marbles in the pocket.
The two men who' were with him
Canned ChrIstmas Greetings
carried a large box. "I've kept this
"If only J'heodore and Peggy were box without peeping in it ever since
here" said one of the members of I brought it over last month but I
have instructions to send you out to
a merry Christmas house party.
"Think of those poor chaps cele- the jungle while I open it in your
brating their Christmas over in the house, so out with you until I call
heart of Africa! I'd give every cent you." A little later they were led
I have to be able to have this crowd blind-folded into their house.
shout 'Merry Christmas' to them and
Then suddenly a voice shouted
share with them our Christmas carols "Merry Christmas, Peggy, Merry
Christmas Ted" and father's hearty
and joy."
"I have it" shouted one of the laugh filled the little room with its
Before they
boys; "We can do just that thing. old-time contagion.
We will have a great surprise for old could realize what had happened
Ted and his wife ready by next mother's voice was calling "God bless
Christmas."
you, my children, on this Christmas
One year from that day a mis- day." Then she sang "0 Little Town
sionary in Africa stood in his door- of Bethlehem."
way with his young wife, looking out
"Christmas gift, Peggy," shouted
over the hills.
Harry.. They tore away the blind"I am not a bit sorry that we folds and springing toward the Viccame, Ted," she said. "I would not trola they fairly hugged it as a child's
give up and go home for anything. voice called "Me, too. I want to
I love the work and my heart is full say Merry Christmas to my Peggy
of joy, but just for today~if only we and my Teddy-boy, and sing 'Away
could be home, just this one day of in a Manger' for them."
all the year! I'd give anything to hear
Tears of sheer joy filled their eyes
father's 'Merry Christmas' and as baby Bess sang her little Christmother's Christmas carols. What's mas hymn. One after another the
Christmas, Teddy-boy, without mother greetings from the home folks folto sing '0 little town of Bethlehem.' lowed· in this wonderful composite
If only I could hear dear little Bess record. Harry had just begun his
sing 'Away in a Manger,' and Harry violin lessons before they sailed and
shout 'Christmas Gift, Peggy.' If I he played a few bars of Silent Night.
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With shining eyes the young missionaries sat in the family ,,::"Oh how did they do 1L [' said
Peggy as the record was rinished.
"Put it in right over again!"
"Patience, fair lady," said the
g-uest, "My program is but begun."
Another record began "The presentation speech will now be made by
our most noble citizen, Mr. Borace
Manly Price." (Applause.)
"Ladies and Gentlemen: We have
not in our midst today as we are
accustomed tritely to say, but out of
our midst two of our most noble citizens and best loved comrades, I need
scarcely to mention the names of Mr.
and Mrs. Theodore Page." Wild applause drowned the balance of the
sentence. The presentation speech
was interrupted by three spontaneous
cheers for "Peggy and Ted" which
the record tran'!;mitted so clearly the
listeners could almost see Nat Horton
spring up to lead them.
"Since we can not bring our comrades into our midst today we, with
Mahomet-like wisdom, will arise and
go unto their midst. This Victrola is
presented to our dear friends, Mr.
and Mrs. Theodore Page, with the
everlasting love of the following who
will, as it were, make an autograph
copy of it by each calling his or her
own name and giving not more than
two sentences of greeting."
Tqe names and the greetings followed in rapid succession. Then the
master of ceremonies announced "one
verse only" by the old quartet, and
there was a final speech by one of
the girls and a medley of Christmas
greetings and the record. was done.
Then they opened the book of
records.
A Christmas note was
fastened to each one. Some had
been given by old schoolmates, some
by members of their families. There
was One from a Sunday-school class
and another from a Young Peopte's
Society. Some especial1y fine ones
came from a little musical club to
which they had belonged.
During the day the people from
the Mission gathered in the little
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,·tltlrch and heard after their own
6ervice the wonderful music of the
Christmas time as it was sung in
the white man's country.
And two happy missionaries went
to sleep that night cheered for the
tasks of the coming days by the
thoughtfulness of a group of young
folks at home who did not forget
them, but who began a year ahead
to wish them a happy Christmas.
A LIVING CHRISTMAS TREE

In an article in the Church School,
Josephine L. Bald.win gives this plan
for a living Christmas tree:

(0 ........

The children 111 the elementary
departments of this Sunday-school
had each been asked to fill a stocking and to put in it as nearly as they
could the things they would like to
find in their own Christmas stocking.
The stockings were provided that
they might be of a uniform size;
small, coarse, net ones for the beginners, larger ones for the primary
children and a pair of children's
stockings for each junior, one to be
filled and the other sent with it. As
the juniors differed widely in ability
to give, it was decided to have them
accumulate a general store of things
at the church and meet there to fill
the stockings. They had the happiest
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kind of times popping corn, making
molasses candy, dressing dolls, and
making paper dolls. The teachers
brought oranges and nuts, and the
boys made and brought a number of
small toys. The stockings were filled
to overflowing when the time came
and there was enough left to send a
large donation to the Home for the
Friendless. On the night of the
Christmas entertainment a screen for
pictures with curtains at either side
hid the back of the platform from
view. As the story of Christmas was
shown by the stereopticon, appropriate carols were 'Sung and scripture
recited, and the simplicity and beauty
of it all led the adults present to
assert over and over again that that
was the most perfect Christmas celebration they had ever seen. The
closing tableau formed a fitting climax. When the screen and curtains
were withdrawn, a huge Christmas
tree was seen, bright with tinsel and
other glittering decorations. But best
and most surprising of all, between
the brrtilches a score or more of
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those who saw them and the slight
motions that they could not help
making as they held the branches
made the tinsel sparkle and gleam
entrancingly.
A substantial frame, strong enough
to bear a considerable weight was
made on the plan of the old-fashioned
flower stands of which our grandmothers were so fond. The shelves
were half circles, the lower one being
about six feet in diameter. There
were six of these shelves, f'~,~h
smaller than the one below, 'lIe top
one being only large enough to hold
one child. A ha'f ':Irc!e was cut out
of this top step to take in the trunk
of the Christmas tree. A -tree about
thIrty feet high had been bought
and the branches cut o.ff to within
three or four feet of the top. This
top was trimmed and then the whole
was finally fastened into the frame
of the steps and the branches that
were cut off were trimmed. These
branches were held by the children
on the steps and then around the
lowest step the larger boys were
stationed, each boy holding a tiny
tree by one of its branches, so that
these trees took the place of the low
branches that sometimes almost sweep
the ground. The effect was of a
perfectly shaped very large Christmas tree, and those who saw it said
it was one of the most beautiful
tableaux they had ever seen.
SIDNING OF THE CHRISTMAS STAR

A PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN
Arranged by
LAURA SCHI>RER COPENHAVER
and
KATHARINE SCHERER CRONK

.1

~

I

children's faces were seen. Their
happy smiles gladdened the hearts of

PROCESSIONAL:
"Come
Hither
Ye
Faithful."
(Sung by choir and school
or Mission Rind, as they enter and take
their places reserved in front of auditorium.)
RESPONSIVE SERVICE: (Either the regular service of the Sunday School Hymnal
or a special responsive service led by
pastor or superintendent.)
CAROL: "0 Little Town of Bethlehem."
Bmul RECl'tA'rIONS A1'."'Il CAROLS: (The
Bible Verses should be recited each by
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one child or by different groups of children, or a chorus of voices may say the
lines in italics and a single voice the
other lines.)
RECITATION: There were Shepherds
abiding in the field, keeping watch over
their flocks by night.
R£CITATION: And an angel of the Lord
stood by them, and the glory of the Lord
shone round about them: and they were
sore afraid.
RECITATION: And the angel said unto
them, "Be not afraid: for behold I bring
you good tidings of great joy which shall
be to all the people for there is born to
you t1m day in the city of David a
Saviour, who is Christ the Lot'd.
And this is the sign unto you: Ye
shall find a babe wrapped in swaddling
clothes and lying in a manger.
R&CITATION: And suddenly there was
with the angel a multitude of the
heavenly host praising God, and saying,
R&CITATION: "Glory to God in the
highest; and on earth peace, good will
toward men."
CAROl,: "Silent Night."
Wben the Star Shone

A Christmas Story to be told by a reader
and played by the children

(Enter Reader.)
READIlR: There was once a beautiful
cluster of Christmas trees. Above them
hung a great star. The children gathered
around the trees. (Enter children who
gather round the trees and look up e:opectantly) , and waited for the light of
the Star and the shining of the trees,
but the Star did not shine and the trees
were dark.
CHII,D: What is the matter that the
Star does not shine and the trees are
dark?
READER: I can not tell. We will ('all
the Spirit of Christmas.
(Enter girl
dressed in white robe. She may be
called by four trumpeters with gilded
trumpets or may enter wilh{ll,t call.)
CHII,D: Can you tell us why the Christmas Star does not shine and why the
trees are dark?
SPIRIT O~ CHRISTMAS: Many years ago
when the Christmas angel came to earth
there shone a great light as he said to
the shepherds, "Be not afraid: for behold I bring you good tidings of great
joy which shall be to all the people."
Where are the rest of the children?
There are only a few here. The shining
of the Christmas Star and the glistening
of the Christmas trees are for ALL.
RltADIlR: Then the children went out
(e':oit children) to bring th~ other children
they knew that they might see the Star
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shine and the trees glisten with light
They brought the children they knew
and loved the most.
(Re-enter children leading other children by the hand
They point to the trees and to the Star.
All took up expectantly.) Now the Christmas Star would shine and the trees glisten
with light! But the Star did not shine and
the trees were dark.
CHII,D TO SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS : We
have brought all the children. Can you
tell us why the Star does not shine and
the trees do not glisten with light?
SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS: Many years ago
when the Christmas angel came to earth
there shone a great light as he said
to the shepherds: "Be not afraid: for
behold I bring you good tidings of great
joy which shall be to ALL the people."
Where are the re!ft of the children?
There are only a few here. The shining
of the Christmas Star and the glistening
of the Christmas trees are for ALL.
READ&R: Then the children looked at
each other and tried to think where they
could find other children.
CHII,D: I know some little children who
make flowers for hats. I had not thought
of them. I will bring them. (Runs out)
2ND CHILD: I know some boys who
work in the coal mines. I thought they
had to work all day so I did not ask them
to come. (Runs out)
3RD CHII,D: I know some little girls who
could not come because they must take
care of their baby brothers and sisters
all day while their mothers work. May
I bring them?
( Spirit of Christmas
waves assent and child runs out).
4TH· CHII,D: I know some children who
work in factories but their clothes are
patched. May they come too? (Spirit of
Christmas waves assent and child runs out).
R&ADER·: So the children went out to
bring the other children they knew who
had not been invited to see the Christmas trees. They hunted on the streets
and in factories and shops. They went
into mines and mills and searched many
dark rooms. Then they ran gaily back
leading the other children they .had
found. (Enter children leading children
in overalls and patched clothing. Some
carry papers, others artificial /lowers,
and sewing; some have smutty faces,
Some carry smaller children). Eagerly·
they lo~ked up at the cluster of Christmas trees and at the Star, but the Star
did not shine and the trees were dark.
CHII,D: We have brought all the children we could find. Can you tell us why
the Christmas Star does not shine and
why the trees are dark?
SPIRI'r OF CHRISTMAS: Many years ago
when the Christmas angel came to earth
there shone a great light as he said
to the shepherds: "Be not afraid: for
behold I bring you good tidings of great
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joy which shall be to ALL the people."
Where are' the rest of the children?
There are only a few here. The shining
of the Christmas Star and the glistening of the Christmas trees are for ALL.
READER: Then the children tried to
think where any other children could be.
They thought they had invited all the
children they knew.
CHILD: I know some children who are
lame. I did not think of. inviting them.
(Runs out)
CHILD: .I know some blind children. I
could lead them by the hand. (Runs out)
CHILD: I know some children who are
sick. I will bring them. (All run out)
READER: Then all the children went out
to bring more children. They hunted
in hospitals and homes until they found
many dear children who were blind or
lame or sick and who could not come by
themselves. As they led them in (enter
children wheeling child in invalid's chair,
leading others, and helping boy 'on
crutches), they looked eagerly at the
trees and at the Star. N ow surely the
Christmas Star would shine and the trees
glisten with light! But the Star did not
shine and the trees were dark.
CHILD: We have brought all the children who are sick and those who could
not come by themselves. Why does the
Star not shine and why are the trees
still dark?
SPIRIt oJ! CHRIStMAS: Many years ago,
when the Christmas angel came to earth
there shone a great light as he said to
the shepherds: "Be not afraid: for behold I bring you good tidings of great
joy which shaU be to aU the people.
Where are the rest of the children?
There are only a few here. The shining
of the Christmas Star and the glistening
of the Christmas trees are for aU. (Children look at each other with puzzled expression.)
CHILD: The only other children I know
are not like us. They live in our country but their faces are red and some are
yellow and some are brown and others
black.
.
OTHBR CHILDREN: I know some J apanese children. I know some Chinese
children. I know some Indian children.
I know some Negro children.
TOGEtHER: May we bring them to see
the Star and the Christmas trees?
SPIRIt OF CHRISTMAS: The angel said
that the Christmas message was. for ALL
the people.
READllR: So the children went to find
all the children from other lands who
were living in America. They looked in
all the stores that had queer figures and
letters on their signs. They went into
homes where people spoke strange languages and they took the little children 1y
the hand so gently and lovingly they were
no! afraid and they led them to the place

HOt

where the Christmas trees were with the
Star above. "Surely, now" thought they,
"the Christmas Star will shine and the
trees glisten with light;" but the Star
did not shine and the trees were d:uk.
CHII,D (sadly): Now we have brought
all the children. Why does the star not
shine? Why are the trees still dark?
SPIRIt oJ! CHRIStMAS: Many years ago,
when the Christmas angel came to earth
there shone a great light as he said to the
shepherds: "Be not afraid: for behold
I bring you good tidings of great joy
which shall be to all the people." Where
are the rest of the children? There are
only a few here. The shining of the
Christmas Star and the glistening of the
Christmas trees are for all. (Children look
at each other questioningly.)
CHII.D : There are children in many
other lands,-in China.
2ND CHILD: And Japan.
3RD CHILD: And India.
4tH CHILD: And Korea.
5tH CHILD: And Africa.
6tH CHILD: And Syria.
ALL TOGlltHllR: Shall we bring all the
children of the world?
SPIRIt oJ! CHRIstMAS: The angel said
that the Christmas message was for ALL
the people.
Children go out. All of those who have
been brought in before go with them.
READER: Then the children went out to
find all the children of the world. Into
every land on the earth· they went and
brought all the children. Into bark huts
in Africa for the little brown children,
into tents for the Indian children, into
lovely paper houses for the Japanese
children, into the houses of ice and snow
for the Eskimo children, inlo all the
houses of earth they went to find the
children of the world. Then they came
gladly back, for surely, now the Christmas Star would shine and the trees would
glisten with light. (Enter children leading children of other nations in costume. As
they surround the trees the Star shines
and the trees glisten with light.)
RJlADllR: As they surrounded the trees
the children pointed to the Star so that
the children they had brought could see
where it was, for it was .very dark
(children point) and suddenly the Star
shone and the trees glistened with light.
Then the hearts of all the children were
filled with the joy of Christmas.
SPIRIt oJ! CHRISTMAS sings with the
children joining in full chorus on italicized
words:
Oh the World is full of Children
And their little feet have trod,
Weary paths to upraised altars
Of some unknown lifeless God.
Shall we tell them of our Savior
Jesus loves th~ children's praise,
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And his love will bring a glory
To the darkness of our days.

CHORUS

Exit Spirit of Christmas, children, and
reader to reserved seats.

CHORUS

"All the Children of the World"

Tell them of Jesus.
Let His banner be un fur led
Tell them of Jesus.
We will conquer in His name,
And His matchless love proclaim,
To the children, all the children,
All the children of the world.
Oh the World is full of children
Let them weave a diadem
Clasping hands across the ocean
For the Christ of Bethlehem.
Crown Him King of all the nations,
Our adored and risen Lord .
While the children of all nations
Shout His name with glad accord.
NO'tl 1. The suggestion made by Josephine L.
Baldwin in The Church School gives the most
satish.ctflfY plan for such a lighting effect as is
called for. The plates used with this article are
loaned by courtesy of "The Church Schoo!."
• Two half circles about five inches in width
and five feet in diameter are made of wood, and
ball·bearin~
casters are screwed underneath.
They are to be 'placed together to form a circle

:~~~ iliest~i~~re ~~n~~e~t
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:h:n ~Yt~n~te;V~~~ !nd~

of the half-circles are pulled apart. When the
frame is ready, holes must be bored in it in
which the trees can be inserted. Usually eight
rather slender trees six or ei$ht feet high can
be used. These trees after belng put into place
must be trimmed on the inside as l.ai1y as possi-

~!i; b;~es~dwfoe~o~ceealir~~; i~f ~~:etri!~i~~f~h:~

would otherwise show.
A atring should be
attached to either side of the open end of the
circle long enough to reach to the end of the
platform. When the time comes in the story. the
persons charged with this duty can pull the strin~s
so quickly that the effect seems really like magIC
as a line of trees ten feet long comes suddenly
into view. The trees after serving this purpose
go with the dinners and gifts to the poor.

ullt;te2·cl~JJre:o~lSth:n!oridt;·si~a~O b!h~ec~~~~
from Literature Headquarters, 844 Drexel Bldg.,
Phila., Pa., for 10 cents a copy.
NOTE 3. The children who play the story
should be seated on front seats during the first
part of the program. Some cornetists, from one
to five, in white robes may sound the call for
the' Spirit of Christmas. They may then play a
verse of a Christmas carol during the exits and
entrances of the children.

OFFERING FOR MISSION:. (The offering
should be the chief feature of the program, the children having been prepared
for weeks in advance to make a real
offering of money or· other gifts at this
time.)

After the offering a group of very
small children dressed in white may sing
LUTHER'S

"CRADI,E HYMN:"

Away in a Manger,
No crib for His bed,
The little Lord Jesus
.Laid down his sweet head.
The stars in the sky
Looked down where·He lay,
The Little Lord Jesus
Asleep in the hay.
The cattle are lowing,
The baby awakes,
But little Lord Jesus
No crying he makes.
I love thee, Lord Jesus!
Look down from the sky,
And stay by my cradle
Till morning is nigh.

A group of the children in foreign
costume may come forward and sing to
the same tune:
Away in the darkness,
No light for our way;
We children are waiting
A glad Christmas day.
VVe need the Lord Jesus;
Oh send out the Word
Until by all people
The story is heard.
For the children of the world.
"Joy to the World (to be sung
by entire congregation).
PRAYER:

:H YMN:

BIIID:DIC'fION,

1. Casters
2. Ifoles to settrees in
3. Ifinge
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Woman's Foreign Mission Bulletin
Edited by MRS. WM. H. FARMER, Montclair, N. }.
THE EDITOR'S MESSAGE

Christmas is coming. You are beginning to plan for it. Have you
realized the importance of putting a
missionary significance into gifts and
celebration? An Oriental trifle has
been known to lead a child to love the
Far East and to turn a mind and heart
in the direction of volunteering for
missionary service. Every anniversary is a new opportunity.
We doubt not that many have heeded the appeal of the October Bulletin
to provide a generous Christmas for
lepers. While soap and blankets are
always acceptable to both the leper
patients and their missionaries, it is
well to emphasize the fact that money
that can be spent to meet their needs
is the best offering. Transportation
charges are heavy, and are a loss to
the cause. American dollars will usually buy more at the leper stations
than in the United States.

of the world these long-neglected
women are asking for their chance
in education and medical care and
plain human rights.
Our mothers began it all with their
missionary societies, organized in the
decade after the Civil War. The germ
was in those primary schools for girls,
which were succeeded by middle, high
and normal schools. Now, at the end
of thi~ war, we have five union colleges and two medical S'chools for the
women of the Orient, all pleading for
expansion. The societies that led up
to this have not, with all their urgent
denominational
demands,
realized
their hopes financially, and beyond
maintenance they can do little. Four
of these colleges were born during
the dark days af the W:lr, and with
superb faith have persisted. Now
these intellectual "War Babies" have
grown in numbers and must t.e housd
and equipped or dwindle and n;e.

AN

A MILLION DOLLAR CHRISTMAS GIFT

INTERDENOMINATIONAL
CHRISTMAS GIFT

By Mrs. E. C. Cronk.
A new League of Nations, a Christmas league of mercy and love, is beAnyone who is under the pessiing formed by a special committee on mistic depression of being persuaded
an International Christmas Gift for that calls and appeals and drives
Ul1ion Colleges artd Medical Schools have been sounded and made and
for the women of the Orient.
conducted until we have a callous
JESUS, the Founder of the Christian America, impervious to any new need,
Faith, in contrast to other religious has not attended one of the initial
teachers-Confucius, Buddha, Mo- meetings to discuss and plan for the
hammed-provided in His plan a place one million dollar Christmas gift
for women. He helped them long from the women of America to the
ago, as He helps us today, to reach women of the world.
the highest ideals. So in His Name
The need is so great, the opporwe ask you to consider this Christmas tunity so evident and the plan so
gift to the women who live as women simple that without exception the
lived when He walked among them first comment is "It must be done."
If it is done the seven union colin lands of the East. .
Why do the women of India China leges for women of the Orient will
and Japan want higher edu~ation? be equipped in a way that will mah
Because they have seen what other the advance of their work possible
If it is done "the hand that rockg
women have received and the results
they have q.tt~jned. In this new day the cradle rules the world," will be
1103
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lifted from the zephyr wrought wall
motto sentiment class to the "worthy
of your millions" investment class.
If it is done it will mean wives
and mothers and teachers and le<"ders for the Orient who are educated
Christian women.
If it is done it will mean the saving of the lives of thousands of
women and children, and the alleviation of the untold misery of hundreds of thousands who have suffered with no one to help.
"It must be done" said a woman
who was in one of the first meetings.
She went home and told her husband of the plan. "It must be
done" said he.
Re immediately sought the chairman of the committee.
"I have 'been expecting to ertct
some sort of a memorial to mv
mother and I can think of no more
un crumbling monument to a man's
appreciation of his Christian mother."
His gift is ten thousand dollars.
"It must be done" say the' mothers
and fathers whose own little girls
have gone from earth to heavi'n.
"If our darling had lived we would
have spent many thousands of dollars to send her to college. Let us
open the college door to some girl of
the Orient who would otherwise be
shut out."
"It must be done" said a small
group of women at a luncheon in
the nation's capital city during the
first Convention of the Merged
United Lutheran Church of America.
"Let us tryout the plan before it
is printed and see whether it will
work and whether an average' gift
of $10.00 each can be secured from
a group of women." They did their
Christmas shopping early and with
radiant joy. In a few minutes $600
was pledged.
"It must be done" said the president of a well-known girls' school.
"Give me one of those irresistible
dime boxes of Ginling and every girl
in our college will have a chance to
hear of the greatest thing the women

of America have ever undertaken for
the women of the world."
"It must be done" say hundreds of
women who are going to serve on
committees and give their time and
their homes and their money so that
it will be done.
"It must be done," and because
they know that only the power of
God can accomplish it thousands of
women are praying every day that
God may grant us exceeding abundantly above all we ask or think.
WHAT IS NEEDED

There are five union colleges and
two medical schools for women under
the direction of the Joint Committee
for Union Colleges for the Women of
the Orient.
These are a part of the great new
world movement, perhaps the best
part, as they are forerunners of intellectual, spiritual' and physical
emancipation for the suffering mil~
lions of women in the Far East. Th,e
t;novement is more significant and important than the granting of the
ballot to women in the' Western
world, and should appeal to the
hearts of all pz:ogressive men and
women.
There are two medical schools for
women under this Joint Committee,
with two more pleading for entrance.
The first is in Vellore, I ndw, about
four hours from 'the great city .of
Madras. Its president is Dr. Ida
Scudder, granddaughter of the
pioneer medical missionary who went
out to India a century ago. This
school opened its doors in August,
1918, or rather, since it had no
doors, it camped out in a hospital of
the Dutch Reformed Board. The
Government of India said, "While
we are at war we cannot give grants,
but this is urgent, necessary. Only
women can carry on the enterprise.
If you will get six Indian girls to
study medicine we will give you a
grant, notwithstanding war." Sixtynine Indian girls applied; only
eighteen were qualified to ente~ In
1919 eighty-nine students applied for
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entrance. There were shll no buildings, only a small class, twenty-four
in number' couM be entered. This
year, one hundred and twenty-ji1!e
Indian girl students asked to be admitted to the class of 1921. Only
thirty can be taken in two small
rented houses.
There are millions of young
mothers, little girls only twelve or
thirteen years' of age, and there are
no doctors, no nurses, and alas! no
ro'Om for those who would gladly fit
themselves to care for them in their
dark hour of suffering.
It is for His birthday in this year
of our Lord 1920 that we ask for
this gift, shelter for the coming
women doctors of India.
Peking Medical School, in the
great Chinese capitol, is at work
training Christian women as doctors
and nurses: It, too, needs buildings
and equipment. There are 200,000,000 women in China. Many cannot
be reached by men, even if there
were men to pelp them. There are
just 95 women doctors in China.
The appear for nurses is pitiful
since 60% of the hospitals of China
have no nurses at all. Plenty of
Chinese Christian girls, with high
school training, ready to begin study,
but there is 'no room.
.
;Where there are medical schools
there must be colleges for pre-medical scientific work and we must also
train the leaders for Christian education and literature. We have worked
as Women's Boards of Missions toward this end and now, with the
goal in sight, and five growing colleges,-Tokyo,
Nanking,
Peking,
Lucknow, Madr.as the Boards have
not the resources for land, buildings
and equipment. They can pay the
maintenance by making a great effort, but a college must have class
rooms, dormitories, chapel, and it
ought to bave a laboratory and
gymnasium and science building.
Tokyo is a good example. After
years of study and appeal it opened
in A-pril, 1918, with a class of eightyfour young women. It now has two
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hundred and forty. It occupies a
rented building, quite inadequate to '
its needs. It has invested in a piece
of land in a most desirable part of
the city. It is without a house, except for a small building given by
the Japanese Imperial household.
I t is making a marvelous record, in
spite of all its handicaps, but is refusing entrance each year to hun.
dreds of applicants.
The leader of a recent commission to Japan, sent by the Chambers
of Commerce of the Pacific Coast,
made the following statement to the
Board of this College,"The only mission work I saw in Japan
was this coJiege for women. You ought
to invest a miJIion dollars and might well
invest twenty millions in the interest of
international relations alone. Japan cannot enter the family of nations on all
equality. until she revises her ideals of
womanhood. This Woman's Christian
College in Tokyo will help her to do that.
Support it generously for it will be a
greater force for world friendship than
all our Chambers of Commerce."

This is a significant appeal, not
from a Mission Board, but from the
leader of the San Francisco Chamber
of Commerce.
The five colleges are in Peking,
Nanking, Lucknow, Madras and
Tokyo.
Peking or Yenching College is in the
great capital of China and is our one
hope for training the leaders for
women in the north. It had its beginning in 1907. It needs buildings
if it is to continue to grow.
Ginling College, at Nanking, has
made a wonderful record since it
opened its doors in 1915. It is still
living in an old rented Chinese house,
cold and uncomfortable, with fungus
and mould on its walls and floors. It
has secured land, but has not a single
building.
Lucknow College for Women, beg-un by Isabella Thoburn under the
Women's Board of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, has shown what the
Indian Christian woman can do for
her people in education, literature and
medicine. It has recently become a
Union College under the \Voman's
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Boards of. the Presbyterian and Methodist denominations.
The Woman's Christian College,
Madras, opened its doors in 1915, an
interdenominational experiment, combining in the Board of Governors six
mission boards in Great Britian, five in
the United States and one in Canada.
Need we take further space to
state the pressing needs of all these
colleges for women?
President
Pendleton summed it up in one sentence on her return from her recent
trip to the Orient: "We need money
for our women's colleges here. They
need it a thousand-fold more there."
The Plan

Since Mission Boards cannot, under existing arrangements in the
larger denominations, appeal to
churches or missionary societies for
funds not included in denominational
budgets, the Joint College Board,
representing all these institutions, is
asking for a million dollars to
finance them. Each one is in desperate need. Unless relief comes
soon some of these schools may have
to close. We are not asking for
large gifts, but we believe there are
one hundred thousand men and
women in this country who woulG
each give $10 as a Christmas offer·
ing to save this beginning of Christ·
tian education for women in the
great centers of the Far East.
Each state and city will organize
its committee and receive its quota
of givers. The special effort will
begin December 1st, but every woman
who reads this can immediately secure a committee' in her own community, assign her quotas and find at
least ten or one hundred other men
and women who will give $10 before
Christmas. Large gifts-and we
must have them also-should go
through denominational Boards, to
make up their quotas. Mission
Boards have done all the preparatory
work. They now come to the general public. Surely business women,
~Henry w. Peabody, 702 Ford Building,
Boston, Mass. is in charge of tke Central Oflice
and is directing the work. She wilt fumish all
literature needed and giYe additional informatioft
.and instructions.
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club
women,
college
alumnae,
women's suffrage clubs, might well
respond to such an appeal. They
hav.e given to the Near East Relief.
generously, gladly. They 'have given
to war work, to Liberty Loans, Red
Cross, Young Men's and Young
Women's
Christian Associations.
This has the same broad appeal to
the same constituency. It is permanent relief, medical and educational, for it aims to give these
countries trained leadership among
women.
The members of the Joint Committee on Union Colleges for the
\Vomen of the Orient are:
REV. ]AMIlS L. BARTON, D. D.
ROBERT E. SPEER
MISS MARGARET HODGE
REV. WM. I. CHAMBERLAIN, Ph. D.
REv. FRANK MASON NORTH, D. D.
MISS ELIZABETH BENDER
MRS. W. A. MONTGOMERY
MRS. HENRY W. PEABODY
MRS. ANNA ATWATER
MISS MABEL HOWELL
MRS. PHILIP ROSSMAN
PRINCIPAL GANDlER

Russell Carter, Treasurer
156 Fifth Avenue, New York City ....
A United Day of Prayer For Missions
February 18, 1921

The first united Day of Prayer for
Missions was observed last winter on
the first Friday in Lent, -the day set
for its annual observance.
A joint committee from the Federation of Woman's Boards of Foreign
Missions and the Council of Women
for Home Missions is now preparing
the program for February 18, 1921,
when the Day of Prayer will occur
this year. Reserve this date!
Come to Florida This Winter!

Visit a School of Missions! Faculty
chosen from those who taught at the
Northfield, Mass. Summer School.
Mrs. Farmer will lectur.e on Methods
and the "Bible and Missions." St.
Petersburg, January 15 to 22; DeLand, January 23 to 29; Miami,
January 30 to Feb. 3.
• For information write Mrs. G. W. Cooper,
250 N. 5th Ave., St. Petersburg, F1a .. Miss no L.
Swanson, 127 W. Howery Ave., DeLand, Pia.,
Rev. R. N. Merrill. White Temple, Miami, Fla .
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NORTH AMERICA

Universal Week of Prayer

World's Evangelical Alliance
T HEannounces
the anuual Universal
Week of Prayer, to be observed January 2-8 inclusive. The topics suggested for each day are as follows:
Sunday, January 2-Texts for Sermons
and Addresses.
"I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills.
From whence cometh my help? Psalm
cxxi. 1.
"Behold how good and how pleasant it
is for brethren to dwell together in unity."
Psalm cxxxiii. i.
"In the world ye shall have tribulation;
but be of good cheer, I have overcome the
world." St. John xvi. 33.
"N either pray I for these alone, but for
them also which shaIl believe on Me
through their word; that they all may be
one as Thou, Father, art in Me, and I in
Thee, that they also may be one in Us; that
the world may be:ieve that Thou hast sent
Me." St. John xvii. 20"21.
"The communion of the Holy Ghost be
with you all." 2 Cor. xiii. 14.
Monday, January 3-Thanksgiving and
Confession.
Tuesday, January 4-The Church Universal.
Wednesday, January 5-Nations and
their Rulers.
Thursday, January 6-Missions among
Moslems and Heathen.
Friday, January 7-Families, Educational
Institutions an d the Young.
Saturday, January 8-Home Missions
and the Jews.

stitute, a boys' club, a community
betterment program, as well as
Bible training and evangelistic services are also conducted by this
church, which is proving to be the
'hub" of general betterment work,
and of social and religious activities.
No other church is wanted in Kasbeer.
Lutberans Appeal for MissioDnries

THE United Lutheran Church,
meeting in biennial convention at
Washington in October, adopted resolutions urging the Allied governments to revoke the war time restrictions on missionaries.
The statement of principles and
resolutions as adopted read:
"The principle of religious liberty has
slowly gained ground and is now recognized by all Governments in peace treaties
and international affairs.
"The right to propagate religious truth
is a corollary of religious liberty. It is
as inalienable as is the right of civil liberty.
"The exercise of the rights of conscience
cannot be annulled unless it becomes subversive of good morals and public order.
Only when it can be clearly shown that
such exercise interferes with the rights of
others and results in disorder may Governments interfere_
"When properly taught and exemplified,
the Christian religion has ever promoted
law and order, advancing civilization and
strengthening good government."

A Successful Commuuity Church

in Kasbeer, IllinONois,THEa prairies
little village of ninety

people, is a Methodist Protestant
Church that is doing a great work as
a Christian community center.. The
pastor is Rev. Frederick Baylis, a
convert of the Bowery Mission in
N ew York. The church is the only
one in the town, and among the one
hundred and fifty-two members are
Baptists, Congregationalists, Lutherans, Disciples, Presbyterians and
Methodists. A free Chautauqua is
conducted, which last year brought
together 3000 persons; a farmer's in-

To TraIn Foreign.Speaking Pastors

HE American Baptist Home MisT sion Society has secured a permanent location in East Orange, N. J.,
for the seminary for the training of
new Americans to be pastors and
mission workers among their own
people, and the sessions will open
about December 1st. Since there are
large foreign groups in the New
Jersey cities adjacent to East Orange there will be valuable opportunities for students to carryon missionary work while pursuing their
studies.
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Three departments. will be ready
to open by the end of this year,
Russian, Polish and Hungarian, and
it is hORed that by October, 1921,
the entire school will be ready for
its work.
Immigrants at ElHs Island

tide of immigration, abruptly
T HE
turned back by the war, is now
rising with increasing rapidity. September saw the greatest congestion at
Ellis Island ever experienced, and
there is great danger that inspection
will not be sufficiently stringent.
Frederick A. Wallis, Commissioner
of Immigration, has granted permission to place eight Christian workers
on the Island, one of these to be provided by the Presbyterian Woman's
Board of Home Missions. This
Board will be responsible for the
work for Spanish people. The nature of the missionary work done
will be governed by the emergencies
as they arise.
The Immigrants' Mission Board ·of
The United Lutheran Church is
charged with the spiritual ministration to immigrants coming particularly from Central Europe. The nationalities which have received special attention from this. Board are the
Slovaks, -Magyars, Slovenians or
Windish, the Siebenbuerger, Letts,
Poles, Italians, and recently assistance
has been extended to the Finns.
By 'far the largest numbers of immigrants arriving since 1900 are
from central and southern Europe,
where the Roman Catholic faith is
predominant. In the case of the Letts there is an especially bitter
feeling against the Russian State
Church which reacts to create hatred
'against all religion.
The Lutheran.
Congress of Bahaism

AHAISM, the Persian cult
founded by Baha Ullah. held its
twelfth annual congress recently in
New York City. Sessions were held
for three days, but only the evening
meetings were open to the public.

B
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A large part of the business sessions
had to do with plans for a nine-sided
World Unity Temple, a $1,000,000
edifice to be erected in Chicago, on
a site purchased some time ago. The
nine entrances to the great hall of
religion will be symbolic of the nine
historic religions.
The errors of Bahaism have more
than once been exposed, yet American nominal Christians of unstable
mind continue to be attracted by it.
A vigorous Mohammedan propaganda is also being carried on within
the United States. A tract is being
widely circulated asserting that the
American idea of Mohammedanism,
as given by Christian missionaries, is
entirely false and that the rule of
Islam is such a priceless repository
of spiritual truth that no other religion can compare with it. This tract
avers that if a tree be known by its
fruits, Mohammedanism far outstrips Christianity. Some readjustment of history is necessary to support this claim.
An Interesting Experhnent

ITH the sanction of the city
W
authorities, there has been
established in New Yark City a
Jewish Court of Arbitration for
the consideration and settlement
of minor disputes and difficulties
among Jews, which they wish to
keep out of the civil courts. The
court is composed of twenty-four
members: six members of the judiciary of Greater New York, six
rabbis, and twelve lawyers and
merchants versed in the ancient
laws and customs of the Jewish
people.
The procedure of the
court will follow the old Mosaic
law as far as possible. The experiment will be watched with interest both by Jews and non-Jews.
Change at "Inasmnch MIssion," Philadel-

phia

Octavia HilI Association of
T HE
Philadelphia has taken over
the Inasmuch Mission at 1011 Locust Street. The religious work
will be in charge of Mrs. George
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Long, widow of the Mission's
founder. The institution came into
existence in 1911, and a few years
later a mission building costing
$250,000 was erected by Mrs.
George Woodward.
The character of the neighborhood having
changed completely, there is not
the same field for rescue work as
formerly.
(See Missionary Review of the WorId for August,
1913.)
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in preaching to the Protestant pupils.
The Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. C. A.
hold their services on Sunday evening. Protestants and Catholics have
religious instruction also on Tuesday
evening and the Mormons on Thursday evening. Attendance at all of the
meetings, with the exception of Sunday evening, is compulsory.
It is encouraging to note that the
use of tobacco is prohibited in the
Phoenix Indian School.
The Lutheran.

Ethnological Course for Missionaries

importance of a knowledge
T HE
of racial psychology for those

LATIN AMERIOA
An InstItutional Ohurch in Mexico

who would work effectively on
the foreign mission field is coming to be recognized. A course
along this line has been instituted
at the Kennedy School of Missions at Hartford, Conn., to be
under the direction of Mrs. Agnes
Leaycraft Donohugh, Ph. D. This
will include a course on the life
of na,.tive peoples, their customs
and mentality; followed by special
studies of AfriGan native life and
of village community life in India.

a union mission press was
WHEN
started in Mexico the Presby-

Indian TraInIng at PhoenIx

U.
T HE
Indians

S. Training School for
at .Phoenix, Arizona,
comprises 160 acres of ground and
fifty-six buildings. The total number
enrolled last year was 725, about
equally divided between boys and
girls, and representing forty-three
tribes.
Religious instruction has a place in
the school. In regard to doctrinal
beliefs, they are separated into three
classes-Protestants, Rom::n Catholics, and Latter Day Saints or Mormons. The first class includes nearly
thr.-fourths of the whole number.
There were thirty-six Mormons in
attendance this year. Catholic children have separate instruction on
Sunday morning at 9 :30 o'clock, and
the other two groups join in Sundayschool at the same hour. All attend
preaching services or instruction at
3 :20 p. m. Eleven pastors of
Phoenix churches take regular turns

terian mission press in Mexico City
was remodeled for use as an institutional church. This has now outgrown its original quarters, and an
additional three· story building is occupied, the first floor being used for
lectures and church services and the
upper stories for gymnasium, social
and club rooms. A member of the
American Legation conducts regular
classes at this center. So successful
has the work been that similar activities are being inaugurated in
other sections of Mexico City.
Protestants United in Panama

AT

LEAST seventeen American
denominations are represented among the five hundred resident members of the Union Church
of the Canal Zone, and the thousand
young people in the Sunday-schools.
This interdenominational church was
constituted in 1914 and includes four
local congregations and one mission
under its collegiate oversight. The
constitution provides that the church's
activities shall be non-sectarian and
its teachings evangelical. In spite of
many difficulties, the work ha3 been
steadily successful. In fact, the trying out of this experiment in Christian. cooperation offers data that will
prove instructive to students of
church polity. Much of our incentive to Christian unity comes from
the modern mission field.
Prote~tant
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PrIson Church i. Guatemala

R

EV. Paul Burgess tells in the
"Guatemala News" of an unusual church and "university" in
Quezaltenango penitentiary. One of
the members of the Protestant
church lost a horse by theft and
reported at once to the police. But
the latter considered it simpler to
arrest the informant than to catch the
robber, and so sent him to jail for
two years. The man was an earnest
Christian and decided that the Lord
must have sent him to the prison for
a purpose. His first convert was an
Italian, and others followed in time.
Bibles and literature were supplied
by the Presbyterian mission, and a
flourishing congregation came into
being. Some of the prison members
when released went out to preach,
and at least two churches were organized by ex-prisoners.
An anti-alcohol campaign was
among tl:e activities of this prison
church.
Courses of study were
given by the lawyers and other educated prisoners, and as most prisoners
had to remain in j ail from two to
five years awaiting sentence of the
court there was time to acquire a
considerable amount and variety of
knowledge.
But the unionist forces in the late
rebellion set all prisoners at liberty.
Now the prison is again filling up,
but no church members are among
the inmates.
A Boys' Refol"lllatory, Trinidad

has a boys' reformaT RINIDAD
tory, opened twenty-nine years
ago by the Church of England.
About two hundred boys are under
supervision there, nearly all from
most destitute surroundings. In the
institution they respond to kind treatment, and are being trained to be'
trustworthy, to respect the rights of
others and to understand that God
is displeased with wrong doing.
During the war when the government grant proved insufficient to
maintain the work, a debt of £ 1500
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was incurred, and an equal sum is
needed for proper equipment.
EUROPE
Friends in Conference

All Friends Conference,
T HE
bringing together 1000 prominent
adherents of the Quaker faith from
all parts of the world, met recently
in London, and was the first gathering of its kind since the 17th century.
America sent 350 delegates. The
discussions centered on three topics:
(1) The need of maintaining a living silence~a silence full of eventsin the meetings for worship.
.
(2) The increase of social intercourse among the members of the
meetings, irrespective of barriers of
class or of opinion.
(3) The extension of religious education.
Congregationalist.
Jews in Paris

Paris
I N100,000

there are not less than
Jews, the majority of
whom are from Eastern Europe.
There are also at present hundreds
of emigrant Jews from all parts of
Europe, passing through Paris on
their way to America. These emigrants are sometimes compelled to
wait for weeks and even months
until they are able to proceed further. Thus there is in Paris scope
enough for a well organized and efficient work among these .Tewish masses,
but it is a long time since any attempt
has been made to reach the Jews of
Paris with the Gospel.
Since the masses in Paris are
irreligious, the Jew, dependent on the
good will of his neighbors, thinks he
must hide his religion as much' as
possible and' conform to the life
about him. The young Jew has no
higher ambition than to become a
Frenchman as soon as possible. They
are sheep without a shepherd.
"
The London Mission to Jews ha:>
undertaken a work among the women
and children, and that for the children is especially promising.
The Scattered Nation.
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Religions Traln1ng 'in Germany

HE J 0hanneum at Barmen, Germany, is a training school for
evangelists. The rector emeritus,
Dr. Theodore Haarbeck, has this to
say of religious conditions in his
country :
"Our evangelists everywhere' find
doors open, churches full, and much
care for 30uls. There is a hunger in
the land not only for bread but also
for the Word of God. Since the
war, gifted and believing .young men
have offered themselves to our school,
so that we have twenty-eight preparing for Christian work. We have
never been so entirely thrown on
faith as at present. Our expenses
are fourfold those of pre-war days,
yet we have never lacked."
The University of Bonn has made
·Dr. Haarbeck doctor of divinity in
recognition of his serv.ices as leader
of this Bible training school, "of its
straight-forward Biblical teaching
and of the rich fruit this teaching
has borne."
ReMrd of Christian Work.

T

First Bohemian Students Conference

first Student Christian ConT HE
ference ever held in Bohemia met
last July in a thousand year old
castle of the Hapsburgs, which
President Masaryk put at their disposal. "Practically all the students
who attended were atheists or
agnostics," says Dr. Sherwood Eddy;
"they had learned to look on Christianity as a colossal tyranny. They
began in this conference their first
study of the Bible and their amazement at discovering something so
entirely different from their preconceptions ,of religion was a most profound encouragement. The great
vantage point of the situation was
the unbroken pride of all the men in
the name and'memory of John Hus.
He was the great superman hero of
them alL When they were made to
understand that the Young Men's
Christian Association held to the kind
of Christianity for which Hus was
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martyred, the kindling of interest
was instantaneous."
Baptist Headquarters in Rome

Southern
T HE
purchased the

Baptists have
entire Piazza
Barberini at Rome. The site is
on the Quirinal, and is one of the
most desirable in the city. The
seven buildings on the square will
be replaced by a Baptist church,
theological seminary, publishinghouse and residences for mission
workers.
Methodist Orphanage in Italy

VILLA of forty-six rooms,
A with
seven and a half acres of
ground and several small buildings, has recently been purchased
by the Methodist Centenary Fund
to house the orphanage established in Naples by Signor Santi
fifteen years ago.
An Italian Presbyterian church
in N ew York has agreed to support two orphans, and a 'Methodist church in New York's "Little
Italy" has contributed $500 toward general expenses. The number of orphaned children at present being cared for is nearly one
hundred, both boys and girls, and
ranging from five to ,thirteen years
of age. Educational work for the
younger children is conducted at
the home, while the older ones attend a government schooL
The Continent.
The "Red Bible"

working among
A theCOLPORTEUR
Jews of Russia reports that a
book called the "Bolshevik Bible,"
edited by Lenin and Trotsky and
bound in red covers is being sold
by thousands. He visited a home
one day where the housewife displayed one of these "Bibles" saying:
"This is my Bible, and if I were you
I would burn all your Bibles and .sell
or distribute Bibles like this one.
It would do more good than you can
with your." There followed a discussion upon the merits of the true
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Bible, and presently the daughter of
eleven years who had listened quietly
joined the conversation with: "Can
you prove that there is a God? I
can show you that the Bible is full
of lies. The only hope for the
world is Bolshevism." When asked
if she would read the Bible if given
one she agreed to do so, and the
colporteur left her reading it with
great interest.
Jewish Bra.
Conditions in Kiefl'

'P. GORODISHZ, Hebrew
MR.Christian
missional y to Kieff,
Russia, which has been taken and
·retaken some fifteen times since the
war began, has written a letter to
Mr. David Baron, upon his return
from London,' in which he pictures
"It was difficonditions there.
cult to recognize the Hebrew Christians, so changed were they. The
winter had been very hard, and most
of them were obliged to live in unheated rooms. 'I found my children without shoes; it was the same
with my feIlow workers. Want
stares in the face at every step;
typhus, which raged here in its
severest form during the whole winter, and the great want of drugs and
linen, have greatly increased the distress. Persons who before helped
others are now begging for help
themselves. The lack of medicine is
indescribable. On the other hand the
evangelization work is very encouraginJ<. Much interest is shown for
the Gospel and the meetings are weIl
attended. Without hindrance the
Gospel is preached in the hall the
same as in the street. I found a
number of recently converted Hebrews."
The Scattered Nation.
MOSLEM LANDS
Co;;mopolltan Jerusalem

A

MERICANS who do not realize
the many divisions into which
Christianity has fallen may learn
much by a walk along the streets of
Jerusalem, which today show more
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diverse types and smite the ear with
a more complicated Babel of tongues
than any other city in the world.
Christianity has been carried into
practically all lands, and from most
of them pilgrims journey to the
birtI1place of their religion. J erusalem is not alone the Holy City of
Christians; it is dear to the Israelite's
heart, and the followers of Mohammed hold it second, to Mecca itself
in sacred esteem. There one meets
sandaled or barefooted Greeks, Latin
and Armenian priests, sisters of various orders from the numerous convents situated within and without the
walls, Protestant ministers of various
sects, and pilgrims, some somberly,
some colorfully dressed, from every
land under Heaven. Mingled in the
stream of Christians one will see
Jews and Tur.ks and Arabs and
Indian Mussu-lmans.
While changes in the physical appearance of Jerusalem and in the
make-up of its population occurred
even under Moslem rule, there al'e
many far-reaching <i:hanges that have
taken place only since the expUlsion
of the Turks. The city has been
unhealthful for a long time, largely
because of the lack of an adequate
and pure water supply. After the
occupation of Jerusalem by General
Allenby December 11, 1917, an old
uncompleted project of the Romans
was completed to bririg water to the
city from a never failing spring fifteen miles to the north beyond Bethlehem. Within a few months after
the expulsion of the Turks the new
system was delivering to the city
320,000 gallons of water a day.
Thus one great need of the city was
supplied, and planning was begun
along other lines to improve the
conditions of sanitation:
Churches Suffer from Emigration

conditions in Syria
DISTURBED
since the close of the war have
),reatiy handicapped the work of the
Presbyterian
Mission. Emigration
has sorely depleted the churches and
the ranks of' the ministers. One of
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the three ordained Syrian pastors in
the presbytery of Sidon had gone to
his sons in Brazil, and sixteen
churches reported that additions to
their .membership were only oneseventh of the maximum figure. Besides the emigration many Syrians
from Sidon have moved into the
neighboring district of Palestine,
where the British occupation has
brought quiet and prosperity. A
large number also have entered the
service of various American relief
agencies.
'Shofar" Sounded

the news of the restoraW HEN
tion of the Jewish National
homeland through Great Britain's
mandate over Palestine reached the
Jewish quarter of the Holy City, the
Shofar, or ram's horn was sounded
for the firs~ time in 2,000 years of
Jewish history except for the ceremonies of the two most sacred Jewish holidays, the Day of Atonement
and the New Year. The Chief rabbi
of Jerusalem ordered the blowing of
the Shofar, an order which none
other would dare issue. As the news
swept through the city, a steady procession of Jews made their way to
the IWailing Wall, which was soon
crowded with men, women and children, giving thanks for the realization of the prayer they had so often
made there.
Jewish Era.
Kurdish Boy in. Training

A

KURDISH father In Persia
made a vow to give his son to
the missionaries when seven years
old, to be trained as a Christian
worker. The vow included also an
apricot tree, of which the fruit was
to be eaten by Christians only. The
first year that the tree was particularly well loaded with fruit, avarice
got the better of the old man and he
sold the apricots. The tree very
soon died, and the father hastened
to bring the boy to the Kermanshah
Mission, saying he did not want the
boy to die also. The lad is exceedingly promising, and helps with the
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teaching of the orphans, as well
keeping up his own studies.
All the World.

as

INDIA
A Potent Factor In India

WAY of comment on the poBy litical
and social unrest in the
India of today, a missionary of the
American Board asserts that Christian missions' are contributing in
large measure to stability and order.
Thi3 is an influence altogether unofficial, but one which helps to mediate between government and people,
healing their misunderstandings. The
Christian communities are a real
force, but are often overlooked in
estimating the trend of affairs in the
new India.
Y. W. C. A. Training School

A

TRAINING School for Y. W.
C. A. secretaries, the first of its
kind in India, was opened on N 0vember 1st. Eight young Indian
women, the same number as started
in the first class of the Association
Training School in the United States
in 1904, a,-e in the first class, studying administration of Association ac~
tivities, club work with girls arid
organization of girl students. There
are forty-sevel1 Y. W. C. A. workers
in India at present and one hundred and sixty-one centers of work.
Madura Church Councll

THE American Madura Mission
has gone beyond many others in
meeting the desire of Indian Christians to aS3ume responsibility in native church government. The Madura Church Council was organized
for this reason three years ago. It
is composed of all ordained men,
both Indian and foreign, each having
one vote. Thus the native Christian
has about six times the missionary
representation'. Complete withdrawal
of missionary leadership is already
being discussed, and fifteen to twenty
years has been suggested as the prob~
able time for such a change.
Missionary Herald.
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Scales Decide against a Heathen Rite

CHINA

A

A Serious Famine

CHUHRA living in a community
where about forty had become
Christians was preparing food for
his usual offering to the dead when
a neighbor said:
"What is the use of that? Do you
really think the dead eat of the food?
These Christians have given this up,
and say there is nothing to it. The
food surely looks the same after we
offer it as before."
The Chuhra replied: "The food
may look the same, but some of it
has been taken away."
To settle the dispute it was agreed
that the man was to weigh the food
offered to the dead, and after it had
been left for the usual length of time,
then weigh it again.
A crowd gathered the next morning to observe the trial by weighing.
The rites were performed with due
care and the crowd looked on with
expectation.
As the food was again put into the
village scales it was found that the
weight was exactly the same.
"Now," said the challenger, "I
believe the Christian preacher has
been telling us the truth all these
months, and our Christian neighbors
are wiser than we."
Record of Christian Work.
Bene-Israel Community

PECULIARLY interesting
A section
of Israelites bearing the
name Bene-Israel, and numbering
ten thousand at the last census occupy a tract of country about
twenty miles long between Pen and
-Fanvel.
For thirty-eight years,
Rev. J. H. Lord of the Society of
St. John the Evangelist has been
conducting work among them at
Mazagon, Bombay, in a quiet, persevering way, by lectures, tracts
and home visiting. Their language
is Marathi, Hebrew being entirely
forgotten, with the exception of the
phrase "Hear, 0 Israel." Certain
characteristic
observances
have
never been neglected, and tes·tify to their genuine Hebrew origin.
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EPORTS are received of another
Rgreat
famine in China.
The food s1tuation in Hunan,
Shantung and South Chihli is extremely grave. Last year the harvest
was very 'scant, and hopes were
placed on the crops of this year.
But a failure of the spring crops,
followed by an unsuccessful autumn
yield, has brought at least 20,000,000
face to face with actual famine. In
many cases whole families have committed suicide, and parents are selling
their children, particularly their
daughters, for whatever they will
bring. In many sections the inhabitants are livings on weeds. Provincial authorities are doing what they
can to relieve the situation, but are
far from able to cope with it unaided.
The Continent.
Preparing the Way for Prohibition

may be under a prohibition
CHINA
regime within the next two de-

cades if the temperance activity of
Chinese students in America is an
omen.
A year ago the Chinese Students'
Prohibition League was formed, with
eleven definite objectives. Of these
seven have been sue c e s s fully
achieved, one will be completed in
November, and the ground work is
being rapidly completed in China for
the other three. A membership campaign resulted in enlisting over 1,000
members, or more than half of the
Chinese students in America. Large
quantities of literature on prohibition were distributed among other
students; leaflets have been translated into the native tongue and distributed in China, while a great deal
of research work has been done and
the results given publicity.
Mrs. Sun Vat Sen's Gift

wife of the first President of
T HE
China has turned over to the
American Missionary Society money
sufficient to support a school in her
native village. The Mission has ac-
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cordingly, been running a successful
school there for the past year, with
fifty pupils, at no expense to the
Mission. As a result of special
meetings in the school, more than
forty young people have confessed'
their Christian faith. This example
has influenced a wealthy man in a
neighboring village to offer support
for a similar school under like auspices in his own village.

The Christian.
Vocational Training at Chengtu

vocational schools are inT EN
cluded in the comprehensive

plan for the Union Christian University at Chengtu, West China,
under the direction of the Methodist Church. One entirely new
field of industry in China is that of
photography, and this will be
taught in one of the ten schools.
The Chinese are especially fond of
photographs, and take particular
delight in having life size portraits
of their parents to hang beside the
ancestral 'tablets.
An American
photographic firm has agreed to
furnish the complete equipment
necessary for such a school, and
the opening of this department is
only conditional upon securing the
means of providing a professional
instructor.
Training which will develop the
economic and industrial life of
China will offset the tendency to
neutralize the work of Christian
teaching which is occasioned by
heathen trade conditions. The boy
who hunts a job with a, Chinese
shopkeeper is expected first of all
to worship the idols of the establishment.
This university is located on a
campus of 120 acres, and within the
past eleven years some thirty buildings have been erected.
Christian Clubs in Hangchow

has
HANGCHOW
Christian clubs.

two distinctly
One is "The
Christian Fellowship Club," and the
other 'The Christian Leaders' FeI-
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lowship Club." The former has
grown until it meets in two sections.
Forty-five minutes are spent in Bible
study or in discussion of some practical problems in the light of the
Bible. Refreshments are then served
and the rest of the time is spent in
social pleasures. Missionaries are
welcomed, and are sometimes asked
to serve on committees, but the
leadership is in the hands of the
Chinese. Only those who are leaders
in th~, churches are eligible for membership in the second club--preachers, church officers, school teachers,
Sunday-school teachers, leaders in
personal work and women evangelists. An address on some practical
topic is given at each meeting, which
is bi-monthly.

Chinese Recorder.
JAPAN-CHOSEN
Conference of Federated MIssions

annual
THE
ference of

session of the ConFederated Missions
was held at Karuizawa early in August. Twenty-five missionary bodies,
represented by nearly seventy delegates, make up the Conference. An
entire day was devoted to Sundayschools; and all controversial subjects, such as the California problem, were avoided.
It was recommended that the name
of the body be changed to the Federation of Christian Missions in
Japan. This was to make it correspond more nearly to the Japanese
body which is called the Federation
of Christian Churches in Japan.
Japan Evangelist.
New Hymn for Japan

H. AUGUSTINE SMITH,
PROF.
Director of the music of the
Sunday School Convention in Tokyo,
prepared a special hymn for Japan
entitled "Salute the Banner of the
Sun." Its theme is intended to lead
the Japanese to see in their own national flag the ideals of the SOR of
Man. The hymn is sung to the tune
of IWaltham and is as follows:
Salute the Banner of the Sun-
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The Day of Righteousness begun!
Lord grant_ it be, till time shall cease,
'l'he flag of fellowship and peace I
All hail the Banner of the Light,
The splendor of Eternal Right!
Fling out its rays to cheer and bless
A realm of Truth and Righteousnes~.
Salute the Ball11er of the Day
When wrong and hatred flee away;
And Fujiyama, high above,
Calls men to worship and to love.

o Banner of the Sun, all hail I
Shine ou! they light shall never fail!
Shine ori, to serve the Common Good,
And lead the World to Brotherhood.
Congregationalist.

,

\

International Frlend&hlp Promoted

Y. w. C. A. in Tokyo has
T HE
a p poi n ted an "International
Frienuship Secretary" whose business it is to do the thousand and
one things that lead to a friendly
acquaintance between Americans and
Japanese. Letters of introduction
are given Japanese students or business men leaving for America, so
that they may have an entrance to
America's family life. In the same
way American travelers in Japan are
introduced to Japanese families, and
are thus able to bring back to America memories of some of the best
things in Japan. Arrangements are
also made for meeting Japanese girt;
at the docks in America, and for
caring for their needs during the first
days in the new country.
He Who Comes May Read

J AP ANESE has been in the
A
habit of posting on his door
this notice when he leaves home
for his work in the morning: "I
am a Christian; and, if anyone
likes to go in and read my good
Book while I am out, he may."

East and West.
Pyeng Yang Bible Class

T THE general Bible Class for
men from the country districts
of Korea, held annually at Pyeng-·
yang, about 500 men were in attendance and 90 at the Bible Institute. In the church officers' class

A

[December

there was an average attendance of
100. Hev. Harry A. Rhodes was
the visiting missionary this year,
and writes of the eagerness with
which the teaching of the Word
was received.
On the first day, out of 49 men
])resent 46 said that they pray
daily, 33 have family prayers and
six keep a prayer list. On the sec_ond day, out of 56 pl'esent -34 had
read the whole New Testament,
and nine had read it more than five
times; and on another day out of
62 present ten make it their practice to speak of the Gospel to at
least one non-Christian every day.
Eighteen knew definitely that they
had led one person to Christ.
Shintoism Promoted III Korea

A

NEW and insidious repression
- . of the freedom of Korean conscience is seen in an announcement
concerning Japanese action, as published in the K m'ea Review:
"Seoul will soon witness the opening of
a Shinto shrine for the moral-and spiritual
well-being of the Koreans, the GovernorGeneral of Korea having given permission
to the Shinto priests for the propagation
of Shintoism in Korea, and several leading
Shinto priests have decided to open a
shrine here as a preliminary step. For this
purpose they have leased from the Governor-General the Kwantei shrine at Todaimon and will reconstruct it as -a Shinto
shrine.
"The shrine will be dedicated to the
Goddess Amaterasu, and God Susano-o-nomikoto, the Divine Ancestress of the Japanese nation and her brother. It is further
intended to build an edifice in which the old
Korean Emperors, distinguished members
of the royal family, and Koreans who rendered meritorious service to their country
will be enshriued. A lecture hall will also
be built in Ihe Kwantei shrine, at which lec_
tures will be delivered on moral and reli·
gious subj eets."

Shinto is the only distinctly national religion exi3tent. It is linked
up with emperor worship, and has its
analogy in the customs of the Roman
empire.
AFRICIA
Child l\[ortallty III I~r;ypt

than one-third of the chill\'~ilORE
<lren of Egypt die before the
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age of five. The percentage of infant mortality for the twenty
largest cities of Egypt was twentytwo in 1919, or 16,782 deaths out of
74,880 children born. The only hope
for a betterment of this condition is
the education of future parents.
The Egyptian Gazette makes the
cynical comment that "Since Egypt
is at present over populated, and a
higher standard of living for the
mass of the people is therefore impossible, it is just as well that no
more of the children do live, and
really, in many cases it is better that
they are dead." ThiTteen government dispensaries for women and
children treated nearly 300,000 patients last year, and most of the
nineteen government general hospitals and the mission hospitals have
wards for children. There are also
Foundling Homes and Orphanages,
all working toward the betterment
of discouraging conditions.
Influence or Politics on Brotherhood

wall of p<l;rtition between MoT HE
hammedans, Copts and Christians
has been appreciably lowered in
Egypt by recent political changes.
Christians sit with Moslems at public
gatherings and Copts are manifestly
imitating Protestant Christian customs. A Coptic priest in one place
is filled with pride in the evangelical
books he possesses. In another village, where there. are more than the
average number of enlightened men,
the priest preaches evangelical truth
and has started a Bible class for
women.
A Missionary Spirit In Nigeria

Church Missionary Society
T HE
has a station at Lokoja, northern
Nigeria which gives two-thirds of its
entire church income to send the
gospel to heathen tribes people in the
neighborhood. This year there has
been an awakening among the Basas.
adjacent pagans; idols have been destroyed, and a church building erected~
In the Kabba di!;trict also at one

town, Ojo, there is a church which is
well filled every Sunday.
Record of Christian Work.
NigerIan Pastorate AssociatIon

HE economic development of
T the interior of Nigeria has
caused hundreds of Africans to
leave their homes in search of
work. Many have been church attendants in their home towns. To
minister to the needs of these scattered Christians the Nigerian Pastorate Association was formed a
few years ago, and the natives very
readily subscribe the support for as
many workers as the Association
can supply. While this is not direct missionary work, it is the important sequel of work done in the
past.
Harvest Festivals in Nigel' Mission

.THE idea of a harvest festival as
a means of swelling the church
treasury has taken hold of the Nigerian's imagination, and has been
so successful that last year in one
district alone the offerings amounted to nearly 800, while for the four
Ibo districts the total sum was
nearly £3000. The most common gifts are farm products,
yams, nuts, bananas and fowls.
On the Sunday appointed for the
festival the front part of the church
is covered with heaps of produce,
each contributor placing his or her
collection more or less indiscriminately on the general pile, and,
finally,. the fowls are deposited on
top of the heap. It is apt to be
disconcerting to the missionary
when he encounters a fat duck tied
to the pulpit steps, or a lusty cock
breaks out in full during the sermon!
.
'I'he gifts are sold on the days
following the festival, and the proceeds brought to the central station
at the end of the month. All these
contributions are placed to the
credit of the sustentation funds,
which provide for pastoral, evangelistic and educational work.
.
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The Bible In Mission Schools
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"Living Epistles" In Solomon Islands

the carved bowls oj
PEOPLE without a written lanAROUND
pounded cocoanuts and yams sat
A guage
have accurate memories,
a circle of Solomon Island savages,

and hence it is easy for pupils in
mission schools to learn Bible
verses, and remember them. In an
English boarding school in Kaffrania each girl was expected to
learn a verse to repeat at prayers
before breakfast. A visiting missionary who was called upon to
conduct the Sabbath evening meeting was anxious to know whether
the verses heard each morning were
permanently kept in mind, or were
learned for the occasion and forgotten. All the girls of the school
were asked to stand and repeat a
verse. When a girl could not think
of another verse that had not been
repeated she must be seated. At
the end of more than two hours
three girls were still standing, and
gave no evidence of having reached
the limit of their Biblical knowledge. As it was long past their
bedtime, the contest had to close
at that point.
ISLANDS OF THE SEA
Plan to Unite Protestant Schools

DRESIDENT D. S. Hibbard of
rlSiIliman Institute, P. 1., writes
that there is a plan to unite all
Protestant educational work in the
archipelago, and place it under a
Board of Trustees who will standardize the system. The educational
work carried on by the government,
excellent as it is, has one weak point.
On account of Roman Catholic influence they are unable to go deeply
into moral and ethical questions. It
is to avoid the duplication of effort
and waste of money in overlapping
territory that it is planned to organize
what will be called' "The Evangelical
Board of Education of the Philippine
Islands," this Board to be composed
of men from all the evangelical
churches and in its hands to be
placed the absolute control of the
evangelical education of the Philippines.

arrayed with armlets, anklets and
plumes for their dance. Among them
were several native Christians, distinguished by their lack of ornament
and their shining faces. Suddenly,
their bush chief, for whom they had
been praying many years, stepped
into the circle and said:
"I want you all to pray otrong for
me. I want to bring my people to
your church to learn of your Master.
I see the faces of all of you shining as if your hearts were happy.
"My people are not like that.
'rhey look heavy and their eyes are
dull. They look as if they never
swim (wash). They look no good.
BefOre, you all live like us and pray
to our Adaros (devils). But I see
you find a better way. Your way is
the way of the shining face! I want
to come and learn of your new
Master. You all pray strong for
Life of Faith.
me."
Combining EvangeliSlIl and Industry

D EV. C. W. Abel, successor to

James Chalmers in New
Guinea, is working effectively to
promote the industrial interests of
his people, although "the one thing
needful" is none the less emphasized.
On the island of Kwato, close
to the mainland, he has built the
mission house, school, saw mill,
carpenter shop and boat yard.
Bungalows,
saw-houses,
boats,
have all been built by Papuan
boys but one remove from the
grossest savagery. Papuan girls
have had their training in housework, needle-work, cookery, and
mat-making. Kwato boys, working under the tuition of a professional printer from Sydney, have
set up and printed the gospels
and several of the epistles in their
native language.
A group of
English friends have put up ten
thousand pounds without interest
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to finance the Kwato Development
Company,' which is operating cocoanut plantations to the profit of
the industrial and evangelistic
work of the mission.
Record of Christian Work.
New Responsibilities in the Pa.cific

Japanese, Chinese and InTHE
dians have all acquired a hold

in the Pacific that will affect not
only the commercial development
of the Islands, but also the human problem. The war has given
a new turn to the situation, and
the days of readjustment are full
of missionary opportunity. Samoa
comes by mandate under the control of New Zealand, while Australia
faces responsibilities for
what was German New Guinea
before the war. There are still
hundreds of thousands of aboriginal people in the Pacific who
are unevangelized. The island of
New Britain is neaTly four hundred miles long, yet less than
thirty miles of its length has been
touched by missionary effort. New
Hannover has a population estimated at from 10,000 to 20,000,
and so far they have only a native teacher or two. It is said
that more than 100,000 in St. Matthias, Lihir, Tabar, Anvi and
others have not yet heard of the
Gospel. There is no hostility on
their part. Never have been people more ready to welcome the
missionary, and in some cases
have built houses in readiness for
teachers, who have not come.
MISCELLANEOUS
'J'he Religions of the W<>rld

T

HE Freedom of India gives the
following statistics of the religions of the world:
Christians, 564,510,000,
Con fucianists and Taoists, 300,825,000.
Mohammedans. 221,825,000.
Hindus, 210.540,000,
Animists, 158.270,000.
Buddhists, 138,031,000.
Shintoists. 25,000,000.
Jews. 12,205,000.
In Europe there are 374,760,000 Chris-
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tians, and 14,050,175 members of other
faiths.
In Asia, 28,700,000 Christi'ans, and 863,500,000 of other faiths.
In Africa there are 9,050,000 Christians
and 149,871,000 of other faiths.
_
In North America there are 102,700,000
Christians, and 10,235,000 of other faiths.
In South America, 36,600,000 Christians
and 1,400,000 of other faiths.
In Oceania, 12,700,000 Christians and 42,925,000 of other faiths.
The total population of Europe is 350,872,561, and that of Asia, 872,522,000.
OBITUARY NOTES
Franklin E. Hoskins of Syria

November 12th the Rev.
ONFranklin
E. Hoskins of the Presbyterian Mission, died in Beirut,
Syria, after a brief illness. Dr.
Hoskins was born at Rochdale, Pa.,
sixty-two years ago, and accomplished a really great literary and
educational work. Only recently he
completed a six years' task of 'p?tting through the press a new edl~lOn
of the great Arabic Reference BIble.
He' was the author of several books
on the Near East, including "The
Jordan Valley and Pet,ra" a~d "From
the Nile to Nebo," a dISCUSSIOn of the
route of the. Children of Israel from
Egypt to the Holy Land. He was
also a teacher in the Theological
Seminary in Beirut.
During the war, Dr. Hoskins
worked among the Allied prisoners
of war. This resulted in breaking
down his health, and he returned to
America but last year again took up
his work in Beirut.
Dr. Therrien of Canada

of the outstanding represenONE,
tatives of French Protestantism
in America, Rev. Alphonse de Ligouri 'Therrien, D. D. recently passed
away in Montreal. Dr. Therrien
was born of French-Canadian Catholic parents, but in very early life decided to devote his life to the .Protestant Christian ministry. For more
than fifty years he was intimately
associated with French evangelization
in the Provinces of Quebec and Ontario.
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A Moslem Seeker After God: Showing
Islam at Its Best in the Life and
Teaching of AI-Ghazali, Mystic and
Theologian of the Eleventh Century. Samuel M. Zwemer. IlJus.
302 pp. New York: Fleming H.
Revell Co. $2.25 net. 1920.

A book so mystical and philosophical in character cannot be reviewed in anything less than a long
article and we will not attempt to do
more than give a hint to its contents.
Dr. Rendall Harris, the great As a prelude to his discussion of the
Friend scholar of England who has creed of AI-Ghazali and its crediwritten upon cognate subjects, re- bility, and his writings, ethics and
gards A,I-Ghazali as a rare combina- mysticism, Dr. Zwemer devotes four
tion of scholar and saint, of the chapters to general conditions in the
orthodox Moslem and the aberrant Moslem world of the eleventh cenSufi. He savs that in Sufism. that is. tury and to Al-Ghazali's birth and
in Pantheism. AI-Ghazali found the education, his teaching, his converway, of lift;, yet he remained an sion to Sufism, his subsequent
orthodox Moslem, that is, a tran- wanderings, and his later years and
scendentalist, and that he found the death. Extracts from his "Confesway to God Himself when he left sions" are in certain points like those
his lecture room and went into the of Augustine, and are helpful to any
wilderness,-into the Sufi inner sanc- earnest,bewildered soul seeking for
tuary. The substance of the volume God. The last chapter is entitled
is summed up in these words of Dr. "Jesus Christ in AI-Ghazali." Here
Harris: "The book tells us some- a large number of sayings and rething about this side of his experi- puted acts of His are collected toence in the Quest of Life, and when gether, many of them closely rethe story is finished we are reminded sembling Christian traditions and
not to seek the Living among the others being wholly apocryphal.
dead, but to believe that the same When one remembers that in AILord is rich unto all that call upon Ghazali's sojourn in Damascus, he
Him in truth."
spent much of his time in a mosque
After a lifelong study of Moham- formerly a Christian church, adorned
medanism and of missionary work with the Greek inscription, "Thy
among Moslems, Dr. Zwemer asserts kingdom, 0 Christ, is an everlasting
that in a very real sense AI-Ghazali kingdom, and Thy dominion endureth
may be used as a schoolmaster to throughout all generations," and that
lead Mohammedans to Christ. His he meditated much in the "Jesus
books are full of references to the minaret" of that church-mosque, his
teachings of Christ; he was a true large use of Jesus traditions is not
seeker after Christ. "No one can surprising. It is by the introduction
read the story of AI-Ghazali's life, of such material that Dr. Zwemer,
so near and yet so far from the himself mystically inclined, has made
Kingdom of God, so eager to enter ,this volume, that might easily have
and yet always groping for the door- become as dryas dust, to live and
way, wjthout fervently wishing that breathe the breath of heaven. Such
AI-Ghazali could have met a true groping after God in the fullest
ambassador of Christ. Then surely Christian sense is most pathetic. But
this great champion of the Moslem are there not scores of unknown and
faith would have become an apostle obscure men of the Al-Ghazali type,
of Christianity in his own day and awaiting the devoted, loving Christian
generation."
missionary ?
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We All Pray

"Thy Kingdom Come"
Do We Mean It?

The Witness Committee is dedicated to the great task of making
Christianity dominant in our national life. Our national foundations were laid by men of faith in Jesus Christ. His gentleness
has made us great. America should be the first nation to submit
to the gracious rule of Christ the King.

Will 'Y ou Help Us Morally and Financially in
This Effort?

Our Literature is Free. If JJou paJJ
for it we can double the output.

THE WITNESS COMMITTEE
119 Federal St.
Pitts~urg, Pa.

Please mention TBE

MISSlONARY

REVlEW

OF TlilO WORLD

In wrltlnll' to advertisers
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MllllioDaries In all parta of the world,
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You are Invited
to write for a copy of our large Ca taloe

of eeneral Mtrc:handlse and our special

Mis.ionary Circular
We guarantee safe delivery
anywhere
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A History of the Japanese People. By
Capt. F. Brinkley, R. A. 8vo. 780
pp. $4.50. The Encyclopaedia Britannica Co, N ew York. 1920.
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Cincinnati, O.
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A Vital Message
which drives home
If you wan t to reach the people
with a message which grips their
hearts. which deals with the greatest of all subjects-the Christianization of the world. which transforms a local provincial church
into one of world-wide proportions. you should get. the six-reel

Missionary Photoplay

"Problems of Pin-Hole Paris~"
for display in your community.
A remarkable life story strikingly
portrayed on the motion picture
screen. especially adapted for
church use. Write today' for
booking and particulars. The
World Missionary Drama League,
1813 Stevens Bldg.. 17 N. State
Street. Chicago, lll.

Old Bibles
Re .. Bound
Haven't you often wanted that old
Bible re-bound-that old Bible with all
its associations and sentiment? You
have wondered where you could have
the work done and perhaps you have
thought the price would be prohibitive.
The rebinding of Bibles requires the workmanship and services of men who have made
a specialty of this kind of work. You can
have your Bible expertly rebound iii leather
or cloth.
Send me your Bible by parcel post insured

-I will send you an estimate of the cost
8ubject to your approval before the worle i.
done.

R. H. HOWLAND

156 Fifth Ave., New York
Please mention

NEW BOOKS
The Sons of Pastor H. S. I. Translated
from Chinese by Francesca French.
12mo. 43
pp. paper. Morgan &
Scott, London. 1920.
Home Mission Trails.
By Jay S.
StowelL 12mo. 208 pp. $1.25. The
Abingdon Press, New York. 1920.
Rural Evangelism. By James E. wagf
nero 12mo.
176 pp. $1.00. The
Abindgon Press, New York. 1920.
Christianity the Final Religion. By
Samuel M. Zwemer. 12mo. 109 pp.
Eerdmans-Sevensma, Grand Rapids,
Mich. 1920.
Methods of Church School Administra16mo.
tion. By Howard J. Gee.
$1.00. Fleming H. Revell New York
and Chicago. 1920.
'
The Sunday School Between Sundays.
!3y E. C. Knapp. 12mo. $1.25. Flemmg H. Revell, New York and Chicago. 1920.
Map of Europe-4 ft. 4 in. x 3 ft. 6 in.
In Colors. Bond paper, $2.75; Map
C!0th, $4.50; 90th Mou.nting, $5.50
With complete mdex 48 pp. The Literary Digest, Funk and Wagnalls
Co. 1920.
Over 1200 cities, towns and rivers
are indicated on this map and are
indexed in the accompanying folder.
The old and new boundaries of the
countries of Europe are clearly
shown, and in the inset of Africa
there are indicated the disposition of
the former German colonies. The
map is a beautiful and clear piece of
lithography, prepared with the assistance of the American Govt:rnment
and the American Geographical Society. It is a valuable map for office,
school or home.
.
Map of the Near East, compiled by S ..
W. Boggs. Scale 1; 5,000,000. 27
in. by 39 in. Price $1.00. Colorsf
25 Madison Ave., New York City~
1920.
This map is clear and full of
accurate and up-to-date information
in regard to the new boundaries and
the location of Protestant mission
stations. There is an inset of Syria
and Palestine and another giving full
details of the various missionary
societies in each station. The labor
that cost thousands of dollars to
gather is here available for $1.00.
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HARRY EMERSON

FOSDICK'S

NEWHEveryday Life" book

"The Meaning of SERVICE"
Will be Ready DECEMBER 3rd
Hundreds of thousands have been helped
and inspired by his messages on Prayer and
Faith. They. will find this book timely,
virile, impressive-and equally appealing in
its human interest and spirit of Christian
leadership.

The NEED for "The Meaning of Service"
Each generation sees some new aspect of Christianity
lifted to the front. Today the terrific problems handed
to us through the World War are calling for a type of
Christianity which shall express itself in serviceable
action.

THE

announcement
of a new Fosdick
book is an event of
particular moment to
the Christian world.

FOSDICK'S trilogy on the
meaning of Christianity-

"The Meaning of Prayer"
$1.15

"The Meaning of Faith"
$1.35
and NOW

"The Meaning of Service"
$1.25

The DOMINANT PURPOSE back of
this book
Dr. Grenfell has said-"ReIigion is action, not diction."
This has been Dr. Fosdick's keynote in writing this book.

The CHALLENGE
For the sake of the integrity of Christian character, the
progress of the Christian Church, and of the World, Dr.
Fosdick says---"We need a new hatred of uselessness in
institutions and persons, and a new baptism of sacrificial
and effective service. . . . Unless Christianity can face
the tremendous tasks that this new generation presents
with an outpouring of self-sacrificing services and good
will proportionate to the need, we shali register a lamentable failure instead of the snccess which we might
achieve."
Handy, pocket edition volume, printed
on THIN paper, bound in art leather
cloth, round cornered. PRICE, $1.25.

A WORTH. WHILE
CHRISTMAS GIFT
A SPECIALLY BOUND
SET of Harry Emerson
Fosdick's three "Meanings""The Meaning of Prayer"
"The Meaning of Faith"
"The Meaning of Service"

The three books, uniformly bound
in cloth, with morocco ridge, gold
stamped, gilt top, with silk marker,
encased in an attractive carton.
$5.00, postage paid

============================================================ Caooa~j
PURPOSE
At .your bookstore
or from us

ASSOCIA TION PRESS

'V

347 Madison Ave., New York

Please mention THE MISSIONARY REVIEW OF THE WORLD in writing to advertisers
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PERSONALS

SEND A BOOK
YOUR FRIEND
the MISSION FIELD
to

on

THE CHRISTMAS SHRINE
or The Makers of Peace
by Winifred Kirkland
The Peace of Bethlehem on Christmas
night, the deep love of the Holy family,
these are to be kept alive in our homes
throughout the year. A book exquisitely
bound, which by the beauty of its pages
carries the Christmas message of peace
and love to your friends. Price, boards
85 cents.

DREAMS AND VOICES
Compiled by Grace Hyde Trine
A collection of modern Mother and Child
verie which gives us hope for the enduring beauty and strong comradeship of
family life. Some of the contributors
are-Robert W. Service, Josephine Preston Peabody, Henry Van Dyke, Angela
Morgan, Percy Mackaye. The book itself has a lovely soft blue cover which
makes you impatient to read it. Price,
$2.00 boxed.

A WOMAN'S POINT OF
VIEW: Some Roads to Peace
by Harrlot Stanton Blatch
A record of facts with constructive conclusions and a strong program for progress by one of America's foremost thinking women. The New York Tribune
has said of it, "'A Woman's Point of
View' is informed with so strong a conviciton and so keen an intelligence that
it is likely to make its way even against
the common weariness." Price, $1.25.

CHRIST IN THE POETRY
OF TODAY
Compiled by Martha Foote Crow
The title is in itself explanatory ;-an
anthology of unusual charm and beauty.
Bound in red cloth with gold lettering.
A gift book for anyone who appreciates
beautiful poetry. Price, $2.00 boxed.

BOOKSHOPS EVERYWHERE
or

THE

WOMANS

600 Lexinllton Ave.,

PRESS

New York City

DR. CHARr.JtS R. WATSON, President of
Cairo University, plans to return to Egypt
in January to take up his permanent residence there.

* * *
DR. G. SH!tRWOOD EDDY, after conducting evangelistic campaigns in CzechoSlovakia, Austria and Germany, and
during September and October in EgYP(
visited the American colleges in Turke;.,
at Beirut, Smyrna and Constantinople.

*

>I<

>I<

REV. ERNEST W. RIGGS, President of
Euphrates College, Harpoot, has gone to
Constantinople to direct the educational
work in aU the Near East Relief Orphanages in Asia Minor, Syria and the
Caucasus.

*

*

>I<

>I<

* *

BISHOP AND MRS. FRJW B. FISHJtR of
the Methodist Episcopal Church, after
visiting England to discuss plans with the
British missionary societies, will take up
tlreir residence in Calcutta, India, the district to which Bishop Fisher has been
assigned.
HaN. JOHN WANAMAKJtR was elected
President of the World's Sunday School
School Association at the Tokyo Conventi on.

'" '" '"

DR. HJtNRY FOWI,JtR of Siao-Kan, China,
has accepted the Secretaryship of the
Mission to Lepers for Eastern Asia.

* '" *

RltV. JACOB HJtINRICHS, D. D., a missionary of the Baptist Society in South
India, has been designated as special representative to visit the Baptists of AlsaceLorraine and Germany.

* '" *

DR. Ar.BERTUS PIETERS of the Reformed
Church Mission in Japan, expects to return to his field at the end of December.

'" '" '"

MRS. JAMES SIIlREE, for over forty-five
years a missionary of the Church of Scotland in Madagascar, died July 21st.

* '" *

Rllv. GILBERT DARr.INGTON, D. D., who
served as overseas chaplain during tt
war, has been appointed Treasurer
the American Bible Society, to fill the
vacancy made by the death of Mr. William Foulke.

* * *

REv. FRED L. BROWNLEE of Cleveland,
Ohio, has been appointed Secretary of
Missions under the American Missionary
Association.

*

>I<

*

Dr. Robert E. Speer has been elected
to the Presidency of the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America,
to succeed Dr. Frank Mason North.

Please lIIentlon THB MIBBIONAlIY RmVIBW OJ' '1'BlI WORLD In wrltlnc to
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If You Want a Thing Well Done
Do It Yourself
Would you let strangers run your business?
Would you let strangers invest your money?
Would you let strangers control your home?

NO
Why let strangers administer your estate?
Why let strangers provide for your family?
Why let strangers pay your benevolences?

Buy Life Annuity Bonds
They make you your own executor.
They guarantee a regular income to~your family.
They insure your money being devoted to missions.

Full particulars will be sent you immediately if you address:
George M. Fowles, Treasurer of the Board of Foreign
Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 150 Fifth
Avenue, New York City, or
W. J. Elliott, Treasurer of the Board of Home Missions and
Church Extension of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
1701 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa .

..
Please mention THE MISSIONA1IY REVIEW

OF

THE

WORLD

In writing to advertisers
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The Nam.e
of a Friend
You have many of them. You could, without difficulty,
write down the names of TIfty friends. Certainly, you could
draw up a list of ten friends who are church members, who
want to see Christ's Kingdom promoted here, friends who are
interested in missions-or who can become interested in
mISSIOns. It would not take you five minutes to draw up such
a list.

YOU CAN SERVE
YOU CAN HELP
YOU CAN DO YOUR PART
BY SENDING US SUCH A LIST

Every subscriber we secure for the MISSIONARY REVIEW
means a friend more deeply interested in missions.
Every friend more deeply interested in missions means a new
worker for missions.
Every new worker at home means stronger backing for the
missionaries in the field.
Every bit of added backing for the missionaries means more
men and women converted to Christ.
And you can start this ball-a-rolling by sending us a list of
your friends.

That is all you need do
We will do the rest
We will send your friends a letter introducing the REVIEW.
We will present to them the world-wide opportunities for
missionary success today.
We will awaken them· to their responsibility-to their
opportunity.
.

MAY WE COUNT ON YOU?
Send us your list today! 'Now!

MISSIONARY REVIEW OF THE WORLD
156 Fifth"-<\ve., New York
Please mention THE MISSIONARY REVIEW Oli'

THE WORLD

in writing to advertisers
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Could You Read
With Your Hands?
Thousands of blind must!
$10 will pay for a Testament and $2 for a
Gospel in blind type.
Souvenir verse free.
Help us also give the
Bible to immigrants,
seamen 'and the poor.

Write us about Annuity
Bonds

Just I~!:ti~

Out

THE MALDEN SURVEY
A Report on the Church Pla.n:ts of a typical dty. showing the

use of the Interchurch World Movement Score Card and
Standards for Rating City Church Plants.

Compiled under the direction of Professor
Walter S. Athearn

Author of A NATIONAL SYSTEM OF EDUCATION, Director
School of Religious Education and Social Service. Boston
Universlty.
This great source book 01 inlormation lor City Church Workers
marks the beginning of a new epocb in the organization, administra.tion and cooperation of religious bodies in urban communities. Ex~
haustlve data.. Compiled with Bclentlfic accuracy and thoroughness.
Square 12mo. Net. $2.50

PICTURES IN RELICIOUS
EDUCATION
Frederica Beard

Autbor of PRAYERS FOR USE IN HOME, SCHOOL AND
SUNDAY SCHOOL.

A book that fully meets the needs or Btble teachers 10r a. complete

~~~;:ll~~ ~~d~~ri~tpft:;:~~riJbo~~~~aw~:~~~ianThstg~t~U~
12mo.

Illustrat.ed.

Net, $1.75

THE ENCHANTED CARDEN
Every kind of Bible for sale: Scofield,
Oxford, Bagster, Cambridge, Holman,
Nelson, at Special Discounts.

Alexander R. Gorden, D. Lilt., D. D.

Author of The POETS of the OLD TESTAMENT.
A series of story sermons 10r cbtJdren covering the leading events in
~~e~~ft~for~~~~is ~rt~~t~~is~ noted tor the &~~~ a~~t~rtf:1to

Free literature

CREATEST THOUCHTS
J. Gilchrist Lawson
ABO·UT COD

NEW YORK BIBLE SOCIETY

Author of GREATEST THOUGHTS ABOUT JESUS CHR1ST
This third volume in the "Greatest Thoughts Series" offers the min_
Ister. teacher and Bible stUdent an exhaust·lve colleotlon of de1lnltlOIl8 and characterizatIons of Deity from every known source.
FuUy classified and indexed for ready reference. 12mo. Net. $1.15

Universal Bible Sunday, Dec. 5th.
No change in date.

676 Madison Ave.

(tilth year)

New York

CONTENDINC FOR THE FAITH
Rev. Leander S. Keyser, D. D.

A notable restatement of the elllCDtiais of the ChrIRtJan [aitb by an
A book that calls with a voice of authority and oonvlctlon to a renewal-ot faith.
8vo. Net. $3.00

able, conSfJrvative scholar.

$100.00
for Your Church

TRAININC THE
DEVOTIONAL LIFE

Luther Allan Weigle
and Henry Hallam Tweedy

A model little te:o!:t book on the art of traln1.Dg chIldren in nrayeI;.
pratse and worshlp.
Net, 75c.

NEW FURROWS IN OLD FIELDS
William C. Covert, D. D:

Today's Housewife has helped
churches all over the country
to raise funds in a refined, dignified manner. Far superior
to the usual, threadbare, tiring
supper, sociable or bazaar.
Not a cent of expense or risk.
Write today for details, Church
Aid Department,

A book which prescribes anplied Christianity as the one remedy tOl"
all our present-day social and ~dustrlalllIs.
Net, $1.50

A NATIONAL SYSTEM
OF EDUCATION Prof.WalterS.Athearn
Practical plans tor a nation-wide advance in religious educaUon.
.
Net. 11.50

A BETTER WORLD

Lbe rcalhiation of democrat1\. Ideals.

100

Net. $1.50

APT ILLUSTRATIONS FOR
PUBLIC ADDRESSES
A. Bernard Webber
A hotable eollection of fresh. orIginal incidents covering a wide range
OJ

Today's Housewife,

Tyler Dennett

Author of "THE DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT IN ASIA."
A review of the world's rel1J:lous resources and their appllcatlon to

subjects

Net. $1.50

THE USE OF THE STORY IN
RELICIOUS 'EDUCATION

Main St.

Cooperstown, New York

GEORGE H. DORAN COMPANY
244 Madison Avenue, New York

Pu bllsher. In America for Hodder &
rlells~ lpentlon TIfI' MJpSIONARY REVIEW OF THE WORLD In writing to advertisers
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"My Hair Turned White

•

In a

Single Night"
He was one of our Baptist Polish missionaries
It was in Russian Poland, in 1914- The Czar had determined to exile
3,000,000 German-speaking Poles to Siberia (a strategic mistake, for
they were anti-German politically). In the early evening the officer
knocked at his door and gave him his orders: they must leave at daybreak. In the morning his hair was white.
Another of our noble Baptists, a deacon and a lay preacher, the director
of a big linen mill in Riga, a bank auditor and a man of affairs and
position in society, had less than six hours to prepare for Siberia.
When these and other Baptists came back from Siberia, what did they
find? Homes devastated, churches wrecked, farms ravaged by war,
implements gone, money depr~ciated. This is one of the reasons why
our Baptist brethren in Europe need our help now.
Relief for Poland includes help to 225 widows, 400 unemployed families, 300 orphans, 3 ministers, widows and children, 3 aged pastors, 15
aged couples, 19 pastors, students in four universities, loans to 35
Polish Baptist farmers for rehabilitation.
Baptists of the North: We are called upon to raise $500,000 for these
needs, and those of France, Czecho-Slovakia and other European
countries. One-third of it is needed immediately. .This fund will
count on the One Hundred Million Fund. Let no Baptist church fail
to do its share.
We have been carrying on missionary work in Europe through our
Foreign Missionary Society for decades. N ow is the time for us to
"strengthen the things that remain," to hearten the workers and to
make sure our future welcome because we fail them not in the hour
of their distress.

THE GENERAL BOARD OF PROMOTION OF
THE NORTHERN BAPTIST CONVENTION

_276 Fifth Avenue
New York City

Please mention THE MISSIONAlIl" REVlBW 0' THE WORLD In wrltlnc to advertlsers
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HEBREW-CHRISTIAN
PUBLICATION SOCIETY, Inc.
Interdenomlnational-Non-Sectarian.
OFFICERS

RT. REV. CHARLES S. BURCH, D. D., LL.D., President, New York City.
REV. KENNETH MACKENZIE, Secretary, Westport, Conn.
WILLIAM W. McALPIN, Treasurer, 83 Bible House, New York City.

Bishop Burch in writing to Churchmen about the work of
of the Society says:
"In the Hebrew-Christian Publication Society we have an agency which must inspire confidence
and hope. This organization, now in its seventh year, seeks to reach the Jewisb people through the
printed page. The Hebrew race is conspicuous for its love of reading; and the leaflet kindly
tendered is sure of a tolerant reception. While the spoken word may arouse antagonism, often because of the spirit in which it may be offered, the printed word begs for silent thought, reason and
acceptance.
"In the person of Mr. B. A. M. Schapiro, the Managing Director, the Society possesses a nian of
rare qualities. A Jew by birth, a Christian and a Churchman by Confession, he brings to his
task a knowledge of Hebrew, Yiddish, and of the Talmud and Jewish Traditions which affords him
a wide field of thought. His grasp of the essential doctrines of the Christian faith is comprehensive
and convincing. His spiritual insight is keen and his devotion to our Lord Jesus (tried in the fires)
is indicative of his call to His Service. He loves his people and he writes for them with apostolic
zeal. Eminent scholars have strongly endorsed his works and not a few have personally commended
his methods, during the past quarter of a century.
"The great question is an adequate supply of this valuable literature for the increasing demands
made upon the Society by Missionary Boards and individual workers. If the opportunity is embraced and at once, incalculable good must ensue. And I hope that this personal plea for a generous
support of this laudable underlaking may find a cordial response on all sides by those to whom God
has entrusted His stewardship."

The Hebrew-Christian Publication Society, in order to give
an intelligent idea what its aim is, will send to the readers
of The Missionary Review, a set of the following pamphlets,
FREE, as long as they last:
1. The Aim of the Society.
2. Saul, the Pharisee, and Paul, the Christian or
The Law and the Gospel.
3, Jesus and His Kinsmen.
4. Sacrifices, their Origin and Significance.
Also a copy of their magazine The People, the Land and the Book,. organ of the Society; These
tracts are not only convincing to the Jew but strengthen and illuminate the Christian.

WRITE TO-DAY IN ORDER TO SECURE THESE
VALUABLE PUBLICATIONS FREE

Address Hebrew-Christian Publication Society·
Dept.P., 83 Bible House, New York, N. Y.
l'leue menlloa TBE MrmONARY lUVIBW OF TBIi WolW> in writing to advertisers
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Toilet Luxuries for the Holidays
AMED in song and story are the faultless complexions of Oriental women.
Much envy. indeed. their irrestible charm has aroused in the hearts of
travelers in Eastern lands. From the magic Orient we have taken the
formulae and receipts which have resulted in the Vantine Beauty Helps. These
are Toilet Luxuries that really enhance and preserve those gifts which Nature
has bestowedl Different in character. uniformly beneficial in effect. Vantine
products have won the esteem of the discriminating American woman.

JlF
....

Three Popular Vantine Groups
Sandalwood
Extract • 'jOe and $ 1.50
Toilet Water • . $2.00
Sachet powder
7Se and $\.00
Toilet and Bath~Soap 35c
Talcum Powder . • 2Sc

Wistaria Blossom
Extract • • . • $2.00
Toilet Water • • $2.00
Sachet Powder
• $1.50
Talcum Powder.
2Sc
Face Powder (4 shades) $1
Toilet Cream 2Sc and SOc

Geisha Flowers
Extract . 50c and $1.50
Toilet Water • . $2.00
Sachet Powder
75c and $ 1.00
Disappearing Cream 50c
Face Powder(4 shades)75e

For Sale by the Best Dealers Everywhere
Your dealer will gladly demonstrate to you the delicacy and enduring quality of Vantine's Oriental Perfumes and Toilet Requisites.
Should your dealer not yet have them. write us. mentioning hi.
name, and we will see that you are accommodated.

INCENSE

Vantine', fragrant burning pDwder. in uniQu,
package. 76c•• 1.60. 8.00. Burner. 75c up.
S,ts. (inC6ft.U 411d burner) 1.60 up, Samp~e .. 01
It&e,n,., only, maJ7ed pr,paid on reQueat. Add'r841 Dept. R.
_

A. A. VANTINE & CO., Inc.
NEW YORK
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